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Fruit.

Receipts.

Rasimikriiy YTxkoak. Pul a pound of
very ripe raspberries in a bowl, bruise them
well, ami pour upon them a quart of the
best white wine vinegar; next, day strain
the liquor on a pound of fresh ripe raspberries, bruise them also, and the following
day do the same—but do not squeeze the
fruit, for it will make it ferment-. -only
drain the liquor as you can from it. The
last time pass it through a canvass 'nag previously wet with the vinegar to prevent
Put the juice in a stone jar, with a
waste.
pound of sugar to every pint of juice; tlie
must
be broken into lumps; stir it,
sugar
and when melted, put the jar into a pan of
water; let it simmer and then skim it; when
cold bottle it. It will be tine and thick
when cold, and a most excellent syrup for
making a wholesome drink.
Ilia* CTrrvnt Ji-.u.y.
The following
receipt for making this jelly I have used
for several years, and think it much better
than any other I have tried or seen recommended
Put your currants in a bell metal
kettle and s aid them well; when cool press
through a sieve, getting out all the juice
be < :tretiii not to allow any skin or seeds
to pass through the sieve
measure the
juice and put it back again in the kettle and
i• t it boil hard for live or six minutes, skimming it, well; then add while on the lire
boiling one pound of sifted loaf sugar to
every pint of juice: stir it till dissolved
and then it is done and ready to put in

It tastes much more or the iruit
tummers.
and is of a beautiful light color.
Will keep
if
for years
necessary.
<■'*«.KIN.; OI.l> POTATOF.S. TllC following
method of rooking old potatoes is highly
recommended, and this is the season of the
;
to try ..:
Pare the potatoes about an
! year

r* i
ib d wo or three limes, the
ing
bditly r-n after aeh npera1’
n\t
moa- i from the baskel
"a ii in::
oi
eiiri;ig. and either broken
vii Mnall b\
hand or ground in a eurd\ certain quantity of salt is care••

id ilitimat< ls mixed with the curd,
which it is put into tin* clmesc-vat in hour before boiling, and then soak them in
1 water until they are cooked.
The
cloth and pressed tightly for an col
water must be boiling before they are put
ui'; then taken out and turned, and the
in air a little salt must be added.
When
-Mire increase.1 until the proper degree
done the water is poured oil’ and the pot is
: consistency is attained.
Afterwards i!
turned every twelve hours for three or placed near 1he' fire with the lid removed to
The potatoes will be dry and
•
days, remaining in the vat until the ! escape.
mealv.
1m comes so dry that it. docs not limis( runs
amwhky.
inluse a piece oi
the cloth.
Paring this time, skewers rcuuet in u little
boiling water as for makci'mmI through holes made in the sides
ing cheese; let it stand an hour or two;
’!.•• vat into the body of the cheest?, the
then put, a tablespoonful to three pints of
llectually to aid {he expulsion of the i new milk
warmed. Cover with a cloth and
■\
tlm pressure being still continued,
j leave until the curd is thick. Press out
W n- u I be skewers are wit Inlrawn the whey !
ami
use
the
whey, or sweeten and use both
• ws
tinoiigli tie se minature tunnels, which j
and curd.
This makes a very nice
in a few moments obliterated by the! whey
dessert for dinner.
m per incumbent w right.
T*
Kr.r.i 15in tick in ni: Silmmick.
A
1' is the praeti.
in some of tin- f’heshire
iirm- to take the ciiees*- to a cool -alting ‘•impie mode of keeping butter in warm
wcathci
where
ice
is
not
to
inis
handy,
aii/• re tor •» v\a ek or ten
mavliig ii
v.-rt a common flower-pot over the butter,
a.
turning itdibv. and rubbing salt on
with some water in the dish in which it is
a
surface
others
it
iuto a
upper
plunge
laid.
The orifice at the bottom may be
ii.
dmost strong muigh to it »at it, with
corked or not.
The porousness of the
ascnal turning.
M.hers. after taking I
earthenware
will keep the butter cool.
ele-ese from the press, place it in an !
Sun-, or Insists.
An Indiana corres■•'I at a model ale imat and let it remain
j
Tell your readers
ior th
et•
The binder, a cloth of i pondent writes thus:
night
that a few drops of coal oil dropped on
I■
t
iidi<
in breadth, is then
1
ligldiv around the cheese, when it parts stung by bees, wasps or hornets will
;
;< c o\ ed t1
the cheese room and placed give instant relief.
To Pki \ fm I5uk.ah i-noM Puyino. Keep
5ii iggle," the
a wet cloth around the loaf that is being
-*1 mad'
«. h. <•>■' being
put in the warmcdi'.-c,
1 lieie it. remains being turn- cut from and wet every time after a meal.
•
a' thi e time
week while il is new, This will keep the bread in a fresh state.
d
■often as it becomes matured, care
ak' ii to keep e:wh one of the cheeses
In August last a young lady, a resident
ui
outa< t wit h another.
The store room of
San Francisco, died. During the fol'•'•wav- '.bat which can be best protected
lowing October a lock of the deceased’s
'he held, and sudden
changes of hair,
together with two rings, were
I he tin-os t Cheshire clieese
ripe 'or the in irket under one or placed in a registered letter and despatched toward the Fast.
two year.-.
During the mail
tli
m iie..1 from tin*
Kug- robbery on the ggd of that month, the let!•
.in-;
ter
in
in the town of
question was opened, and one of
'•
1
>.
i‘ '•sU’isliin
!. ivcrs ol Stilton the rings
appropriated. When Postal
1»• i i»< iliii i,, ho priiiH it should lie de- Agent ilarstow took
possession of the
< »v»-l.
blm* and m.»i>i. 'I'm suit this rail of • l<bris in the mail ear, lie found the lock
I"•* i'"Hl>iinK,is tin-Hf.-i
artificially pro- of hair, one ring, and several pieces of
iiiord l»y introducing old and decayed tie letter.
Alter considerable troulde,
lieo.se into the now, or port wine or ale he
managed to decipher the name of the
ol I''1 by means <>i tasters, or by
sticking
the letter, and that of
oilkiim pins into the cheese ami leaving party forwarding
the party for whom it was intended. The
thom there unt il Liu v rust, and pro»luee an
writer of the letter, a lady, furnished him
Great care must, lie
11 »poa ran o'* nf decay
with a minute description of the missing
l. 1 with this eic-f
or 11
will fall to
ring, mentioning that its principal feature
pi.*( OV.
consisted of a heart crossed by two clasp1 he (’iieddar c!iee>o is romarkable for its
ed
hands. This clew was furnished to
rioimovs. and oommands fancy prices in the
V is made of new milk only, and the detectives, and through its aid they
market.
-ontaius iii'U’o fat than an egg.
It is almost captured one oi the leading spirits of the
t* o rich for ordinary consumption.
robbery. Hut for the ring, which he had
l ie* Dunlop cheese, most celebrated of ilevoted to the adornment of his own
otiand, was first made in Ayrshire, from •lumsy hand, lie might have escaped unwhich it was sent to the Glasgow market, scathed.
lie lias taken up his abode at
on! thence found its way to America.
the Nevada State Prison, and the
ring
was returned to its owner one
day’ last
The Best Horses to Wear.
month.
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An abundance of canned fruit is a good
thing in a family,*' both as regards health,
comfort and enjoyment. All who are in the
habit of laying by in this way large stores
of the different kinds of small fruits in their
season, are convinced that it is a paying
investment; and with the most it has ceased in a great measure to be regarded as a
luxury, but is rather classed with the
necessaries of life.
Many who have plenty of fruit, or who
have the means with which to purchase,
neglect to can it on account of tho trouble
or expense, but they will
dry or make into
preserves their surplus, with much more
labor and at a much greater expense; while
fruit thus prepared will require more care
and be less palatable than canned.
If properly done, canned fruit requires
but little labor in its preparation and little
attention afterward, and is the least expensive mode in which it can be preserved.
\V< have lately given a number 01 methods lor canning, and now we will add the
one wc have practiced for a number of
years and which wo have found very successful.
Wc use glass jars as the cheapest in the
cud. and tin* most easily taken care of.
Take
Pick over the fruit and fill the jars.
:i common wash boiler, and make of lath,
fastened together by two or three crossbars, a frame fitted to the bottom of the
]
boiler, to keep the jars off the bottom and
10 permit the heat to pass readily up throb
Place the jars in the boiler alid fill it with
cold water up to the neck of the jars. Tut
slats on the top of the jars and put on
weights to prevent them from tipping and
filling with water. Bring the water to a
boiling point, and boil from ten to twenty
minutes according to the quality of the
fruit. When the fruit is well done through,
take out one jar at a time; when the fruit
has settled lip from another jar. Have a
preparation of sugar and water—pound,
or a pound and a half, as preferred, to one
quart of water -kept boiling hot, and fill
up the interstices between the fruit with
this; have each jar completely filled-, and
then put on the cap and seal up as directed.
If sealed up in this way, the jars are air
tight, there will be no trouble about the
fruit keeping. We have common red currants, put up in this wav lour years ago,
that are in first rate condition now. The
"less sugar put in at the time of canning,,
the more natural will be the taste of the
fruit on opening.
After canning, the jars should be cooled
gradually and kept in a cool and dry place.
Household
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There is a difference of opinion on this
subject, but I hear oiler what I have learned from experience : The subject generally
m discussion
is, whether large or smail
horse,h are the best, but this depends mainly on the form and constitution of the
l‘"r1,1 'lew.
A large horse
may out
work -i ->m:dl one; in some instances it
may be the reverse of this, but what we
want to know is. which is best for general
use? 1 think this depends on what kind of
work they are to be used at. It is universally known that a large one will draw the
larger load, and from this we would infer
that they are the best for this purpose,
which is generally the case if they are of a
good form.
One great fault with many of the horses
of the present time is, they have too long
legs to be of proportionate size with the
body; such horses will soon wear out.
I or common use there is no kind of horses
better calculated than a small solid, robust
one, such as the French breed, which allow
«»t more hard fare and harder
usage, than
any other kind I know of. For heavy farm
work select
solid horse, but in this case
a large horse is not
needed, for they will
tire sooner than a somewhat smaller one.
But to sum the whole up together, if you
want a horse that will bear
driving hard
one hour, working the next, doing
heavy
work one day and light the next, select a
medium-size horse, with a short thick body,
and not too long legs, and be sure and feed
him well and he will be serviceable for many
years.

living a little distance"out
of Xewhuryport, was troubled with a
colil and cough the other day, and came
to town to one of the apothecary shops to
get some cough medicine. He took a
bottle of it home with him, as he supposed,
and when he coughed he administered a
As he described the
dose to himself.
etfect it was terrific. He said that as soon
as ho took the medicine it straightened
him nut as stiff as a snake, and he lay on
the floor two hours foaming at the mouth
and swelled up as big as two. This lie
thought the effects of his disease, and so
he took another dose, and says that it
stiffened him out stiller than before. He
lay' foaming at the mouth for three hours,
and swelled up as
bigasthree. When he
came to himself he took a
small spoonful
j ol the medicine and threw it into the fire,
when if exploded with a
great flash, and
what remained in the bottle he dashed
against the stone wall. He then came
into the city and went to the shop where
he had bought the remedy and told his
story. The attendant listened, and looking round the counter found the old gentleman’s cough mixture, and that a bottle
of fly poison was missing. The old man
is a little given to exaggeration, and perhaps he did not swell up or foam at the
month quite as much as lie describes, but
it is pretty certain that he took a dose of
fly poison for his cough.
I

very unpleasant position, owing to my
acquaintance with it.
“I have, as you know, given a good
ileal of attention to comparative anatomy,
aim at the bear who was still on her perch Plain Talk from a Ship-builder—The Ruin- especially to the structure of the hair as
To the
in the tree, and now remained there to
ous Tariff and a Ruined Village—Facts it appears under the microscope.
and Figures Concerning Ships and Ship- unassisted eye, indeed, all hair appears
keep out of harm's way: blit she had not
been initiated into the science of gunpowping-Prosperity Gone; Property Depre- very much alike, except as it is long or
short, dark or fair, straight or curly,
der and ball. They soon brought her
ciated, Etc., Etc.
course or line.
Under the microscope,
down, but not untifthey had tired ten or
of
the
Boston
Post.
•Special Correspondence
however, the ease p; very different; the
twelve shots,
ltemington came salely
Yarmouth,
2t,
1^71.
Mk., July
white man's is round, tins negro's ova!,
down, though at groat hazard of tailing,
An hour's ride over the Grand Trunk road the mouse's
lie was carried home next morning to his
apparently jointed, tin* bat's
brought us from Portland to this once prosperso on.
Indeed, every animal
anxious friends.
ous village.
A succession of hills, sharply pro- jagged, and
lias
a peculiar character,
hair
of
and,
The fright and over exertion In* had en- jecting rocks, extensive lumber yards, green,
a

'.o.M

uis
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of the Microscope.

Some time ago, being in company with
a medical man,
whom I will call Mr.
I>-we fell into conversation on the
uses ot the
microscope, in the management of which he was an
adept. “Now,”
said he, “I will tell you a story of what
happened to myself-—one which, I think,
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Roses

Fall.

fall.
Drop by drop the springs run dry.
<)ur by one beyond iv« all.
Summer beauties hide and die;
rose-

lint the roses bloonirigain.
And the spring will gush
In the pleasant April rain.

And the

summer sun

anew

and dew.

So in hours of deepest gloom,
When the springs in gladness fail,
And the roses in the bloom.
Drop like maidens wan and pale.
We shall lind some hope that lies
Like a silent gem apart.
Hidden far from careless (‘vein the garden of the heart.
So sweet hope to giadness wed,
'That will spring afresh and new.

When griefs winters shall have fled,
Hiving place to rain and dew—
hope that breathes of spring;
Through the weary, weary time,

Some sweet

budding
In the

for its blossoming
spirit’s glorious dime.

The Oak Closet.

Margaret Grey

was,

in some sort,

an

upper servant in the household of Judge
Wallace. The Judge lived in a handsome house in the suburbs of the little village of Thorndale.
Margaret was left an orphan at an early age, and the Judge and his wile had
taken her into their house to save her
from being thrown on the charity of the
tow n.
They had doin' their part well for her.
They had two children oi their own
twins- Alice and Algernon, and Margaret
had enjoyed every advantage of education in common with the brother and sister.
As she grew older, and began to realize how much she owed the Judge and
his wife, -he fell a desire in some way to
make them recompense for their kindness, and as she was an active, strong
girl, sin* soon became very useful about
tin* domestic affairs in the household.
Mrs. Wallace was a feeble woman, and
willingly resigned the care and burden
to Margaret, and in due course, of time
the young girl came to he trusted and
depended on, until, by the time she was
twenty-two, -lie was really at the head of
the establishment, though Mrs. Wallace
still did the honors in her quiet, lady-like
way. and poured the entice and tea at the
head of the table.
Alice had married early, and gone to
the Far West with her husband; Algernon was finishing his medical studies at a
German 1’Diversity, and only the Judge
and Margaret, and his wife—besides the
man and woman servant, who had been
with them for years were left at home.
Some unfortunate speculations, largely
indulged in when the Judge was quite a
young man, had encumbered the old estate with a mortgage, and this it was the
Judge’s ambition to discharge, lie wauled to leave the place totally free and
clear from debt to his son Algernon.
The strictest economy had been practiced for years in the house with this end
in view, and at last the Judge held in his
hand the money with which to liquidate
the claim.
It was late one Saturday night when he
brought it home and said to his wife, ns
lie swung the little black leather trunk
containing it before her eyes, ‘-Well. Annie, at last we are to he free from debt!
There is eight thousand dollars in that
trunk, and on Monday I shall pay Jones
in full, and on Monday we will burn that
abominable mortgage together, you and
J, Annie. It will bo the happiest day ot
my whole life."
“Hut if anything should happen, Wilsaid Mrs. Wallace, nervously.
liam
•Do put the money in some safe place.
It has cost us just dear enough to scrape
it logoi her.1’
i lie judge bent down ami paueu ine
anxious little woman on the head.
“I am going to put it in tin: little oak
closet, Annie. It has a spring lock, and
if by chance any burglar should get into
the
house
he never would think of
finding anything ot value in a little stifled
up closet at the head of the garret stairs.”
And with a light heart the Judge went
oil’ to deposit the treasure.
Margaret was sitting in the room, darning the Judge’s stockings, when this conversation took place, and of course sin*
heard w here the money was to he placed,
though at the time she gave little heed to
it.
The next day, John and Sarah, the two
servants, had a holiday to visit a married
daughter of theirs, who resided fifteen or
twenty miles away, and as it was in November, and the days were short, they
could not return until Monday night.
And some time after they set out there
came an imperative message to the
Judge
from his only sister—saying that she was
very ill, and desired to see him without
delay. Her home was in Shelby—eight
or ten miles off, and of course the
Judge
lost no time in obeying the summons.
He took his wife with him, leaving Margaret alone in the house.
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•'Well, lommy," said she to the eat.
“I guess you and i will go to bed. W'e
must be up betimes in the
morning, you
know, since there’ll be none but us to
do up the chores.”
As she spoke,Margaret
stopped to stroke
old Tommy, but to her infinite surprise,
she saw- that tjie animal’s paw and tail
were
erect—her eyes had changed to
glossy green of rage and terror, and with
stow, panther-like tread, she was making
her way toward the door which
opened
upon the cellar stairway.
And while she gazed,
Margaret saw
with horror that the latch was slowly
and
the
next
moment the door
lifting,
opened with an ominous creak, and a
man stepped into the room.
He was a
short, thick set fellow, with sandy hair
and whiskers, and a pale, lerocious-look
ing eye. set far back in his head.
“So ho, my dear,” said lie.
“you are
sole proprietor, it, appears ?"
for an instant Margaret’s heart stood
still, but sin1 was naturally a brave girl,
and she was proud as well, and would
not allow this man to sec that she feared

j

“I have that honor," she replied coolly.
“Who arc you ? And what do you want?”
“1 trust you will excuse me if I nog
loot to introduce myself,” said the man,
with much courtesy—“as for my lmsiln
s, I am quite happy to inform you
ab,ml that.
1 want that eight thousand
dollars that the .fudge brought from
Kindgely bank last night, and 1 depend
on you to point it out to me."
The indignant blood rushed to Margaret's face, and she sharply answered :
“I will die before 1 w ill do what you
ask!”
“You sliall have your choice.”
lie produced a revolver, which he cocked deliberately, and pointed at her head.
“Now show me the place whoro the
ease is hidden, or I’ll blow your brains
out.”
Like lightning a varied train of thought
rushed through the head of the girl; in
that one instant of time she thought of a
score of plans to evade the rascal,
and
simultaneously discarded them as imThere she was alone, a weak and helpless girl, almost a mile from any other
human habitation, and in such a storm
it was by no means likely that any one
would be passing by from whom she
could claim assistance.
For a second she thought of risking
everything to escape by the other door,
and, trusting to the darkness and her intimate knowledge of the way, to attempt
to reach Mr. Turner’s and seek protection.
Hnt the man seemed to divine her
thoughts, for he stepped between her
and the door.
“No iny beauty, you don’t play that
game on me,” he said, with a sardonic
grin. “And now I’ll give you just three
minutes to decide wliat you’ll do.
If
you will show me only where, the money
is. I will swear tn do you no harm; if
you refuse, 1 swear to kill you, and trust
to luck to finding it without your help.”
lie lookout Iris watch, and stood reit and Margaret alternately.
As
she .stood there, faint and giddy with
fear, a new idea penetrated Margaret’s
In aim and she was just in that state ot
desperation which stops at no sacrifice,
however great. Come life or death, she
must save the money for which her kind
friends had toiled so long and earnestly
and the, loss of which would involve them
in ruin. And she thought she saw a way
to doit, although it would
compass her

garding

destruction.
“You may put up your pistol,” she

said calmly.
“1 will show you where
the money is concealed.”
mat’s
sensible, my dear,” said Ihe
“It ain't often that sense and a
mam
face
pretty
go together. But you’re an
exception. Chime you must be lively
now.”
She took a candle from the table, selected one key from a hunch in the basket hanging from the wall and bade him
follow her.
She led him up the stairs to the door
of the oak closet, applied the key, and
opening the door, pointed to the black
box in the farthest corner of the closet.
“You will find what you seek in there,”
she said.
She stepped back for him to enter, but
lie seized her by the wrist, and pulled
her along with him.
“I know your game,” said lie; “3-011
would get nre into this cursed close hole
and then lock the door on me. Take out
the key and fling it down the stairs, and
I shan't eat
come in along with me.

you.”

She obeyed him literally; and as they
stood together in the stilling place, which
was hardly large enough to contain them.
Margaret, with the hand which she had
left free, seized on the door and closed
it.
il shut with a sharp click -shut ami
locked at the same time.
A fierce oath hurst from the lips of the

truer lin
y well' seaico in me carnage,
the .Iinlge slopped to say,
"It is barely possible, Margaret, that
burglar.
we may remain all night.
It looks very
“What do you mean ?” he cried. “Ilell
much like a storm, and in that case, we
and lurios! I shall suffocate here ! Open
shall certainly stay. And if so, you had
that door or I will shoot you.”
better get Sallio Turner to conic over and
“Do as you please,” said Margaret,
for
with
stay
you
company*.”
defiantly; “The door has a spring lock,
lint though Margaret would have liked
and 0H11 be opened only from the outside,
Sallie’s company* well enough, she at
and unless some one comes to our release
once decided not to ask for it, because if
we shall remain here until we die, which
she did so, she knew that Sallie’s brother,
will be a few hours at most.”
Willis, would be sure to come along, and
“You she-devil! Why have you done
the. less she saw of Willis Turner, why
the better she was pleased. Willis was this?” he demancd, hoarse with rage.
“Don’t you know that you will die, too
an honest, industrious sort of fellow, and
“Certainly; but 1 prefer death to the
he was Margaret’s most devoted admirer,
If we die here
but with the usual inconsistency of her ruin of my best friends.
the money
sex, she utterly refused to see what was as we shall without doubt
will be saved.”
best for her.
The oaths, and threats and curses of
The long afternoon wore slowly away.
man were fearful, but Margaret felt
Margaret read a little, and drummed a the
Something above and beyond
few tunes listlessly on the piano, played no lear.
with the black and white kitten, and held herself sustained her,and she was happy in
the old cat curled up in her lap like a the conscio(jpness that her life would
sleepy caterpillar, and at last it was sun- purchase the old home for her kind benefactors.
set.
The close, torpid air weighed upon
Time to milk the cows and shut the
her like lead; already had the wretch
barn door lor the night.
was her companion sank
who
It was evident enough that there was
stupefied
going to be a storm, for the north and to the floor. All her past life came up
before
she
remembered
west were dark and gloomy* with ominous
her;
things long
black clouds, and the east wind sighed ago forgotten—she saw faces dead and
buried—she
heard
voices
long mute bedrearily in the pine woods back of the
house.
And, indeed, before Margaret neath the grave clods, and then life and
sense faded out and she knew no more.
had done up the odd jobs at the. barn, the
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
great drops of the frozen rain began to
tall, and by the time she had eaten her
Judge Wallace’found his sister better,
supper and strained the milk, the storm but the storm coming on, it was deemed
had set in in deadly earnest.
Dost to remain all night; but early next
She closed and barred the door—the morning he set out for home accompanwindows were already* fastened—drew the ied by his wife.
shutters, and piled the kitchen fire-place
Arrivinginsight ol’thehouse,he was surfull of dry hickory*.
prised to see the shutters still closed and
The kitten had gone to sleep in the cush- die chimney giving out no smoke ot welioned chair in the corner, and the old come.
At the gate a young man was
black cat sat on the hearth blinking her
tying a
liorse. and the Judge exclaimed to his
eyes sleepily at the cheerful blaze.
Margaret read a little, and dreamed a wife:
“Bless my life, Annie, that’s Algernon !
great deal, as girls of her ago are prone
to do at times.
She made a very ire tty There’s no mistaking him. He’s a month
picture, if only there had been some one earlier home than wo expected him. But
I greatly fear
to see her.
something is amiss witli
Her soft brown hair was unbound, and
Margie! She’s an early riser and the
fell rippling to her waist; her fair round
shutters are yet closed.”
face was tinted as delicately pink as the
He whipped up his horse, and very
inside of a sea shell; her brown eyes soon he had his long absent son by the
were dreamy and full of
languor, and her band.
rod lips were sweet and womanly enough
The first warm greetings over, the
for any true lover to find his rarest happi- Judge rapped at the fastened door, but
ness in kissing.
diciting no response, his alarm increased,
Slowly, at length, the old collin-shaped and alter shouting for Margaret at the
dock in the corner struck ten. Margaret !op of his voice and receiving no reply,
She had not thought it
darted up.
with Algernon’s aid lie burst open the
The evening had gone off back door and entered the kitchen.
ivas so late.
All was as she had left it the night prenucli more quickly than she expected it
would. It was not so dreadful to stay cious—the fire burned down, and black
done after all, she said to herself.
brands covered the hearth ; the chamber
She opened a shutter and peered out iu- door stood suggestively open.
Father
o the darkness.
It was as dark as Elemd son ascended the stairs, and half way
jus, and the wind and rain beat against up the Judge hit his foot against the key
lie pane in a perfect torrent. The .fudge
>f the oak closet.
would not t^iiik of returning on such a
“Good heavens!” ho exclaimed, “the
light.
key of the closet where I left that money.
—

j

tear that evil lias befallen Mar-

They

l'ounVl the elo.set door locked and
repeated knockings there came
no response from within.
Algernon then applied the key and the
opened door revealed a fearful sight.
to their

With fearfully distorted, purple face,

the robber lay on the floor, stone dead,
and a little removed from him pale and

quiet, lay Margaret.
Algernon bore her
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Bear.

“Come,

lieighi,

tlu» fii-inl.

.-!ioa«lily :idWlllcing,

Captain,

thinking about it.
did he lose ?”

home.

<*:uni'

wide and vividly verdant

what is more, this character varies accord-

j
j

!

1

answer,

Fh. sir?

quick-

er-

stand serious-faced

tin* *vml of

oxen,

J

gravely chewing

v’': at tin* village 1V-! Ofih e
an* hitched two or three dilapidated hordes,
hanging then rueful countenances, and going
1111i«*11y from door to dobi are meek-looking men
clothed in black alpaca. Like the village described by a certain learned livine, it had an
air of being finished otf and shut up for future
use.
We noted all these on a long drive, in an
un

easy,luxurious carriage,behind a smartly-stephorse. And on a quiet, almost unt ravelled
road, that wound close to lb river's brink,
found the solution to all this blighting inactivity
and dimished prosperity.
Six deserted shipyards, with the gray stains of time, weather
ami long disuse upon them; their long, black,
plank ladders reaching appealingly toward
heaven; the tall, scattered gray posts standing
like grim sentinels watching the slow but
ire
decadence of their surroundings; the long,
black steam-boxes, with rusty nails, dropping
unnoticed from their loosened holds: the closed
ping

boat-houses, the dilapidated pump-shops, the
unoccupied mills, the blacksmith's lire unlighted. his forge untouched, tlu* bellows hanging
loose ami idle. The picture was complete.
It
needed no tongue to tell its tale of depression,
we
and
ruin.
rode
on
!<>
the
blight
Musingly
residence of S.
Blanchard, l>q.. a preitv

-no

How much

“Why, one hundred dollars, ol'course.”
There was a shout of laughter round
the table, and cries ot ‘right,’ ‘wrong.' in
all directions.
“Why, you torget,” cried one, “that
the boots were paid lor." “What's that to
do with it?” said another; “didn't the
Yankee carry them oil', and wasn’t the
bill bad?” “Of course it was,” .-aid his
neighbor, “the Captain’s right.” “Bet
you a sovereign lie's wrong." “Pone;
what do you say it is?” “Why fifty dollars and the boots.
Am I right, sir?”
But the New Yorker only laughed, and
the chorus with him became louder.
The question spread from table to table,
right down, round the stern, and up the
port side, “What did the bootmaker lose?”
until our ears were deafened with tin answers and bets.
At length it reached a great big Boston
man, who had set up among us a sort of
oracle, for he wore long, straight black
clothes of a clerical cut. and. above Ins
grey head and huge. Happing ears, a
monstrous shovel hat. We bad all taken
him fora superannuated bishop, until his
friends let out that he was head of a great
insurance ollice all his life, deep in all the
mysteries of policy and premium; so that
verily it was thought assurance indeed,
when a pert ensign aid. “Now, I'll tell
yon what, old buck, bet you that vou don’t
tell right of
What did the bootmaker
lose?”
“Sir," said the big man with much
gravity, “I decline lie- bet, but shall be
happy to answer your question it vou put
it.”
So he was told, and then the pert enX.m tell u- qii.rk, "Id ,u>\
sign again,
What did t In- bootmaker I"
**WlirB
did he lose sir '1 Why, lie lost, of eour-<
fifty dollars <>n the one hand. wiii«-l; he
returned to the money changer, and the
fmty-tive which ho gave tin- rogue lulost, sir, of course, ninety-live dollar and
the boots
But, alas for the Bi-hop look
ing brother, a ludicrous shonl of derision
from some one who had found it out
greeted his reply, upon which In- ro-e
with a heavy frown and wen! on deck.
Then rose the cry, “What did the !..
maker lose?” from all parts of the
“Kilty-live dollars,” cried a venturesome
guess. “Korty-live,” cried another, equally confident of his reasons. But the New
Yorker only smiled and laughed withal,
telling us to give reasons for our answers.
The very waiters carried it into the pantry. bake-house, and galleys, whence it
went to the second-class passengers and
the forecastle, until all round the -hip.
in a circle from the red-hot funnel where
mostly we did congregate, was heard the
familiar erv “what did the bootmaker
lose?”
Header What was ii, and why?

made
effect,
bruised.
and folded it up with the hairs in an envesent
who
had
lope, ready for the person
them. In :i few days a stranger called
and inquired whether I had made the investigation. ‘Oh, yes,* 1 said, ’there they
are. and you will lind them and their d«*
seription in this envelope banding it to
He expres>ed him
him at the same time.
ami otfered me
I self as much obliged,
fee which, however, 1 declined, telling
him that 1 could not 1li.uk of taking any
thing for so small a mutter.
It turned out, however, of m-ue cotisrqlienee than I had imagined, for within
week l w:i- -sa ved with a supo na to a’
tend as a witness on a trial for murder
This was very disagreeable, as I have
said, but there was no help lor it now
The ease \va- this
A man had been kille t
by a blow from some blunt instrument on
the eyebrow, :uid the hairs sent to me nexamination had m*en taken from a mini
mer in tin* possessi >ti of a suspected mm
derer.
I was put in the witness box. and
my testimony ’that, tie* hairs iwr« from
tin* human eyebrow, ami had been bribed,' was just the link in tin* ehain *»l e\ i
tlenee which sutfieed to emivirt the prisoner.
fin* jury, however, were not ea-il.
satisfied tha* my statement was worth
anything; and it required tin* solemn a
suranee of the judge that sueli a eon hi
sion was within tin* reach of science I »
convince them that they might act upon it

out all wo could pertaining to matters of interest
to the readers of the Post.
We had < hildi-h rei,olk*etions of Yarmouth, as out* of the most
of
Maine's
many
thriving ship-huildnourishing
ing towns, ami expected to fimI streets met.opolitan. and busy with the unsuppressed hum
of activity anti prosperity.
On tin contrary, its
two thousand inhabitants seem to have fallen
into a Kip Van Winkle sleep, and a Sunday
atmosphere of stillness and quietude is upon
and over all.
The dust is unspnnkled and undisturbed in the. streets. On theft* grassy bord-

We find tin* following humorous yarn
in Col. MeCrca’s Lost, Amid the log.
A New York gentleman at dinner on
hoard a Cunard steamer laid a wager
with the captain that he could not give
him a correct, answer, within a minute,
to the following question:
**A Yankee
rushed into a bootmaker's store, in llroadway, ‘Here, look sharp!’ cried he, ‘just
off for California—ship sails in half an
hour—want a pair of boots look alive!'
Down tumbled the hoots oil' tin shelves:
“I low
from which he was soon lilted.
much?” “Five dollars.” -Give me change
for this fifty dollar bill —sharp quick.”
The bootmaker, not having change, rushed to a money-changer.
‘Quick, give
change for this lifty-dollar bill- passenger
just oil’ to California!’ and in a tew minutes away ran the Yankee with his boots
and his change—oil’ to California, of
course.
In about an hour alter wards the
money changer came down to tin* bootmaker.
‘Halloa! see,’ quoth he, ‘this is a
had bill: pay me down fifty dollars at
which
the poor fellow, much disonce;’
gusted, had to do. Now how much did
the boot-maker lose ?”

What 1 am about to relate I heard from
the lips of the hero of'tlie affair in the
winter of 1801, 70 years ago. An old
man, as 1 now am, of 82, naturally loves
to dwell upon the legends of his
younger
days, especially such as are true, and
truth is sometimes stranger that fiction.
Major Dennis Geteholl was an early settler in Sidney, then a part of Vassalboro.
lie settled on the west side of the Kennebec, nearly opposite Vassalboro Corner.
At the time of the affair alluded to. Major
Geteholl was confuted ti his homo by a
cancer, s.nd sent his son Remington, a
stout young fellow of sixteen, to the West
Pond settlement for Dr. Williams, who
happened to be visiting there. The distance was about live miles through the
woods, lie went through, having with
him a well trained dog, did his message,
and after resting and taking some refreshments, was about to set out on his journey

I p

forests,

fields, and over all a summer sky fringed with ing to tin* part of the body from which it
system though he had been an fleecy white clouds. These were the pictures is
auncommonly strong athletic youth, he was that attracted the eye, whilst sharp above the willtaken—an important circumstance,
ever after comparatively weak. He would
appear from my story, which is this
clanking of the rapidly revolving iron wheels
I once received a letter by post, concame the occasional click, click, of mowing manever venture into the woods alone, and
ami the loud halloas of the lm-\ farmer,
the mere chipping of a bird or tin* ehip- chines,
taining a lew hairs, with a request that 1
borne to listening ears on the breath of the frag- would examine
them, and adding that
pering ol a squirrel would make him rant wind. Through quiet country towns we
nervous.
He died in IN-JO or thereabouts, rambled and screamed, stopping there and in they would he called for in a tew days.
1 submitted tin* hairs to the
tin* midst of potato fields to pick up passengers According!v,
before reaching his sixtieth year.
by the wayside. Ami here we were at la-t sot microscope, when I discovered that tIn-v
down at a neat little depot, in a pretty little vil- were from tin* human
eyebrow, and had
The Actuary Puzzled.
lage, with a long afternoon before us, to find been
1
a note to this
nervous

STOltV OF THE KKNNF.liEO WH.HERNESS.

When he entered the woods the sun was
about an hour high. He had not proceeded lar when he saw his dog pursuing a
cub. lie thought at first he would help
him capture the cub and carry it home
with him, but he immediately thought of
the old hear, and expecting tliat she would
lie upon him in a minute, lie sprang to the
nearest tree, which was a slim Norway
pine, running up between forty and fifty
feet, without a limb the lean snaringly
fed boys of that day could limb tree's
much better than the lull ted lads ot the
When he had got up about
present.
eight or ten feet he saw the bear coming
alter him
He called out to his dogwhieh
made a furious attack upon the hear behind. She fearing for her cub, immediately turned back and chased the dog oil*
and around lor a considerable time. Remington in the meantime exerted himself
to the utmost.
She came back to the tree
again but the faithful dog was at her
heels. She then turned and chased him
oil' as before.
This was again repeated, which gave
Remington time to roach the first limb;
he got hold of it and drew himself on to
il much exhausted, and stood upon it with
hi- arms around the tree.
After awhile the bear, either disregarding the dog, or perhaps had been disabled
or killed in the light, began to ascend.
It
was now that Remington
began to give
himself over for lost. The poor fellow
had no means of defending himself, and
could see no prospect but that of being
dragged down from that fearful
mid torn in pieces by the infuriated beast.

far-reaching

dured, hatl shattered his constitution and

down stairs and inthe open air, hut it was very long before she gave any sign or token of lito.
And it was a week before she was able
to give a detailed account of what had
happened during the night of horror in
the oak closet.
But she had saved the money, as she
undertook, to pay the debt of gratitude
owed by her to tlie father. And before
Hie winter was over Algcnon married
Margaret, and together they dwell in the
old homestead, and on stormy nights
they toll their children the story ot the
old oak closet.
to

him.

practicable.

j

I greatly
garet.”

two—toried cottage, tastefully ornamented with
porches, verandahs and hay windows, and surroimdcd '\iih beautiful ground.:, plea-antiy !;versified with winding paths, well-kept he.lg. -.
highly cultivated gardens, blooming downs,
hoj-hoiist's :lnd arbors.

an "M
One juryman m particular
‘Does
farmer was \ cry hard to satisfy.
thee mean 1 <> say,’ said he, ‘that thee can
1 an wered
toll any hair of any animal.'
that 1 would not take upon mysclt to as
sort positively that I co.ild do so, although
1 believed I could.
‘Well,’ said he, I II
prove thee.’
The prisoner, as I said, wa- convicted,
and 1 went home, and, in the hui-v life ot
an extensive
practice, forgot all ah.nit
About two
my ohstina’o old tanner.
years afterward, however, a person, an
utter stranger t<> me, called mi me with
a few hairs screwed yp in a pierof pa
per, which he asked me to examine and

MR. BLANCHARD

line specimen of the intelligent New
Knglan* 1 ship-master. For three generationliis family have built ships, owned litem ami
navigated them upon the m ean. Always enterprising and successful in their business, they
i-

him.-t if

a

have made the names of Bl.wchabd Bu«>niKits well known throughout New Knglan 1
aone of the most prosperous ship-building
linns within its limits. The representative of
tin* linn is a stout, broad-shouldered, solidlooking man of about average hieglit., with
kind but determined countenance, low. full
forehead, and sharp, penetrating eves. A brisk,
bru.-que manner, and quick, concise speech,
which means business, characterize him; but
la* meets am! treats one with true, genuine
country hospitality, assisted always by his most
amiable and accomplished lady, who entertains very graciously ami acceptably, either
here in her country home or her city residence
in Boston, (’oiufortably seated in her cool, in;
viting parlor, a conversation ensued with Mr.
Blanchard, as follows;
v

report

O»r.L0Qf\.

Forres. I have come lien* from Portland
this afternoon, Mr. Blam*hanl, to ascertain, if
possible, bow your town is all'oeted by tlie depression of the shipping interest.
■'Well, I’m no politician,* said Mr. Blanchard,
"■■uid can’t make any such talk as they do; but
I
in give you sonic square fai ls tr*»m my own
< Np -rieiice.'’
Ami tin* Captain <lr**w himself
up with eagerness in his look ami earnestness
ill his -peeeh.
‘'orres.
it's just what 1 want, C tptain : ami
will you please begin with telling me something
of tin* prosperity of this /dace in former years?
Mr. Blanchard—Well, I can tell you all about
that, for y<*u know that. not. only myself and
brotiu r-. but our father ami grandfather before
b. rn in this business, :in,| w. know all
li-. I.
about it.
! *-.in remember wlnn Yarmouth
v as duiost -i wil.lerm'ss, withouiv
tew ->*atl* r* <i iuii-ibitants, and I rail look back ami «•«*
.iu-I itow .1 lias grown, ami remember when
all Hies, m
houses that. \ oil see a ere bllilt.
But 1 tell you times have changed,
m.*s have

investigation.

When he was gone, and I had leisure
put the hair- under the microscope,
and soon discovered that they were taken
from the back of a Norway rat.
Two or three days afterward-, as 1 was
sitting in my consulting room, an old
tanner-looking man was ushered in.
•Well,’ said he, ‘has thee looked at them
hairs.’
•Yes.’ I msvvercd, •and lind that ihey
are from the hack ot a Now.tv m
Wei 1.'
\-■* they
1'hoii hast
ex laimed he,
are.
forgotten me, h,n 1 hive not forgotten
thee.
Does thee lveollcrt the trial for
murder at I.
a-si/e- ? 1 -1i«t 1 would
prove thee, and so I have, for them hairs
came
from the back of rat's skin my son
St» tin* old gen^ent me from Norwav.'
tleman was satisfied with the proof to
which lie had put me, :md 1. a- you may
suppose, was well pleased that my skill
and sagacity had stood <ueh a pueer proof
as this, and more convinced than ever ot
the value of the micro-cope."
Here the doctor ended hi-, story, which
I have given i- nearly as possibh in blown
words, .nil Upon whieh 1 believe
that a thorough dependence may be plae
ed.
Journal ot Mierosco|*y.
to

<

intent upon her trembling victim. “like’"a
staunch murderer steady to his purpose.”
She .-ooii reached him, and reached forward with open jaws and glaring eyeballs
to >ioze him by the loot.
He drew it back
and with a convulsion a superhuman effort—he deali, with it heavy and rapid
blows upon her net k and head. This was
changed.
r-inv'.
a reception she was not
Simula mage -o.
Ana your
prepared for, and
non-building ships, 1 am to understand. i- the
she was obliged to take d quietly, not
iii-c (;! all this.
having the use of her fore paws. A bear
Mi'. Blanchard Kvcrv mile of it. W-‘proswithout the use of these weapons is quite
pered as long as wc buill -hips; when that w:i>
j lone we had nothing to fall hack upon. And
harmless, unless she can get a hold with
there's plenty of other towns in tie -ame preher teeth.
Her hold was immediately
dicament.
broken, and she lost her balance and fell.
Corros. How many vessels did you build
This could hardly have been caused by
lu re, on an average, prior to lspo
tlie force of the blows, considering the
Mr. Blanchard—From fifteen to twenty, and
this \t ar we build only one. That’s more than
strength ot a bear’s grasp.
can atlbrd to do.
we
There’s no prolit in it.
It is the first impulse of a boar, when
But our captain- get tired of doing nothing, and
attacked or resisted, to strike with his
we get tired, of doing nothing, so w«* build to
fore paws.
Prompted by this instinct, she
make business, hoping all the while that tinn's
had probably let go her hold upon the
will brighten up a little,
l’liey don’t, however,
and I don’t know as they ever will, for those
tree to strike at (ietehell. still retaining a
are
us all the time.
Westerners
lighting
against
hold
her
feeble
hind legs; but here inby
< 'orros.
Are you entirely sati-iic.l with what
stinct for once proved a failure, for being
the 1.'astern Congressmen have done for von?
directly underneath him, she naturally
Mi. Blanchard. \ro. IAlx’r! There’s Mr.
I.yin-h. in our district, who has been trying t<>
swayed herself back to bring her paws to
do something, but what does it amount to? It’s
hear, and the blow coming at the same ina plan to hire capitalists to build ships,
stant, she let go, the recoil which quick- A Modest Policeman in nn Embarrassinr only
and after we’ve turned round and protected the
ened her movement and she lost her
Situation.
copper dealers and iron dealers and all the rest
<>

'•

>

■

l-ii<:j

equilibrium.

tidal fees.
Corros. And this tonnage due you have to
repeat every time your ship comes to a United
Slates phrt, do you not?
Mr. Blanchard. Yes. And for that reason
we keep them out of the country as much as
I have one ship that has not been to
we can.
the United States for eight years, two more
that have been gone five years, two more for
four years, and another two years.
Corros.
It seems to he your policy, then, to
keep your ships away ?
Blanchard.
It’s all the way we can make
Mr.
Not only that, hut we
them pay anything.
man, supply and repair them in foreign ports.
When we lit out a new vessel we put just as
litth* rigsring, sails, chains and supplies on
hoard as we can get along with. Then run her
lown to the Provinces,’and get all these at a
We also copper our
very large reduction.
ships there, and get our anchors, paints and
>ther tilings, and, lastly, ship a crew to go to

icon

sea.

as possible with help.
girl.
Slut was insensible when rescued, but
Remington had given up all hope# ol' a
•escue and
assiduously for fifteen
nearly sunk into despair. He after working
low felt his
hopes revive; but it was a minutes she was restored to consciousorlorn hope. lie doubted not that the ness and home at No. 2till Pine street.
lelp would come, blit his strength was so
Snake stories are circulating. A boy near
learly exhausted, and his nerves so disn'dcred, that lie feared it would not come (hnalia, Nebraska, theotlierilay struck upn season to
help him. lie thought he on a rattlesnake near his father’s house,
■ould not keep his hold upon the tree but and as he was temporarily in charge oi
short time longer.
his little sister, ho gave her the reptile to
In about
three-quarters of an hour after play with. Presently the snake, tired of
he man left him, he heard the distant the child’s fondling, began to hiss vicioussound of voices and soon saw the gleam ly and rattle. The boy, discovered then
if lights through the trees. A large party its venomous nature, snatched it from his
lad been raised, who, with guns, ainmu- sister and attempted tolling it away. The
lition and torches, hastened to the rescue, snake fastened about his waist and attemprhey were accompanied by a large num- ted to bite. The liny alarmed his father,
nimber of men, women, hoys and girls, who was not far oil', and by caution the
ill with torch-lights.
latter succeeded in enticing the reptile so
The remainder of the story is soon told, that it left the boy. When killed, the
l’hey built up a large lire, by the light of rattlesnake was found to lie full grown,
which they’ could take good and certain over two feet long, and with six rallies.

Sickening Scenes at the Scatfold.

of them. th(‘ real cost of the ship i- no less. A
draw back, that would return at the Custom
House a percentage of flu* money wc payout
in duties, would he some help; hut the only
r«*:11 way to help the Maim* ship-yard- is l>\ an
absolute repeal of the tariif.
everybody knows
that our ship-builders are not capitalists; they
build and sell and build again, tin.- creating
business and giving employment to a large da-of laborers,
hi tunes past tins has been very
prolitable. and ship-builders have been able to
make some money, but it isn't so now.
y,,u speak of the absolut repeal of
Corros.
tin1 tariif.
May 1 impure what the relative increase of duties upon ship-building material is?
Mr. Blanchard. Very nearly double, in some
instances more. We pay in duties 1 l-t cents
per pound on anchors, 2 1-2 cents on chains
uid cables, ,T> per cent, on wire rigging, 10 per
cent, on hemp. .‘HI per cent, on dud., and .‘id per
cent, on nmtiilu. The cost of our iron and
copper is more than double.
Is it the increased cost, then, of
Forres.
your ships under the present high tariif that
occasion- this trouble?
Mr. Blanchard. Not altogether. We have
an
exorbitant. tonnage due to pay besides.
Then it costs us nearly double to man and supour
vessels. Consequently we can't comply
pete with foreign built ships, and they take all
our busine-s away from us.
Corn's. How much is this tonnage due?
Mr. Blanchard. Thirty rents per Lon. About
a month ago I sent a new ship of If>00 tons
from Portland, and it cost me §010 at the Custom House for clearance and charges. To
get away a ship of the same tonnage in ls.V.L
cost me only s.V»0.
of this immense bill
soTl.’JO was paid for tonnage dues, and $1 Vn
for clearance; the ballanee,
went for of- :

; From the l’hilailL-lpliia Hulk-tin.:
i urning n somersault, head down, tail
is
It
known tluit the two sexes have
in
her
accordance
wilh
the
bearship,
up,
law of gravitation, Soon landed on terra, specified days on which they can avail
flnnit al a distance ol about 10 feet in a themselves of the privileges ol our public
perpendicular line froir where she started. bath-houses. Yesterday, at the South
She sat upon her haunches for some time, street bath house, on the Schuylkill, il
looking up at the tree, as though eonsid- was “female” day. and about halt' past
ering what to do next She was not pro- lour o’clock the establishment was Idled
bably highly pleased with her aerial ex- with women and children, enjoying the
cursion, and upon mature relleetion benefits and pleasures of the “briny.” At
thought she would not climb that unlucky dial hour, however, an event happened
tree again, but finally ascended another which threatened at lirst serious consenear by and sat upon a tree looking at quences, but which ultimately proved,
(rPtehe'll,gnashing her teeth and growling. when you think the matter over, to he
It was now growing dark.
Remington rather the subject for a laugh and a
had been crying an hour for help, but no chuckle than otherwise; and this laughahelp came. lie had heard men choppiug ble circumstance was no other than that
halt' a mile nil', but the wind being con- Policeman McNulty, ot the Schuylkill
Harbor Police, found it necessary, in the
trary they could not hear him. As the
sound ot the axes ceased, his hope left discharge of his duties as a policeman
him; but as a kind providence bad order- and a man, to jump into the window ol
ed it, a woman was out near the edge of the bath-house (we blush, but we must
the woods, looking for her eow, her 1ms- i go oil,) among all the females, without
band being absent, and heard Reming- even a lace collar on either of them.
Tho whole trouble arose from this fact.
ton’s cries. Her husband returned home
after dark and she told him what she had A little girl named Mary Wilson. aged
heard, and earnestly besought him to go eight years, was bathing at the time.
and get help and ascertain what the The floor of the bath-house, is an inclined
trouble was. He declined going, saying one, and in the deepest portions the Witthat the noise she heard was that of a ter will come nearly to the armpits of an
screech owl. Rut she insisted that it was average sized man. The little girl, somehow or other, tumbled in the deep place
a human voice, and bogged of him to go.
At length, yielding to her entreaties, lie and disappeared t wo or three times. The
mounted a horse and rode into the woods women became alarmed and so paralyzed
!u the direction she had pointed out, and with fear that they could not render the
soon heard
Remington’s voice. Pursuing child any assistance. All they could do
In the direction of the sound, ho soon got was to scream loudly for help. Policewithin speaking distance, calling to him man McNulty, who is a very retiring and
10 inquired what was the matter.
On bo- modest man, we are happy to slate, was
i )eling informed the man replied that lie standing on the wharf at the time,
ather thought he was only frightened, eacy told him to pause, but the appeal for
uul advised him to come down. At that human life suggested to him to “go on.”
moment the bear hearing the man’s voice, Here was an embarrassing situation.
commenced to growl furiously, which so Tho conflict of emotions was immense
lightened the horse that he roared and and intense. He hesitated Imt for an inThe desire to save human life
iranced around, throwing the man to the stant.
ground. Fortunately however, he held gained tho better, and away went the officer in at the window, lie rushed to the
m to the bridle reins and remounted startid off for help, calling to Remington to be spot indicated by the frightened bathers,
if good courage, and he would return as plunged down, and brought up the little

tones,
isui youcamioi i'.xiutkuii m-uiuhi
to sail for less than they do, under the present
high rates of living.
Hut we are obliged to
Mr. Blanchard. No.
retrench in every possible way in order to put
ourselves on any kind ol a footing with foreign
built vessels. < >n the same principle, we

would

supplies in the United States,
trade to our own merchants, but
their increased cost prevents us from so doing.
Do you know, said the Captain [growing still
more earnest], that all countries, save our
own, allow imported stores to be
put in bond*
and these a ship fitting for sea wav buy free of

gladly buy
thus giving

duty.

our

the

Corres. You don't seem to like the way our
Government protects its shipping interest?
Mr. Blanchard. They don't protect it. They
pile on all the taxes they can to crush it out of
existence.
Corres. Undoubtedly* then, you would vote
for a change in the Administration?
With a bland smile the Captain assured us
that iik was v Democrat. And the cars coming along at .just that moment, we hurried
aboard and rattled back to Portland.
Percie.

on.

•Is this another murder ease'p 1 imjuiicd : ‘for if so. I will haw nothing to do
I’ve had enough "I that -ort ot
with it.
work.*
i is nothing of the
•No, no,’ said he,
It is only a matter of curiosity
kind.
which 1 should he very much obliged it
yam would solve; and if you will do it, 1
will call or send for the result of your examination in a lew days lime.'
Having
received this .assurance, I undertook tin

Thomas Medilliu of Main.
e\
ail
Federal soldier, was executed at dreeu
ville Court House, Ya.. on I ridav last,
for tin* murder of a constable named
Drummond. <>n the scaffold In* rtddr*
ed the crowd as follow s :
“I hope this will be a solemn warning
to you all: ye-, a warning l<> beware of
whiskc\ and bad ->m|'any.
You all seem
sad and look sadder Ilian I feel, and if
volt were in m\ place you would not feel
sat! either.
1 know I am going to hea\ m.
to leave this world o| lrouble and 1 liti••
ami l shall go from purgatory to heaven,
where there i- nothing but joy ami him*
My only regret at'leaving this world is
on account of mv little boy, whom 1 le v\ e
1 a -k you all to pray lor him.
behind me.
ami 1 will pi ay lor every one (»f von, from
As <,h>ii as my breath
the cradle up.
leaves my hod.v i will
you all as l s,-,one
of
you, every
you, ami l will pra\
lor your forgiveness.
1 believe this i-. all
1 have; to say.
dood-hye, ladies and
«

gentlemen."

At the conclusion the Sherilf, priest and
took a I ml far.‘well, and soon
after the noose w a plae.-d over the criminal's head and tightened. The hlaek cap
was then drawn o\ei the features, and at
the same instant il began to rain.
All
those remaining on the plallorm had
stepped clear of the drop; the Sherilf
gave
signal, tie heavy drop swung;
| hack, and the rope snapped like a thread.
Met iiHi11 fa ling to the ground w ilh a foree
that was terrible, the concussion being
distinctly heard through the crowd, which
stood an instant transfixed with horror.
Then, with awe-stricken laces, large
numbers turned and went away to Mint,
|
out tin* repetition that might follow thihorrible scene.
Four men lifted the pinioned, half strangled criminal and carried
him back, placing him in an erect position
again on the drop, lb* coolly requested
the Sheritf to loosen the noose quick if the
Tin* cap was still over
rope broke again
his lace, tin* loosened noose and broken
rope still dangling around his neck and
his clothes covered with the earth from
which In* had been taken a hideous elli‘*w.
Tin* same mpe was tied where it broke,
making the fall about one toot shorter,
and again, at twenty-live minutes
past !:'
1*. M., the drop fell. The crowd mostly
turned their heads as the executioner withdrew the bolt, Imt looked round rapidly
to see if the criminal was suspended.
This time tin* tragic act was a success.
The body of Mcfiiflin swung in the air.
the fall having been about live feet. The
noose was not properly adjusted, and tin*
respiration continued some eight minutes,
during which there were convulsive
movements of tin* lower limbs.
In twenty
minutes pulsation had ceased, and alter
hanging twenty-live life was extinct and
the body was cut down, placed in a eollin
and buried near the scutlbhl. The neck
had not been, broken; but, guilty or innocent, tlu* soul of Metiillin was in eter-

deputies

>

nity.
The latest scheme for swindling farmers
according to the Vermont papers, is a
wrought iron plow point, of whoso econo-

are told, hut which
cost more than entire shares of east iron.
Thisspeeious contrivance cost the farmers
of the West about $:?oo,tum last year.

my wonderful tales

Terrible

Steamboat Explosion
York.

in

with her, but it we.s iu vain. She ’jersist
ed in waiting for her parents, who wer
among the dead, At last she was vemov
edalmost by force.
These of course are
only dclailed inci
dents ol a scene which was made
up o
hundreds ol affecting scenes, mother
searching tor missing children, lies
hands for wives, sisters lor brothers
AH ol these were seen, and all wer
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Xfay York, July 30.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1871.
Island boat Westfield,
ot
her
dock
at
the
foot
waIrom
tailing
I'UIII.ISHKD l'.YKRY THURSDAY MOKNINCi
Whitehall St., next to the. battery, at 1.3u
—BY—
<»Yloek this afternoon, with a heavy load,
composed mainly ot tin* usual class of
WILLIAM
II. SIMPSON.
Sunday excursionists, to the number ot
I'l'ITni: AM* PROPRIETOR,
boo, her boiler burst with a tremendous witnessed by many a man with tearfn
Si u.si uiition Terms. I n advance, J.OO a
$
explosion shivering the whole of the upper eyes. To give
idea of th |
year;
wilUiu I he year,
at the expiration ot the
woiks i.t the boat into a thousand pieces,
scene would be
There wer j year,
impossible.
and laying open the whole forward part so many scenes
enacting at the. sam j Am kki isino Terms. For one square, (one
lor three weeks,
of the hull trom the very keel. The spec- time, and amid so much confusion am ! inch ot length in column,) $ 1
and ::> cents tor each subsequent insertion. A tract<
tacle on the ill fated vessel subsequent
running hither and thither, and genera j tion ol a square charged as a lull one.
A
the explosion is beyond description.
excitement, that even a pen photograp!
A mi i.mstrai'ors. Executors and Ouakdians
great and yawning abyss stretched from is out of the question.
desiring their advertisements published in the
ahal'l the engine room close to the stern,
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
STATEMENT of TI1E VNiilNEKU.
and the deck seemed to have opened like
The engineer of the Westfield, Hour | SI'BSC BIB I, US desiring to have the address of
a sepulchre lo swallow its load ot prcoiou?
papers changed, must slate the Post Office to which
Robinson, who lias been 15 years in th 1 the
In the dark hold henealh
human freight.
paper has been sent as well as to which it is
the dead and dying were lying about ii | employ of the ferry company, and is state 1 | to go.
1
the
to
he'a very compr
superintendent
ttij S. M. 1‘i I'TiiNcu.i & Co., 6 State St., Boston
every direction among the debris of broker by
tent and trustworthy person, has'been en II and :t; Park How, New York,
are our authorized
timbers, splinters and heavy machinery
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
Agents
of
the
Westfield
for
about nin |
From amidships to cutwater, the boal gineer
advertisements.
IIis
statement
is
i
very important
#*CS. K. Nii.es, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
presents a vast hold tilled with fragment* years.
of spar*, beams, flooring and bulwark.* as showing the probable cause of the ex j St.. Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
tor this paper.
|
He
that
until
within
plosion.
says
alien
and fragments of iron
How many bodies
Kr a Ns, I0i> Washington Street, is an
4?* T, <
still lav beneath the ruins in that fearful three minutes of the time of the explo j authorized agent tor this paper.
W'Hii'.". P. KitWEi.i.
which
he
fixed
at
sion,
!
Co., 40 Park Kow, New
1.27
1’.
he
wa
M.,
held i( is impossible as vet to tell ; they
I ) i»rk, will receive advertisements for this
ut
on the dock, and
ire bringing them out
noticing the time wa j the lowest rates. Their orders will receivepaper,
every hour; many
prompt
about
In'
went
on board the boat, an 1 ! attention.
lip.
a*
in
the
ease
of
Professor March
persons,
Unit
y, k I>i*m», P.’I Washington St., Boston,
Clienevier of Brooklyn, who was blown was approaching tie1 how when the xplo
i- mu authorized Agent lor the Journal.
sion took place. As lie was going for ]
into
the
into
air.
the
water.
bodily
falling
N<>me have been hauled out bv boatmen : ward he saw one of his fireman (Patriot
Subscribers are requested t o take notice of the date
on the eulored
with hooks and otherwise, and a large Finnegan) standing in die door of the en
slips attached to the paper. It is the
only torm ot receipt now used. For instance, If,
This man was seriously in
party engaged in dragging tin* bottom arc gine room
M a\ 7 1. means that the subscription is paid to that
Robinson states emphatically tha
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
constantly finding bodies. As the reportei jnred. lie
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
before
went ol!' the boat, five minute
ru*hed down Broadway toward the South
m lull is sent with
receipt
the
every paper. Subscribers
before
lie
tried the gang,
explosion,
in arrears are requested to forward the sums,'due.
Ferry, be met a carriage with a ghastly
wounded body inside supported between cocks in the boiler and found them all full
In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
it his statement is lrue, thut then
to which the paper is sent .,®#'
two nil'll, and then a small
wagon with a showing,
I was plenty of water in the boiler. As In
woman stretched
upon its floor apparentall
the
he
boat
tlm
noticed
i dead, then first and then another of (he passed away
For Governor
there were 27 pounds of steam, and steal)
■’'real liin' department.• wagons, tilled with
was
oil'
from
the
a
valve
horrid freight. <>! torn
blowing
safety
and muddy’ |
(In: time.
I- iiiidles ot clothes, with here and there a
The boiler was inspected on the loth o
head
raised
above
the
level
of
the
OF PORTLAND.
dy
uiato mark ii as humanity
Follow- dune, when a pressure of thirty-five pound
ing in the track of these, were wagons hydraulic was applied. Tim steamboat
The Expenses of City Governments.
which turned down 1‘earl street, and fol- inspectors gave a certificate permitting
Fast spring the Bangor Democrat relowing the stream of people who were twenty-seven pounds of steam to be car
lied, and the safety valve was weightef viewed the taxation and expenses ot the
II- hiiig like mad from
Broadway. The and
the
locked
at
The
i'
point.
engineo municipal government of that
poil< r walked through Pearl street into
locality for
New street, to the first precinct station states that no water was supplied to tin
a series <»t
boiler
after
the
boat
left
the
years, showing its enormous
qnaranliin
A v ast
house, where the wagon stopped.
increase under the management of the
i-<wd tilled i he streets, jamming up onto landing on the way up, and that lie com
meneed to feed the boiler on leaving tin
l he -i eps ot ihe lion si* on the opposite side
party of which the Whig is the exponent
;ud clambering on tin* railings,
'The lower landing and shut oil'the water aftei
and defender. The latter paper had little
I
die
The
reason
as
quarantine.
peculiarity of this vast assemblage was leaving
to say about it.
Figures are stubborn
perl', el *t illness. There was no eonvorsa- i signed for so much steam being in th.
boiler is that when lying in the slip stean
11**ii. and the only sounds were the hoarse
things, and difficult to be forced down,
h'*Ht" and orders of the police and liro- j makes very rapidly.
and we didn't blame the
Whig lor turning
The engineer further states that the
< n
who -ought to drive the crowd back
ils editorial attention to the
mythical Ku
I'r"in the passage-way, by which the boiler was repaired, and thoroughly overKlux.or President Grant’s latest presents,
winter by the firm, who put in
I '"lie- were carried in.
Fnrepelled tin* hauled last and
patched it on the bottom. rather than dwell upon those unpalatable
|"U i«• r pa -cl into tlie trout room of the | now legs
‘■taiion hoii-c, shouldering and pushing He thinks that the plate which patched
taldes.
But the exposition impressed us
the boiler on the bottom had become
h
way through 1 in crowd. In the centre j
as one of the most
!
damaging of the kind
loosened and finally gave way.
of the room stood a
poor woman with her (
that we had ever seen. We didn’t med’he-. !<*rn away from her shoulders and
THE STATEMENT Of A FIREMAN.
oii'in -ticking to fearful burns upon her
dle with Use matter, because it was none
This theory was mainly' supported by
br< a-'t and arms from which the water
the statement, ol one ot the fireman. < hie oi our business. The citizens of Bangor
wiili which they had recently been wash- of 1 he
two fireman on board the West- are competent to
manage their own afed. dripped, mixed with blood. A knot
field, named Robert Orawson, was in the fairs, and to correct the
abuses of their
"l
people had been collected by her lire room at the time of the explosion. He
gr *ans as lie1 doctor
sponged and dressed says that fifteen minutes before the acci- public servants. The press, public sentih*
wminds. and behind this crowd in a dent lie was on the
head of the cylinder ment of the. locality, with the ballot box,
'•oilier of tie*
front room, lav eleven
it off; then he went into one ol are all .sufficient lor cure.
wiping
! !.!v and besmeared
in
chairs the cabins for a drink of
corpses;
water, and
But the Whig, that was so shy of the
’'''hind th*’ railing sat two men and a wothence into the fire room. While here he
man l< ai fu!
to behold, with bloodv and
heard a hissing noise proceeding from the discussion of its own city finances, finds
dded hands and face*, and one man inabundant occasion to call attention to the
rear of the boiler and
went to see the
ternilly wounded, who had fallen to the cause of it. He had gone hut about halt
expenditures of another locality. It goes
lloor and lav tinge curled up in agony.
wav the length of the boiler when he
; out of the state, even, and selects the
The room in the rear of this was very ill
city
found the steam so dense that lie could !
l.ighied. almost dark, and in every corner proceed no further, and turned to come of New York, live hundred miles away,
-onto fearful shape was
sitting or lying, back, when he was struck in the face hv a and afier the manner of its exemplar, the
and gesticulating with skinless bloody
flying splinter and knocked down, lie ! Tribune, shrieks thro’ columns of startbands, and striving to articulate with made his
way to the deck as fast as pos«irhetoric.
lied and scald'd lips and blackened
Then; is terrible waste!
ble. The hissing noise which Craws, m I bug
A doctor was bending over an
There i- fearful cheating!
tongue.-.
The city is beheard must have been the starting of the
old woman on a stretcher, on the floor,
of the boiler, and the first ing ruined ! As though the affairs of the
who screamed with agony at every touch plate patching
of impending disaster.
municipality were not in the hands of its
and movement, and another woman sat in premonition
TIIE 110AT IN FIT lull -KIIVUE.
own
citizens and tax-payers, who have
a
hair blackened and mutilated in a fearA cursory examination of the boiler as the
ful maimer, begging for a cup of water.
and the power to change the
right
Wounded men layabout the floor in pool* it rested in the bottom ot the boat revealofficials whenever in their judgment a
ed the tact that the explosion occurred at
o! their own blood, and the fumes of the
A few minutes
wine and brandy which had been admin- the rear, and that a piece about 4 feet long change is called for.
."I'Ted to them, mingled with the sicken- and 2 feet wide was torn out of the jacket given to the consideration of this subject
ing odor "f charred flesh.
Men, women and thrown 100 feet on the dock. Another will convince any lair man that all the
and .-hildren still aliva would be brought and larger portion of the boiler was
line and cry about the corruption of the
in scorched and burned and mutilated to thrown directly forward into the how ot
The Westfield is a very old New York city go\ < niment, is not in the
such a degree that it seemed almost im- the boat
po ilde that life could remain. Around boat, but has been refitted up of late, but inf cre-f ol fairness and honesty, blit
ilie eorp-e- in the front room the crowd the passengers to Staten Island say that '■imply and alone for 'clfi I; and partizan
wa- in* « --ant and was
constantly recruit it lias been unfit for a passenger i.n'at for e licet.
ed from the people* who came in. Among some time past.
The population of the city of New York
the dead lay a man with the hack of his
During the war it was purchased by the
head absolutely blown olf.
He was said United States Government and used as a is nearly twice that of tlie whole state of
by some lo be a fireman. In the group transport, and when the war closed came Maine. Its taxable property is over nine
wa.- a
respectably dressed woman of d<> into the possession of the Staten Island hundred millions, or nearly three times
years, apparently a sewing-woman, with Ferry Company. The Westfield did not
that of the. State ol Maine.
Its taxation,
a plain
wedding-ring on her lett hand. contain as many passengers as on the
I h head was crushed and her mouth was previous trip, as the explosion occurred machinery of government and expendil"tt< d with-blood. The explosion was at the time of day when there are not a tures are on a corresponding scale. When
John Magee, the pilot, was very large number of passengers.
terrific.
the figures of expenditures in a given dethrown from the lorward pilot-house *Jo
New York, Aug. 1.
partment. arc set forth, they seem enorfeet, into the air. falling on the boat and
All of the morning papers publish lists
mous to those who arc unaccustomed to
escaped without a scratch.
of the killed and wounded, by the explosion
< 'apt. Jake Vanderbilt
says that the of the
boat Westfield, on Sunday. consider them in relation to the extent of
Ftyry
W’• -tlicld wa* one of the most staunch The
Tribune states there are 02 dead and the population and wealth that they are
boats "i tin- (’ompany and had new boiler- 122 wounded. The
World gives the name * drawn from, and for the benefit of which
in
her
within the last twelve months. of 7t
put
dead, describes 8 as unknown, and
arc expended.
It is idle to suppose
Sixteen persons are now believed to names
120 wounded. The Times names they
have been instantly killed ; :M are already 0!)
unknown and 135 wounded. that the public servants of the city of New
dead,
d.
d. and more than .lOu severely wound- The Herald
names 05 dead and describes
York will not derive personal advantage
All the. lower wards of tin* city are
'd.
25 as still unknown. The Standard states from their
positions. 'The selectmen of
tilled with excited crowds.
that there are 91 dead and over 200 woundthe humblest town in the state of Maine
i-i -' rii' l' >\ r.i i;\ k w
r\i>-1;<.
ed. Among the killed is David Dow of
It is
1 hose who witnessed the fearful scenes Manchester, Yt., who was visiting a mar- rarely fail in some way to do that.
She and her a weakness inherent in human nature, and
-ay that tin* explosion was accompanied ried daughter in Rrooklyn.
husband escaped with slight injuries. will
In line, distinct reports, similar in sound
always exist. 'The remedy lor abuses
Seventeen of the victims were residents,
1. the report of gunpowder exploding in
of
the
kind is found in the annually reol
a a inelox .1 space.
As the last dull thud
Rrooklyn. A Phillips family of six
wa- heard, fragments of the wreck and
persons, of East 15th street, N. Y., were curring elections, which give the people
human hollies wen- seen to mount high in ; silting in a carriage near the boiler, at opportunity to place the power in other
the air with fearful velocity, and then to the fatal moment; three were killed and teiiiiF
Tln> \Ti‘\v I iiiwnoi t Itweili! wiliir-U
fall into the water or on the piers on two others nre still unconscious
:i republican paper, is conducted
though
either side.
The hurricane deck, a mass of timber; Whole Family Poisoned by an Insane with a candor and fairness to which the
Mother.
probably thirty by fifty feet, was lifted
Bangor Whig is a stranger, puts tin* mat'•odd;, from the vessel, raised to the bight
ter in the right, light.
It says—
Ni-:\vr York, July 27.
of tweni v or twenty-live feet, and then fell
A l'our-fohl
The New York Times, urged by the loss of
tragedy occurred in Effinginto the water near ,the end of the slip.
ham counly, Georgia, not far front Savan- city advertising, cries aloud and spares not
Then came a cloud of smoke and hot
against the corruptions of the city government.
h am, and
the scene was for a moment nah, early on last Monday morning. The Tribune takes up the cry which is re-echoMrs. Ash, a highly respectable
lady, ad- ed in tin* Boston republican papers, and one
invisible to the horrified bystanders.
ministered strychnine to herself and three would suppose that the taxes of New York
\ l»i:s|’KRATK ST HI 'h.J.K FOR J.1FF..
children during a lit of menial aberration. would he too grievous to be borne if we believed all that these prophets of evil have spoken.
* hi the end of the
barge ofliee pier which A physician was immediately sent for, People who read these
attacks and hear only
adjoins the Staten Island Ferry slip some and arrived in time to save only the la- the
side thus presented will be surprised to
men were
fishing at the time of the ex- ther, who, in his efforts to discover what learn that taxes in New York are considerably
plosion. Seeing a woman thrown within the drug was, had swallowed enough to lighter than they are m either Boston or PhilaThere is no question, there can be
about ten feet of him, one of them threw render iiis condition
dangerous. Mrs. delphia.
her bis line.
She tried to seize the line, Ash and her children suffered most horri- none, that there is corruption in the management of affairs in New York, it is incident to
but her hands had been burned and refus- ble agony, and Mr. Ash was forced to all
or
governments, but it lias not been
ed to close on the pro tiered aid. The look on, powerless to render the least as- even rendered probable that these proved
men are
sinners in this respect above others.
woman; wa- eijual 1<»tho emergency, howIn Boston,
sistance.
where the debt has been increased enormously
ever, and showed much more presence of
during the last year, it has just been discovered
mind t han 1 wo-ibirds of the men who were
The Fisheries.
that those engaged in drawing away the dirt
companions in misery. With a desperaHill to till up city property, had been
Halifax, N. S., Aug. 1. Gov. Robin- from Fort
tion which only the hope of life could
selling it for their own profit and at a loss to the
son ol Prince Edward’s Island in
have inspired, she grasped the line in her
reply to city of one hundred dollars a day. In Washa memorial of the
opposition members, ington a loan of five millions has just, been demouth, and held on to it pluekilyTmtil a
who prayed for a special session to con- cided on, the ostensible purpose of'whieh is the
boat was at band t«» take her in. Many
inproveinent of the city, but most of which.
sider the Washington treaty, says:
“A
of the rescued were badly scalded, and
Washington people very generally know, will
some ol
them had wounds inflicted by special session is unnecessary; that an go into the pockets of jobbing politicians. But
made
between
the
arrangement
those
are republican city governments, and the
governsplinters of the wreck.
ments of Great Britain and the United party press are not so sharp scented in search
THF SCENE AFTER THE RESCUE
of
their
misdeeds as they are after the demoStates to have the treaty to go into
opera- cratic
city government of*New York. All that
was as affecting ns the
explosion itsell tion at once, is concurred in by his gov- is needed to correct the dishonesty of officials
was horrible.
The efforts of the boatmen ernment.
is more light. Let their dark deeds be known
The following minute has been
betel saved many, but many had sunk bepublish- and it will prevent, in a considerable measure,
the repetition of them. For this reason the preneath tine surface, drowning before the ed, dated July 24:
of the Times will do good
Resolved, That such relaxations and tended revelations
very eyes of those who stood on the pier
although
they are not proved, since they will
anil witnessed their desperate bnffetings regulations as are in the power of the direct attention to the
subject, and be likely to
with the ihtstroying elements, without be- Government of Prince Edward’s Island bring out corrupt dealings which can he proved.
to
be
The
to
with a view to the
process however should not be confined to
adopt
agreed
ing able to raise a hand to help them.
admission of American fishermen for the New York. There are other eity governments
AiaiNTZINft SI'ECT A CEE.
as corrupt and dishonest as that, and the
people
to
the
it
is
present year
liberty which
pro who live in glass houses, would he better emStrong men were seen to cry as they posed to secure them by the treaty o!
in mending their own brittle structures
ployed
viewed the struggles of weak women and Washington.
than in smashing the panes of their neighbors.
little children lor life, but alas,
they were
Again, in alluding to the slanders con1 lie opening campaign speech of Gen
powerless. All the men could do was
done, but in spite of all a large number of McCook at Ashtabula, Ohio, was a mosi stantly uttered upon that city and its govpersons, probably the full loss will never able and powerful effort. lie spoke beernment by certain newspapers published
lie known, went to the bottom before aid fore an audience of 1500, in the
open air
there, whose tirades are copied abroad,
them.
eould reach
Bystanders describe for an hour and a half, and was listener
the Herald says—
devotion.
of
noble
scenes
to with profound attention, broken fremany
But these censors of the press seem to be no
The maternal instinct, strong even in
by hearty applause. After allud better
quently
than their fellow citizens whom they dedeath, prompted more than one mother to ing to the issues of the war, he spoke ol
The Tribune is scarcely exposed in its
die that her child might live. A living the hope felt by the nation that with the cry.
slanders on Govcnor lloffman before the Times
babe was taken from the arms of its dead advent of peace there
might be a univer is convicted of a false an<l slanderous attack on
mother, who had held it above water, and sal resumption of the practices of peace, the mayor of the city, and other municipal
It charged them not only with a recksupported it and herself partial'}’ by cling- and told how this hope had been disap- officers.
lessness of expendi lure of the public money but
ing to a small fragment of the wreck. pointed by the stubborn policy of the Ad with
downright
robbery, with expenditures and
She sank for the last time just as the boat ministration toward the South. The re
repairs for which they took large sums and
neared her, and the babe was taken from suits to the South of this
out
and this on such an enormous
were
viv
small,
paid
policy
her as she disappeared beneath the waves. idly portrayed. The financial sins of tin
scale as cou Id not he carried on for a long period
an
of debt and taxes that would
without
increase
Another placed her child of 4 years upon Administration and its
extravagance, tin
intolerable.
Mayor Hall comes out
it, bidding her to cling to it for dear life, winking at official dishonesty, the burden become
refutation
of these charges and
with a complete
while she herself was sinking. The child some tariff, the odious Ku-Klux- bill, tin
turns the tables upon the editor of the Times
the
noble
was saved, hut
mother still lies unfaithfulness of the President and Cabi
by showing the animus of his attacks. It seems
that the Times had corporation advertising
at the bottom of the East River.
A little net—all were treated in a masterly man
which amounted to a considerable sum, and
been
had
who
landed
on the
ner and with an unsparing hand.
Th(
girl of seven,
not satisfied, made a charge of $13,000, the paypier, cried loudly for her father and speaker touched upon a great variety o ment. of which the city resisted as exorbitant,
she
had
from
whom
beer
the
idea
mother,
since when this advertising has been withdrawn
topics, and in conclusion derided
separated in the confusion on board the as set forth by the Radicals, that the Dem from that paper. Hence these tears. The
An effort was made by a kinc ocrats would ever attempt to overturn , proverb says that ‘*it is an ill bird who fouls
boat.
her own nest,” a saying that some of the New
hearted, motherly woman of the neighbor any' portion of the Constitution, or sc
^ ork papers might ponder with profit. The
hood to convince the little one to go hnmi
aside the inevitable.
city is not so bad as it is painted by them.
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The

Campaign

in

The radical doctors

—————————1——g—■■1
An Attempt to Persuade the
Bangor Whig
to be Honest.

Maine.

disagree in their

views of the canvas in Maine.

The reckless

with

falsity

Toby Can- Bangor Whig misrepresented
the

which the
the position

dor, the correspondent of
Boston ot this
paper in regard to the New York
Journal, sets down the future thus
riots, determined us to subject it to a litFrom present appearances we should judge
there will be a falling oft* in the total vole.' Last tle test of sincerity and fairness. Accordyear the total vote reached nearly 100.000. of
ingly we wrote and sent to the editor of
which Gov. lVrham received .54,015, and a clear
majority of 823S. If, is only when we have an that paper the following proposition—
active campaign and party spirit runs
high that
Journal Office.
^
a lull vote is brought out, in which event the
Belfast, July 31. 1ST1. i
total vote can be sent up to over 130,000, with
Editor Bangor Whig : Neither the article
an immense Republican majority.
In the presin tiie Whig of this
date, nor the one of the
ent campaign neither party have occasion to
week previous, correctly states the
position of
get out then* last man or to “vote early and
tins paper upon the recent riot in New York. It
often,” and as a result the strength of eithei may lie that you have similar complaints to
party will not be shown.
make concerning the Journal. In order that
Maine is as true to the Republican
party as the readers of each paper may get a correct
the needle to the pole. You cannot find an inidea of the position of its opponent in this mattelligent Democrat who will deny that Gov. ter. and that each may stand fairly before Hie
lVrham and the Republican ticket will be handpublic, 1 have this proposition to make: If von
somely elected. The Republicans know that
will publish conspicuously in the Whig the whole
the Slate is safe, because their party was never
of the original article which appeared in the
better united or in better accord than now.
Journal on the subject of the New York riots
ot July 12th, together with this note, 1 will
On tin* other hand, the Kennebec .Jourcopy in tiie same manner in the Journal auy arnal, whose ideas of an election are al- ticle of similar length upon the subject that
has
appeared in the Whig, and which you may
ways of the fuss and feathers kind, is seeselect from its columns.
Enciosed|you will tind
,,

ing

wonderful visions.

With one eye on
brood of state printing

jts prosperous

chickens and tin* oilier on the
cloud of
bristles

possible

Democrat

about, and

utters

thunder

success, its
this note of

warning—
The campaign in this State is viewed with ;i
great deal of interest by the democratic party.
While upon the surface there appears no excitememt, underneath exists activity and the hope
of accomplishing a result which will
give encouragement for future efforts. The democratic
gains made in tin* late congressional ejections,
and the success in New Hampshire, furnish a
stimulus that gives unusual energy to the demoIf these tilings can be done In other
cracy.
States why not in Maine? is the question they
ask themselves. Acting under the inspiration
of this idea they nominated what seemed to
them their most available candidate, adopted in
a mild form the new departure
policy, and arc

quietly working

poll

to

as

large

a

vote

they

as

can.

There is one thing that our opponents
will learn in due time, which is that if the
Democrats ot Maine ever entertained the
idea of

the State either

carrying
strategy,

or

ThejT

know that their best

administration

Ik* radical

and the elfect of those

upon the people.
and silent shipyard is

measures

ed

as-

possible helpers

found in the measures of

an*

by

it has been abandoned.

sault

Each deserta

Democratic

orator, telling eloquently of :hc prosperity of former days and the disastrous effect of radical rule.

The tax-gatherer,
he goes from door to door,
collecting
double tin exactions of former times, is
the most convincing of Democratic mis-

J

Improvements

in

Transportation.

We copy below ail account ol a new
three loot guage railroad, now under construction from Denver to El Paso.
It is
to be the

pioneer

road on Hie new

to

the success of which seems to be assum'd
ii’om the start. And we venture to say

scern! the western

slope.

to the

that before many years roads on the same
plan will be inaugurated and carried forward in Maine, where the formation and

miles;
Peak;
point.

that

every render ol the
a careful perusal
to

averages about 4S feet to the mile.
Along this point of the road stone, walls

western

thus

noticed

by

paper—•

Journal shall give
Pereie’s letter to the Boston Post, which we
reproduce on the outside of to-day’s paAnd it is to be
per.
all who are
and fall ol

hoped especially that
wondering over the decline
the great industry of the coast

of Maine will study well the picture which
is there so vividly and
truthfully drawn.
H ho with the heart of an American can
read without emotion the

thriving

once

and

nourishing

cal with the hum of

dustry,

oil

description

which the

of

a

town, musiand busy in-

thrifty
blight of desolation

has fallen like the

pall of death?
deeply and earnestly7 will
always talk strongly and olten eloquently.
And is it possible that an intelligent
gentleman, like Captain Blanchard, standing
Men who feel

and snow fences are

road
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tons up
so

an

i-

follow*

slippery

it tin* time from

frost, that horse- could not keep their fed. The

Paul, goes for the theological scalp engine was rm through grass ii.-Id without
neighbor in a column and a half of leaving a track, and again through a li- ld covargument. We are afraid that the Age ered to a depth of two feet with loose earth. A
lights at a disadvantage, with a trained ten-hor-e powei engine, weiging eight tons, ran
gladiator of the liberal church, and will with four wagons attached to it, out to a
Saint

be overcome.
our

neighbor

Orthodoxy,

However,
to

rally

and when

ruins of his once prosperous sulphur pervados the
j
business, and viewing the straightened | know that, the Age is
amid the

we

to

shall expect

the defence ol

strong
atmosphere
coining.
a

odor of
we

shall

colliery twelve

ceived

Euinburg:

miles from

there

re-

load, amounting with four wagons, to
thirty-two tons, making!!n> weight of the whole
forty tons, and then returned up incline* of l in
lb to Edinburg.
It wended its way, with it*
train of ninety
feet, with perfe.-t facility,
through the n: now streets of Hit .Id town,
which chanced on the occa ion to he thron." I
with vehicles
rrving people to -..me opm, aii
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stations in l'tali, some of importance Statute law, and as sm-h must be regariled.
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about Salt Lake, near which we passed,
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sight
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The eiianpe of

remote period, there had been t great
condition of the workmen who in better
Now and then ti Democrat uenounces the
upheaval of all this part of the t.mntn |
days earned comfortable wages in his em"now departure.’’
There were some sueii men
ployment, should express himsell with blowing about when Nonli was building the ark. festivity. It turned all in mm r of harp -or- as it i-- Oiu* conglomerated mass «•!
but
we
Mine- of differ
never
heard
that tliov made anything bv
kinds of rock' and earth.
directness and force in regard to the cause
ners, ran down the strep hill >f Leith, entered
it. [Boston Herald.
a lane, and drove in through tin*
ent kinds of ore are found through ill
of their troubles ?
of the
gat.
loBlanchard
Capt.
The eases are a little dilferent. The factory, where i: delivered it* load.
this locality. The layers of earth and
cates the
responsibility just where every 15th amendment isn’t the
•^ince this, however, many improvements
ark, and Vallanman of brains who reflects
stone, which were evidently formed h*»ri
the
matupon
have been miidc on the original invention.
wasn’t Capt. Noah. Tig new
ter must likewise place it—on the tariff digham
in the bed of an ocean, are now
American
ingenuity
having
greatly enlarged /ontally
seem rather to distrust t lie
oth
and tax exactions of the administration departurites
and improved its practical feature*.
many of them in a vertical position
The*.bow set in the clouds, and to think that
ers at different angles, just as they n »ul l
and the parly that controls Congress.
traction engines are, we ire informed, alre.-ulv
the earth may be afflicted with a second
being quit** extensively introduced in tin-coun- naturally tall after the great upheaval
There is no dispute upon this point among
radical flood. We don’t believe it.
try. They arc built at Piter,-*011, N\ L, an
*1 \ ’alitornia.
soon
conic to the state
\\
practical men. Shipbuilders who are reThe Belfast Journal "learns” that the Gover- eight-lmrse power **o*ling about stbOhO. c.imand passed ! stations before >-1<• 11111 s ipublicans will declare as positively as nor and Council have decided not
to locate the
are
pani**s
being organized in different, part* of
democrats do, that the crushing exactions Normal School permanently at Cnstine. As the country for
ramento, most of them important pin,
putting tie* ugininto pi acti—
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among the mountains, but there are few
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cept. the everlasting sage-brush.
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achievements
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Rocky Mountains, there is little to ho semi
hut bare mountains and level plains, ex-

possessed

made in Scotland with some of the e engine*,
the result of which were re mdc.l in the London Times. Tli
account, of the remarkabl.-

hotel

there is hardly

of HOO,00'> dollar
orderly and polile,

an

to

elevating

adapted to tin* exigencies of the times have been
tested by both practical and scientific men.
Early last year, a practical experiment was

as

huilL within

any other

proposition
satisfying

parts

The

in many places near tin* old
trail. Laramie plains, a s-eiion

elevation of about 7000 !'«•»•!.
li
said that cattle fatten faster here, than

append,

machine*

snow

of country go miles wide ami do millong, is a tine grazing country, though
at

less,

person in the
country who has not heard it described
'There ur
many line buildings, and t e

short dis-

a

by ferry.
description of this city

A

runs

emigrant

simple proposition

very soon built and >ent oil'to various
of the world, and their practical utility a*

at

seen

Wei,-

a

Francisco

the down grade

as

from the road, to prevent tin*
from drifting into the de.-p cuts.

publish

were

all old

to Laramie

tance

inches,

This is good and consoling. lint is'ut. there
much evidence in the Bible that God will
punish wicked moil ill a future state as there ithat lie Inis made man immortal? The evidence
concerning man’s immortality, outside the
Bible, is about all the other way. The revelation which teaches that man shall live after
death, teaches about as plainly that lie shaft be
dealt with after death according to the deeds
done in life. Tile contrary doctrine, advanced
above, may be true, but we never could sec
much support for it in what is ratted revelation.
This amused the Gospel Banner, the
Universalist organ, which, hacked by the

steam is needed,

no

a

Sherman

From

are

Whe at and oats

lailur*
■.r
want m r.dn dm
ing the winter and spring, md I lM. told
there is not more than let
crop <>i
wheat, taking tin- whole eounti v i-«g, tin t
From Oakland we cross the bas ot S,-n

miles dis-

These

well

this Near

to be seen lrom the

plainly

To the northeast. 100

landmarks.

fifty

as

both

The

is

vegela

Wes

Pike’s Peak, a distance of
7.7 miles to the southeast is Long’s

lant, is Klk Mountain.

.ci

re

di-

ol the country seems to call Ibr
some more economical railroads, both in
the construction and running
expenses.

:n

\\V dcM

Away

south is

resources

Denver road

range of mountains the country is very
low and Hal, and the weather very warm.
1'his is
v«tv go.»d agricultural region,
and almog ;p! kindol i’ruil and

of tlit?

highest point,
we commence

disgrace
England journ
Disgrace! Why, if a Digger InForeign papers irdieate that unusual
dian had no higher notions of truthful- attention is
being given by inventors to
sionaries.
Elvery laboring man who folds ness and fairness than the Whig exhibits, the use of steam on he common roads ol
lie would be expelled from the tribe.
his idle arms or receives the
the old country, and with an uncommon
scanty pittance
ot his toil, points a moral tor the considdegree of success*. Jt. must, he borne in
eration of his class. When the farmer
In the lull of the pol itical contest, the mind, however, that the hard, smooth and
buys a pound of nails, or tea, or coffee, a editor of the Prog. Age has taken to careiuuy. made roads ot tin* old country
yard ot cloth, a pair of boots, or a bushel theology. And he has espoused a very arc quite different from the highways ol
ot salt, he takes home a Democratic arunexpected side too for a progressive pa- the larger part ot the Cnited Status,
gument, and one that all the sophistries per. If we had been obliged to bet our where rocks, frosts. snow and mud reign
of radicalism cannot refute.
bottom dollar on the subject, we should supreme
during a i irge part of the year.
'Ehis and this only is the way m which have risked that greenback on the asser- The
problem of tl e utilization of steam
the Democracy “are
quietly working.” tion that both lie and the party generally on common roads, d i; claimed, has been
There are to be no
mass-meetings, no would have taken their chance with the recently sol veil tb} a ScotLis.'i inventor,
processions, banners nor speeches. If Universalists, whose creed, like an open Mr. It. W. Thompson, of Edinburg, who
the people arc convinced that a
change is policy of insurance, covers everything, it having experienced much annoyance from the
defects of traction engines, and lindiiiv none
needed, they will vote for ii. The old would be the only chance for a large maable to do Hie work f«*r which he required them,
watchlires ot Democracy will 1m*
of
them. But in commenting upon
burning, jority
conceived and carrinl out the idea of providing
am! the organization kept
hen. Hall’s address on Memorial
That is
up.
Day, the wheels of a si* am engine to run on comall
and his theory that all soldiers
dying in mon road* with India rubber tires of immense
battle for their country are admitted to thickness. 'When the tirst one these inventions
immediate and unfailing happiness, the was put to the pi tieal test it far exceeded the
Views of a Practical Shipbuilder.
most sanguine ex
tation* or calculations of
Age says—
the inventor.
A number of the***
as

At Sherman, the

plan,

l util we.reach the coast

all IV station*

San Francisco, July in, isvi.

Whig

Monday,

Oakland, and many others, numbering in

Rocky Mountains,

plain. Having deliberately
cerning
position
Whig
publish
being

Whig

Pacific.

[Correspondence of the Journal.

The attention of railroad men generally is
now directed to the practicability and ecmcimv
of narrow gauge tracks.
A few days ago we
noticed the passage through this city of- v.-ral
locomotives for the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad, which is of three feet gauge, u.d
which is to extend from Denver to El
a
distance ot eight hundred and lifi.v miles, -ixty
miles of track being already laid from Denver.
Yesterday two passenger, two smoking, and
the article which I desire that tiie readers of tiie two baggage cars built for the
one road, commanded
the admiration of all who visited them
shall
have
an opportunity to examine.
'Vlug
Trusting that you will recognize tiie entire fair- during their temporary detention west of the
Park street bridge. They were built
ness of this arrangement, without
by the
apprehension Jackson
and Sharp Company, of Wilmington,
of danger to your position and
arguments from I
Delaware, and are lini'dicd in the m"-t modern
an exhibition in your columns of the other side
of tiie controversy,
style, with water-coolers, saloouw, A
enmI am very truly Yours,
plelc. They only ditl’er from other tin*- carin their size, weight, and gang *,
l ie* narrowW. II. Simpson.
car is six feet four inches wide, .u three
This note was delivered to the editor gauge
fed narrower than the coach in u-. <>n :h
of the
at half past three gauges of four feet and eight, and on,-halt
inches.
It will seat thirty four passengers,
o’clock on
afternoon. The
making a dead weight of only 100 pounds to
each passenger; while the larger car, seating
of the
makes no allupersons, on an average carries a dead
sion to it, nor lias any response whatweight of 7*20 pounds to each. Entering the
car you tin*I double seals to the right and
ever been received.
single
The inference is to the loll
till you reach the centre, where you
falsified con- encounter the water-coolers; beyond that the
;ire on the right and the double on the
the
of this’ paper, the single
left. The cost of t he narrow-gauge car i- about
cannot
the article from our $0,000, against sA,ooo to .*e,non for the broad
Each smoking car is eighteen feet -.net
gauge.
columns without
It six
self-convicted.
in length by seven feet in width,
can twist and turn, and lie about us, but
weighs 0,7*20 pounds, and scats twenty-two
Each baggage ear weighs o,f>f»o
passengers.
when the fair and
is
pounds. If is claimed that cars can run on a
three-feet gauge at the rate of thirty-live or
made to
in full the obnoxious arforty miles an hour with safety. We have seen
ticle, with any comments it may choose it stated that on a railroad
in Wales, with a
to
it sneaks away, and alfects gauge of only twenty-three inches, a speed of
forty-live miles an hour i- attain -I. With equal
not to know that any
has safety the advocates of the narrow-gauge claim
been made.
What a full,
and that is preferable on account of economy, the
expense of building and equipping the modernview of affairs the readers of ized road being but little more than one-half of
such a paper must be
of! The the broad gauge. A !h!rty-!ive pound rail is
used instead of a sixty-four pound, and the
ot
in a strain of
quantity of grading is materially reduced. The
cost of constructing the Denver road has been
of
oquent virtue exclaimed, in
about §12,050 per mile. I’he narrow-gauge cars
the
Democrat and this paper— in this city yesterday will be the tirst of the kind
“We characterize the course of those pa- in use in the United States. Several other
companies have ordered similar rolling stock
for use when their roads are built—one in
llors with reference to the New York
Massachusetts, one {in Arkansas, one in Pennl’iot as a
to New
sylvania, one in Georgia, and two in < Miio.

Bangor Whig
Tuesday
following morning
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Letter from Rockport

>

<■-

of the government, in the control id' the
radical party7, is ruining their business.
There is no shade ol ditferenre in opinion

among the

men

who have made the sub-

ject

a
study, and have the best reason to
know why American shipbuilding is dying

out.

This being the case, the next step towards reform and a restoration ot' the
prosperous times ot old, is to know how
the abuse can be reached.
Not through
any action of the government while it remains in control of the
present dominant
party. They have been tried year after

Hon. s. c. Hutch, Chairman of the Committee
of the t Council on Public Instruction, advertises
ill this paper for proposals for the construction
Of the new building for the Normal .School at
Castino. it seems that the Journal's information
must have come from an unreliable source.

[Bangor Whig.
Our informant is

an

eminent black

and the

pro.spcvl i* that at no distant
period the towns and villages *»f 1 hi* interim
will lind themselves brought nearer togeth. r
and more closely **onnecled with the line* of
railway over which their produce i* forwarded.
use

re-

publican
city, whose word we
thought it safe to take in a matter concerning schools. But we have fallen upof this

i

he

—The New York

Evening

Post,

a

re-

publican

paper, not only opposes the San
Domingo scheme, but it has the temerity
to speak its opinion about Ben Butler,

by the

‘\j»lo-i<m

ot a steamer in New York, will

profound feeling throughout

cause

a

tin* country.

horrible beyond anything;
that could have been previously
imagine.!.
The first feeling that, naturally arise; i.
one

of

are

indignation

that

an

old

an

unservi-

ceable boat should have been allowed to

become

a

man

trap

to
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built for

I am told that, snow
than from three to 1‘oiir inxli*'-' :i!
liere, and that, these sheds w*»uld
needed

Si.Mia

miles which almost wild-

never

iii'

in

ullililioil
W

elevation

an

Here snow shells

7u-ts feet.
more

at

sj.l.nil.me «»t
I*i

of note after entering
this tale is Truekee,\vith Jtmo inhabitant

-now

into

r,irr<

from the tact that here is the old mining
distriel.

Nevada

terribly calamity

I he details

fearful times.

on

e;d

u

Mil

I.m
ir <«ur

Inn.

that tin* |.ri«*< "I lime i- h
than actual cost. ami yet their kiln -endup
perpetual smoke. It is certainly a my-!•
w l.cre these lin n get so much moms t«» !•»assure

:i-

-•

eternity
by appeal after appeal, without the winding up a long article devoted to that
Our lime
i'l'a
ire also ehroniTumbler-.
nearly a hundred human beings, by tin* and the violent wind, that pa over these
slightest movement towards reform. Ship- hero in this way—
not pav fair r it.
tor trait
most
horrible of all death*. Certainly mountains and drive all the snow that They -ay line do
In short, General Butler is a politician withbuilders have besieged Congress by7 com\< -.Is ha\*
been chartered ai
We now de- portation.
there
is an awtul responsibility some- falls into the lowest places.
out a policy, a statesman without principles,
ighteeu cents- p. barn I to N. a York I
mittees, with statements ot their burdens, and a partisan without
scend at a \erv rapid rate, and soon eome
moderatjpn. It would where. The government appoints steamseveral weeks, which would s,.,*m to
i,n
and have got nothing
but the cold he a gloomy sign of political degeneracy if the boat i
of
to
a section
the
very heavy timber,
people of Massachusetts should put such a man
nspecters whose duty it is to see
sonu' ili'satisfaction *»n their pail.
shoulder.
into the chair which was once tilled by Governor that these
trees larger than any l have ever seen.
Not
with
ic.
oil
fa
public conveyances are made
Any thinking man see that there is but Andrew.
We now pass many very important sta- an old stock for years, without a murmur,
safe for the public, not only in
strength of
The
Machias
one course for the
in
Republican
publish- construction, but in
l with
tions, having been built up by tlx* mining at length they are h|<
la
.r.d
shipbuilding interest to
machinery and boil
and make their p.'f
pursue, and that to reinstate in power the ing Mr. Kimball’s letter of acceptance, ers.
>w pi.rtL
I’hey
II, as is alleged, this boiler explod- interests,--such places as Dutch Flat with sou,
and liberal, and our whof village
Democratic party, that fostered and pro- says—
.m- !
ed with only ^7 pounds of steam, the in- .'000 inhabitants, Colfax with S0o, and
Will our readers study it. and ifthey can find
lilted by their success.
tected the mercantile marine of the counothers which show the labors of the

year,

ni

»

•:

m

so

our

-e

a

in

try, until

it grew from nothing to be the
rival of the commerce of Great Britain.
Nothing will so open the eyes of the radicals of

Congress to
something for the

the

necessity

ot

doing

maritime interest as
Democratic victories in the eastern States.
Bet Maine go Democratic this year, or
show signs of choosing two or three
Democratic Congressmen in 187:1, and the
awakening of interest in the subject in
Con

anything

hang anything on, will they
us know it.
We have complied with the
suggestion,
and find that the document is all full of
in it to

let

pegs, anv one of which will do to hang
the radical party on.
11 it has any choice,
let it say so.
—A ;JG pound salmon

having been taken
Brunswick, which afforded Tenney two
good meals, he is industriously Telegraphing for more ol them. He says that the

at

tried

Tub* Hay Chop.

The Hartford Times
says the hay crop will be a scant one in
Connecticut, and adds:

“And Information from the Slates north
and northeast of us, from which we have
obtained hay, shows that it will be light
throughout New England. Prices of hay
will be high next winter. Even here in
the Connecticut valley and in the Hartford
meadows, only about a ton and a halt to
the acre of the crop is just harvested.
Or in other words, not much over half the
usual crop. In other parts of the State
the grass has proved almost a
complete
failure, and will not average half a ton to
the

acre—taking

the State

through.

The

is the severe drought of last
year,
and the want of enough rain to make it
good. The lower springs have never yet
been reached since the big rain flood of
October 1 and 2, 1809, and ttie srround is
cause

dry.

wasp—very nearly in two pieces,
piece at the rear. [Bangor

with the larger

Whig.

The radicals will find that both
pieces
will unite in using the
sting which the
rear

carries.

—The Boston Courier credits to the New
York Atlas an article on the
Mosquito.
Will the Courier please say that the Atlas

pirated

the article
this paper ?

—Capt. W.

E.

from the columns of

Stevens,

of the Boston

Journal, was orator at the recent reunion
ot the Fifth Maine
Regiment, at Portland.
The call for the Waldo County Democratic Convention will be found in our
columns to-day.
—

—The Whig announces that Bangor
get very drunk on two glasses of

men can

ale.

can

be

no

excuse

for this

slaughter. V roprevented it, and
guilty knowledge or

per care would have
there was either

guilty negligence

with some

person

or

persons.

would be astonishing. Having
want of a fishway at the dam has damned
everything else, wouldn’t the people the iishery.
of Maine do well to try a Democratic
—A I cnnsylvnnia
paper says the Democratic
victory ?
party at the present moment reminds it of a
,, ess

spector of that district has some fearful
questions to answer. We believe then*

A

Ruined

Island.

London, July 28. The earthquake iu
the Phillipine Islands affected in a terrible manner the small island of ('amarinFor some
es, 5 miles from Misamis.
months previously, especially in March,
there was a succession of violent shocks
which opened extensive crevices in the
earth.
Finally on May 1st the level
plain near the village oi Catarmin began
gradually to subside until the tops of the
houses became level with the surface of
the earth,
this remarkable
phenomenon
attracted a large number ot
people, when
some
terrific shocks were felt,
suddenly
and before the
thundering reverberations
had died away the whole level
plain fell
in, engulfing 150 persons. The plain became the crater of a volcano 1500
feet
wide and from it smoke, ashes and stones
were thrown into the air.
A pause until dark succeeded when
another explosion and a rain of lire followed. The woods became ignited and
men and cattle went
llying before the
llames. The spectacle was frightful iu
the extreme. The volcano continues to
eject stone and earth.
The inhabitants have left the island which
lormerly contained a population of 26,000 souls. Camiguin produced of rnanilla hemp one tenth of the whole
quantity
grown.

many
miners in times past, almost, tlx* whole
country having been dug ovt r for gold.
Here

are

llx* remains ot

flumes, ditches,

dams and all kind of contrivances to get
water to wash and separate the gold from
the earth or dirt

The soil here is of a
reddish yellow color, and 1 am told there
is very little where gold is not to he found

to some extent.

We

reach
ants.

for

agricultural

purposes

We now

Sacramento with do.unit inhabitThis is a very low, tlat. country,

and is very liable to inundations from the
water coming down from the mountains.
Since the great Hood, a few years since,
many of the buildings have been raised,
so that the city presents a
strange appearance,

some

buildings standing higher

than others, without; any uniform grade.
It is thought that all the buildings in the

eity

will be raised in course of time.
Here the weather became intensely warm,
and continued so until we mot the winds
lrom the Pacific Ocean, which served to

cool the air more and more all the way
to San Francisco, where we found the

uncomfortably cold, and turs
by the ladies in the streets.
From Sacramento to this city we dud
many places containing from 200 to 12,
000 people, such as Stockton Almeda,
weather
wore

worn

the

the storks here

at

I-. Me
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hn\r two

\\e

nil. interest.

per
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present.

The Camden Savings Hank. I"
village, is so far a perl
•■$80,000 o|] deposit, and i pay m.
seven

ag"im

\.

\\

an

d

m

j.,.

11 I

w-c

lepo-.it.■*
last

vi

i<

but this matter \\
in other and more pressing demandRockport lias m \ ei made pretensions to heim
a watering pi a
although nil -uuinn r bringfrom Iheir homes m the cities more or l< -s p*
pic to spend a few weeks in our village. \V<
have a desirable variety of scenery, a healthful
bay and harbor, with plenty ot line ho ii
Also an excellent- livery stable, where
horses and comfortable carriages are alw n t"
be found.
ln*t
A company will probably ere« f a lai
here next year, which will at lord miple a.. .»m
the -umin.
modation to all who desire to pa
promised
absorbed

a

National Hank,

«

portion ot
ami pine
apparently vrr\

puss through a
where the live oak

soon

country
llourish, amt tlm soil is

good

Notwithstanding

otl'ered to ship-builders,

in

Uockport.
excursions

areju-l

Last week the

fibw the

steamer

order of the day.
carried a parly

Pioneer

I " day tin* steamer t
to Carver’s llarlnir.
1*.
8anford, with the Hurgc Fairy of the Wave,
makes .an excursion to St. tieorge via l»i\
Island. Next week the (•'. and Fight l>ay Intel
national Steamboat JFx<ursion from Hoston
with a select party of three hundred persons,
to touch at this port.
I> u \

The Anson Advocate says Mi John Web
Purlin pond started on Tliur day nioruing last to accompany a parly several miles into the woods to a pond, intending to return
the same alter noon. In returning he became
bewildered and wandered in the wrong direction till Saturday forenoon, when lie came
across some men at work on a clearing in the
woods, about do mile from Ftagslalf settlement oil Head River, having been lost about
two days, with not a morsel to eat.
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( iinningham was a prominent and re>poeteil
citizen, about (SI years of age.

< onven-

I’lie ship Xan.-y Pendleton, ot
launched from the yard of ('apt.
llenrv Me■<Silvery, on Tuesday. She is owned
0\ .lames P. White, .John W. While, and others
of Belfast. J. (>. Pendleton. B. F. Pendleton,
William MeGilvcry ami others of Searsport,
and will be commanded by ('apt. IF F. Pendleton. she is a thoroughly built, first-class ship.
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1K> had been unwell for some weeks,
but bad reeoverctl, and on Saturday evening
ate a hearty supper, remarking that he had
not ti l! so well for a long time. He retired at
Til the morning, his daughter,
tin usual hour.
tin.ling that her father was not up as usual,
went t.. his room and found that lie was dead,
lying in an*easy am.I natural posit ion, with
nothing to indicate that he had not passed at
Mr.
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and easily to the sleep of death.
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overflowing.

This well known
l’niKi: Family.
troupe of artists will visit Belfast on Tuesday
evening next, and give one of their interesting
Tin
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....

Hayford Hall. They have
give satisfaction, and always

at

entertainments

■

failed to

nevn

l.riii!.* out full houses.

To the

original company

aJdi-d three new star performers—
Mi -.
Fritz, M’lle Zelda and Mr. J. 1>.
! K.• iI.• v. The programme embraces many new
j and attractive features. Tickets for sale at
\\ a-hburne's.
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The Barnuin show at Waterville, on SaturMore than live hunwas a perfect jam.
dred persons went from the stations on the Belfast branch, and seventeen loaded cars were
hauled in on the early train from the eastward.
The street parade ofthe circus was omitted, the
tents were rammed to the utmost, and crowding. treading on toes, sweating and swearing
wen* the principal occupation ofthe spectators.
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Saturday, child, about three years old,
ot Mrs. Colby, who is boarding at Mrs. Baker's,
sci/ed a vial of nitric acid and drank a part of
It- lips and tongue were severe’
the contents.
!v burned, and probably some of the acid was
swallowed. Hr. Johnson, who was called, administered antidotes, and the child is now out
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Thursday evening next, with a programme
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York Commissioners for building
tl>. new capitol at Albany, arrived in this eitv
on the Saturday morning train.
They are
M
IMa
I BAN If. II. Harris. F. A. MerMb
rill,
Kingsley. \\ A. Fowler. Thomas
Fulit r. I-.'dward B-on, I and \\ A. Bice. The
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Fire Fly wa- here to take them to the
granite «jiianips at \ iualhaven, where they inJ'li
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What he saw or experienced i- not fully known, but it will probably all be et down in the chronicles of Neliemiah.
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launch of the ship Nam y Pendleton,
on Tuo-dav, ( 'apt. Wording realized a disaster
to hi- wagon.
The horse-tallied, by the sight
■I tin* moving ship, overturned the wagon,
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on Thursday,in charge of Uonducloi Beale. The
people. young and old, disposed themselves
aliout the city, took sails in the hay, and appeared to enjoy the occasion.
W
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Mr. It. E. Patterson, of Searsport, lias left
with us some specimens of herds grass which,
notwithstanding the unfavorable season, lifted
itself to an altitude of four feet nine inches. And
of this tall grass, mixed with clover, he raised

young men who a led a- mardreception given by Br« id-nt Monroe
iiitv four year- ago, in Portland. then in
•Ih-triet of Maine/' Nathaniel 1 > *• -ri11 r is
; he only nrvivor.
ui

smashing things generally.
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mi,! at 1 lamari-c.iiia, Benjamin Lincoln
nii'il'''! upon a circular -aw. which severed
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Body mar the hip. He lived on11Itceii minutes alter the acei lent.
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Weekly for the Journal.
Bki.i Asr, Wednesday, August 2,|1S71.
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Flour,
$S,0iUoll.00 Bound Hog,
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7
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1.50100.00
Mutton
Bye Me.»l,
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s to
1<
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75 Chicken per lb. 1* to 2<
Barley,
0<
25 to
2.50to2.7‘i Duck per lb.
Beans,
Marrowfat l’eas.l.OQto 1.25 these per lb. 15 to V70to 75 Hay per ton, $20 to 25
Oats,
$1.25 to Ol
Potatoes, Is ew 1,00 to 1,25 Lime,
5i:
Dried Apples,
sto lo Washen Wool 45 to
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they

may

be led to

prevail

upon the

men

forego the parade.
I cannot attend the parade in any case,

to

Walilo County Democratic Convention.

I
Howas

Tin- Democrats ot Waldo County are requested to
person to relieve me from duty.
*
*
*
*
meet in Convention at the Court
ever. this fact will not save inv life.
Belfast,
on
follownot
deliSaturday, August 2<ith,at 1" o’clock, A. M., for
references,
personal
[Here
two candidates lor Senacate nor cautious for publication, concerning the purpose’cl nominating
tors, County Attorney, County Commissioner and
the writer.]
County Treasurer.
It this parade i- allowed to or.air there will
Each town will be entitled to two delegates, and
I
be a fearful loss «»f life, and I have distinctly ! oiu additional lor every 25 votes cast lor the Demo
cautioned all those whom 1 could meet to give cratic candidate lor Governor in 1»70. A inajorit)
traction will give all additional delegate.
up the parade.
W. J. Colburn.
y Democratic
hi the name of every.hing sacred, I would
I’lToN l'KKAT,
|
deplore the shedding of blood, ami shall withE. 1. Dot:,
County
draw from the society upon that account.
Cii viu.r.s Gt.iddkn,
1 therefore write io you as a son to a father,
Mark S. Sulks,
Committee
in the sense of counsel and advice, and I beBelfast, Aug. 2, 1871.
seech you to endeavor to persuade my brethren
to forego this event of >o much alarm to all engaged therein.
The Mayor wrote me a long letter, advising
The Democrats of the several towns and plantait
to forego the parade.
1 have read il to the
brethren, and it seems they do not care much tions in the County of Lincoln, are requested to
in eel ill
Convention, at the CUUIM' llOLSK, at
1 am afraid
too much
about it.
have

no

Consumption.
ITS

(TRK

they depend
b ar that they

Wiscasset, on Tuesday, August 15, 1871, at 1" o’clock,
may have
upon the police, and 1
i A. M., for the billowing purposes, viz To nominate
cause to regret too much confidence.
candidates for tin- offices ol State Senator, County
I have done all I could to prevent murder or
treasurer, one Couuty Commissioner and Clerk ol
riot; having failed therein, there my responsi- the Courts.
bility ceases. I pray you may be more successTo select a County Committee for the year Comsuch other
ful ill pet's uniting I»u>- irtf.u to Vnr.‘.rn l»<* p-ivi<lc.
mencing Jail. 1,ue1872, and to transact
a|h uii iii.
There i- no one who retrrels the shedding of nusmess as may
Every Town and Plantation will be entitled to one
blood of <niy [italic of writer,] man more than
delegate and an additional delegate for every 50 votes
I do, and I pray it shall not occur on account
east tor the Democratic candidate lor Governor, at
of the
range men.
If you are not very sure that the parade can
be efleeted without the. shedding ot blood, I
pray you, dear -ir, to persuade these gentlemen
whose names I have given you, to forego the
itlair on the part of peace and good will to all
<

men.

Thanking you very much for the great inter
ha\e taken in the matter, and hoping

e-t you
that life

spared, 1 beg to remain,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
may

he

John -I. Bond.

hardly’ needs comment.
Hen1 is the Chief of the Orangemen advising the very’ order which Orangemen
have denounced.
Perhaps the latter
wanted it to make capital from, hut Mr.
A letter like this

Bond,

more

sensible; than his associates,
parade at the price of blood.

the State Election ol 187", and a fraction ot 2" votes
will be entitled to an additional delegate.
Upon tin above basis, the several towns and plantations will be entitled to delegates, as tollou
Aina, 2; Boothbay, I ; Bremen, '-’; Bristol, 4; Dam
ariscotta,a. Dresden, a, Edgecomb, 2, Jefferson,
New Ci-tle,:’,; Nobleboro, 4 ; Somerville, ’.'; Southport, 1; Waldoboro, la; Westport, 1 Whitetield,
W i-ivi-’-e!, r Monhegan, 1.
E. W. Faklkv,
SA.MUKI E. S-Ml I II,
Arnold Bi.anky.
Hknry Farrindton,
El '.Kim.K S. Wl.KKS,
Dem. Co. Com.
July 17, 1871.

Knox Coily Democratic Convention.
The Democrats of ttio city of Rockland, and the
several towns in Knox County, are requested t o send
delegates to a Convention to be held at UNION
HAUL, Tliomaston, August 10, 1S71, at to o’clock,
A. M., for the following purposes: To nominate
candidate for State Senator,County Attorney, County Commissioner, and County Treasurer.
Each city and town arc entitled to one delegate
and an additional delegate lor every 50 votes cast for
the Democratic Candidate tor (lovernor at the State
election in l^.'o, and a fraction of M votes will entitle to an additional delegate.
K. K. O’lJiilKN,
.1 Kkkd Mkkkili.,
E. 1*. WAlkkk,
Eh a n k Shaw,
L. v. Hastings,
!.. M. Staples,
John Davis,
Dem. Co. Com.

Dianhwu, Dysentery, anil Cholera Mortals,
always more or less prevalent during, and
And
immediatelv after the heated season.
an*

then*

seenis

to be

a

general misunderstanding
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SERVICE OF
I-'OR THE SUMMER OF l'TI.

THE GRAND CONCERT!

4*r«‘at .tcceloration of Sliced, anil
!»rovfint‘nt of Track.

Which took place last Thursday Kvcning,
will he repeated with an entire
change of Programme.

TICKETS.

RESERVED SEA1S,
50
procured at Washburn's and
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Xni Pullmans

-35 Cents.
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Liniment!

rsim-T (ill PATES

I NT KUNA I. AND

JOMF.I'll II. SdIKXUi'S
TREATMENT,

l.Vil.R

X. nal Remedy ever used tor the Cure ot Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracted Cords, Mueles and t endons, Sprains,
Frost liites and Chilblains, Cut.-, Bruises, Burns and
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrluea, Dysentery, also inflammation ot the Kidneys, Liver Complaints and Palpitation ot tin* Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ot
hi-ccts, Reptiles or Dogs.
'file above medicine is compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerlul remedies

and
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The second thingis, the patients must stay in a warm
mom, until they g*-t well; it is almost impossible to prevent taking c.-id when the lungs are diseased, but it must
be prevented or a cure cannot be effected.
Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the
fall and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
recommend that course lose their patients, if their lungs
are badly diseased; aiul yet, bet aus ■ they are in the house
they must not sit d-.w n quiet: they must walk about the
room as much and ns fast as the strength will bear, to get
up a good circulation of blood. Tin patients must k< cp
in good spirits—lie determined to get well. This lies a
great deal to do with the aj petite, am: is the great point to

gain.

To despair of cure after such eviderro of its possibility
in the vs.-rst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
sinful. J»r. S. heiK'k s personal statement to the faculty
of hi*, own cure was in these modest words:
•’
.Manx years ago I v as in the last stages of eonstnnption: online.I to tnv bed, and atone time my physicians
th. u .ht that 1 could not live a week ; then like a drowning
maifcatching at straws, 1 heard of,and obtained the preparations which ! no.v offer to the public, ami they made
It seemed tome that I could t..l
a perfect cure ol'me.
tin in penetrate my whole s\ stent. They s«*on ripened the
matter in my lungs, and 1 w .-uld spit tip nn -re than a pint
of offensive yellow matter every morning for at >ng time.
As soon as that b \gan to subside, my cough, fever, pains
ntul night sweats a 1 began to leave me, ami my appetite
he-ante so great tint it wa s with dithculty that I could
keep from eating too much I soon gained icy strength,
and have grown in flesh ever since.
was weighed shortly after my recovery,'
added the
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; my weight
two
was only ninety-seven pounds; my present weight
hundred and twenty-live (225) pounds, and fur years I
have enjoyed uninterrupted health.”
l>r. Sehenck has discontinued his professional v isits to
New York and Boston, lie or his son, Dr. J. 11. Selienek,
jr,
,h\, still continue to see patients at their orti.v.
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from U
A. M.to 3 I*. M. Those who wish a thorough examinawill
be
with
the
TlieJtcsKospiroiueter
tion
charged
exact condition of the lungs, aiul
piroineter declares theteam
whether they an* curable or
patients can readily
not.
Tim directions lbr taking the medicines are adapted to
the intelligence oven of a child, follow these directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
cases tlie Mandrake Filis are to bo taken in increased
doses: the three medicines need no other accompaniments
than the ample instructions that accompany them: First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
at once be of good cheer. Good blood at
the
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated.
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gone
forever.
Dr. Sehenck’s medicines arc constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake Fills are a standard preparation: while the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, may be
regarded as a propliylacteric against consumption in any
iif its forms.
Price of the Pulmonic -Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
a bottle,
$7 <0 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills, 25 vents
a box.
For sale bv all druggists and dealers.
V
GK). G. GOODWIN Jc GO., Agents, Boston.
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ANNUAL M1010TING OF Til K Mil 31B KBS
rpilK
J. of the Geooges Valley Railroad Corporation,
will be held at Union, on Wednesday, the second day
ol August next, at one o'clock, 1*. 31.. lor the following purposes, iz
1st. For the choice of Directors.
2d. For the transaction ol any other business
which may be brought before them.
By Order of the Directors,
JO. SMITH, di:., Secretary.
duly 17. 1*71.
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PMil.lSll AND CI.ASSU Al. I’.O A KDINi
School lor boys. With a competent corps ol I. .his
it thorough course ..1 inslruetiiiii yuar mteeil,
I4«*FA Id, I l-.K M eoiiimen.
par
pi. It1
A I W
II. lie
tieiilars address |;k\ B. U
AN

1

Jtno

and
H IRmil. Male
\® .4CJEXT.S
♦ 3® ®V
Kemale, to sell two art ivies a* .-aiable a
Klour, and needed in every family. S.tmpb s ent
i" per day.
t«»
tree by mail, with terms to dear
this is no gift enterprise or humbug, but they are
lb-ad* r, it you want
new articles of real merit,
ml on your
droiiiable ami honorableemployne ni,
lull parname and po~ t-oihce a«ldre-s, and r*
with sampb fi <-e. bv p 1 uni ma il. Addre.-tieulai
'.in I'
N. II. WHIN. "New ii I- New .l.-rst y.

the Honorable Judge ot Probate lor the County
of Waldo.
I NDKHSlCM.D Cimrdiau ol Herbert S.
rjMIF.
W ilson and Mabel F W ilson, minor heir- id
I
Filmuml Wilson, late of Belfast, in said County, d«
eea.-i d, respectfully represents that said minors ar
i/.ei! and possessed oi certain real estate -ituat' in
Belfast, to v\ ii two undivided third parts ot the
t hat in
home-tend ot the .-aid Fdmund Wil.-on.
invantugeoiis oiler ct twelve humlia .1 dollars habcen made by Miles S. Staples, ol Belfast, 111 •aid
County, which oiler is lor the interest ol all cone. rueii
immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof
to be put out on interest lor the benefit oi said
minors.
W ii i-.i.ki eU', y our pel it inner prays youi honor to
erant him a license to sell and couv v -aid real estate
o
-said minors,
including he r* version ot the
v i.hev
dovv'
thereon lo said Mile- S. Staples lor
aid -mu.
ItKIJBPN SIBI.F.Y.
d
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PROFITABLE:
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Mortgage Bonds,

limited

>

lor

amount, upon » railroad
business, ami which h

largely constructed with the lund ot
ers,

cannot be otherwise th

in

sate.

\v

1«i• h
■«

ii

Tin

increased ii the

u

well

ahv.-tdy

SiocUhoid-

airily is
e-unpo-ed

Constructing Comp on
hig.i character, and of amp!* im u. for
successfully carrying through :ni' work tbit 1 In >

of

men

of

undertake.

The

New Orleans, Mobile & Tews
RAILROAD COMPANY
oilers

lor

ages to

sale

a

bond which combines those advantdegree. The route lies between

unusual

an

Mobile, Alabama, and Houston, Texas -pa-sing
through New Orleans the New York <>1 I lie South.
Ol the whole line ot L'.~> mile-, about two-thirds

arc

already built, and the Stockholders have expended
nearly TEN MILLION HOLLARS in the work.
The bonds now offered are secured by a mortgage
upon all that part of the line west ol New Orleans,
which has an enormous trallc* assured to it trom the
start, this being the. only rail connection by which
the cotton, corn, cattle and other pioductious ol
Texas can reach New Orleans.
So important is this road considered D> Louisiana,
that the State lias made very liberal grant in aid of
enterprise, by direct donations, by endorsement

the

second mortgage bonds and by sub eriptious to
the stock of the ( onip.inv, amounting in all D* o\ siol

eight million dollars.
The First Mortgage

Per (lent. Bonds

Eight
Now

offered,

mile,

and

limited in amount to ,.tjAoo per
for $l,0ouor A .00 each, interest pay-

are

are

able

January and July, at the rate ol s per cent. Currency or 7 per cent. Hold, at the opt ion ol the holder.
Bonds registered if desired.
Among the leading Stockholders of the Company
are lion. E. 1>. Morgan, Ex-Hovernor and Kx-C. S.
Senator; lion. John A. Hriswold, Fx Lieutenant
(jiovernor, Troy, N. Y ; lion. Oakes Ames, M,
Massachusetts; Mess.s. Morton, Bliss A Co., L. You
Hoffman & Co., J. & V. Selignian & Co., Harrison
Durkee, and others, of New York; Benjamin E.
Bates, President Bank of Commerce, Franklin Havens, President Merchants’ Bank,Boston,and otln-rs,
also well know n.
The above statement of tacts proves the SA FI I V
of these Bonds. I'lieir PROFIT is equally manifest
upon examination. They are sold for the present at
90. and accrued interest from July 1-t. At this
price they afford a certain income for lorty-iive years,
of nearly nine per cent, upon their cost. One thousand dollars invested in these eight per cent, bonds
will give the purchaser more than seventy-seven per
vent, greater annual interest than the same amount
invested in the new tSovernmcut Five Per Cents,
while holders ol 'Jovernment Sixes will lind a de-

prolit in selling them at present high prices,
re-investing in the New Orleans, Mobile and
Texas Bonds,
Subscriptions will be received in Belfast, by

cided
and

A. H. BRADBURY,
Cashier Belfast National Bank.
Information concerning the Company and the
Rouil.and pamphlets containing mail and full details
of the enterprise, can be obtained ot the undersigned
or any of the Company’s advertised agents.

W. B. SHATTUCK, Banker,
AND

«.•

Financial

«»..

Nassau Street, New York.

No.

.1 Court ol
Probate, held at B Hast, within ami
tin < ounly ol W aldo, on tin •Secomi lue-.l iy
<d Cdv, A. 1). )>: 1.
tii■
I
foregoing Petition, Ordered, Dial lb
pel iiimi'-i give notice to all persons intere led, b>
a
causing
copy of sod petition, with this order
thereon, t(> t-e published three weeks successi rely in
tin lb-publican Journal, a imiKr print' d at In Hast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, t'.> be held
al tin Probate Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on the
-i coiid i’uesday of August next, at ten o’clock in the
tor- noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
tine should not be granted.
ASA I III Ul.OdiH, Judge.
A true Copy.
Attest P». P. Fiki.m, Begister,

r:

__

^

K !

li O ( ! Iv Ij AND

STEAM-MILL CO.,
M

\N F

FA*

-Tf!

ltF.ltS OF

E

^

AND

DFAT.F.KS

CORN, MEAL,

OATS

L

At a Probate Court held at lU-ltast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
July, A. lb lx. I.
AII P.ARKKR, widow of Stephen J. Parker,
late ot froy, ill said County Ol W .Ido, deceased,
having presented a petition lor an allowance trnm
tic personal estate ol said deceased.
Uuleied, That the >aid Sarah, give nolice to
aii persons interested by causing a copy ot this older lo be published thri c weeks succesMvely in the
P» publican Journal, print.,! at Pellist, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Peltast,
within ami tor said (bounty,on the second Tuesday
ot August next, at ten ot the clock hetore noon,
and shew cans.-, il any they have, why the prayer
ol said petition should not be gi anted.
ASA TllCRI.Ml Mil, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—P. P. Fiklp, Register.

J

/-'*

!

r,

At :i Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday <•!
July A. I)! 1871.
I LL IVIILU, widow ol Alon/o L.
Fletcher, late ot Northport, in said County ol
deceased,
having presented a petition lor an
Waldo,
allowance Iroin the personal estate of said deceased.
unbred, that the said Malvina give notice to all
order
persons interested by causing a copy ot this
to be published three weeks successively in the
that
at.
llellust,
they
Republican Journal, printed
Belmay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
fast, within and for said County, on the second
belore
clock
ot
tin*
at
ten
Tuesday ot August next,
the
mum, and shew cause, it any they have, why
»,rnor ot sa id petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUtiH, Judge.
2
A true copy. Attest B. P. Fiki.h, Register.

S’

P

JOANNA

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition lor an
lrom the personal estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Joanna give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order
to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten of the clock belore noon, and
shew cause, il any they have, why the prayer ot said
petition should not be granted.
ASA TIIURLOUCII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P Fikli>, Register.

allowance

all
rpilL subscriber hereby gives public notice to
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed

and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate ol John Tutts, late of Belfast, in the
as
County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who .have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
MARY S. TUFTS.
3w2
toher.

and taken upon herself the trust ol Administratrix
ot the estate of Thomas R. Clement, late ol Montvlllo,
bond as
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
3W2
MARY CLKMKN'T,
to her.
rill IE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
£ concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herselt the trust of Administratrix
ol the estate of Cullivcr O. Shepard, late ol Lineolnville, in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by giviug
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
s estate
persons who are indebted to said deceased
to make immediate payment, ami those who have any
for »ettu*tnent
same
the
demands thereon, toexhibit
LYDIA JANE bllEI'AKD.
3w2
toher.

IX

AND RYE !

ST ATE

OK

JAMES

WHITE.

The

under-

171ii signed having been appointed by the Judge ol
Drobate”Commissioners to receive and examine the

claims ol the several creditors ol said estate, will attend to that duty at the office ol Wni. (i. Crosby
in Belfast, on the first Monday in August, November
•Hu] ivccinber next, at lo o’clock, A. M.
WM. (i. CKOSBY,
JOSEl’H WILLIAMSON.

Belfast, July 15,1871.
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DR. E. R. CLARKE’S
vi :<. i viw m a :

Sherry Wine Bitters
THE BEST MEDICINE IN-THE WORLD.
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MALVINA

At a Probate Court held at B. Hast, within and tor
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
July A. !>. 1871.
S. DOW, former widow ot Levi O.
Bowden, late ol Winterport, in said County ot

TT

5,0_^

£
m>

r.:
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r,
.i.

SAP

!

*if-MF,AL at Boston Market Prices, and delivered
to Shippers at the wharves, without K1TRA
(HtltUE.
All orders promptly attended to.
<>>£». M1IO. Agent.
KOOK LAND, MI-7.
July IS, 1871.
lyr 5
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ALL PKRSONS INDKUTK1) TO TilK LATH
ot Stockton, are hereby
Firm of liibli.v A
requested to settle their accounts on or before Aug.
•jotli. otherwise their accounts will go into the
hands of an Attorney for collection.
.JOHN
LIBBY.
Stockton',.Iuly‘-27, 1871.
:\w‘\ *
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Probate Court held at Peltast, within ami lor
County Ot Waldo, Oil the second t'uesdav ot
.Inly, A, 1>. l-'M.
.). M’«>Cld>, Administratrix ot tie e.-tate
ol Philo
Mould, late ol Monroe, in said
County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented her
tirst and lin il account ot Administration on said
cm ate.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give not ic.
lo all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order, lo be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Kcltast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at
Ib-itast within and lor said County, oil tin
second Tuesday ol August next, at ten ol the clock
hetore noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
ASA Till RI.Ol Mil. Judge.
A true copy. Attest it. P. Kn-.i.:* Register. :t\VJ
A' a
I be

all
rpilL subscriber hereby gives public notice to
1 concerned,that she has been duly appointed

.‘hut his

OTIC'

B

PHOSATE NOTICES.
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A SAFt AND
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'mis VAU ABLE s VIA 1: I
DEALERS IN .MKDh ’INKS.

Can be had every MONDAY, WhDNFSDAY ami
I UIDAY afternoons and evenings.
For terms and
CiEO. €W. 1TELLM,
engagement apply to
Hoh.
jin I

\

TWINES & NETTING,
Manufactured

M

»,

ii' tPPINS, li.

Till

rjinnrn
Steamer
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DRESS-MAKING.

FASHIONABLE

Pi.-c

ROliULNS, Wholesale Jtud Rotail Dm.
nt o
fyirft, Rockland, Mo. A Dial P. v
bv mail ou r. ,-eipi ,-f
nt
tiv,
«.» I. M

AN NOUN l'KS TO 11 111 MAN A KIND IKIKNDS
and patrons that she has removed from lu
former
l*ace of business, High St. and taken rooms over
JOHN S, (lALllWl LI.’S Hook Store, where she
will be happy to receive the calls anti attend person
ally to the wants of all desiring

1
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1
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R AILRO TV ID !
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jt.tMIIL RI.OOIL

I VJ AS

V

GEORGES

JOHN C. BEALS, Searsport, for Knox, Lincoin, nr»H Wo}do Counties.
All Or«ler> -t ill In him Promptly attended In.

First

The Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with the Pills, per
meates and assimilates with the f.--d.
iyldieaii-.it is
n uv progressing, without its previous torture*-.
DL-esiiou
l-e-oiiies painless, aint the .tire is -Se.il to he at hand.
There is no more flatulence, no.exacerbation of the .no
much. An appetite .sets in.
<1
Now comes the greatest Pd.1 Purifier ever yi t giv. n
■L an indulgent lather to stitferiug mail. Seliehck's Fulla-.iiic Syrup cornea in to perform its functions and h>
hasten and complete the cure, it enters at once upon its
w ork.
Nature cannot be cln ated. it collects and ripens
the impaired and diseased portions of the lungs, in the
form of gatherings it prepares them flu- expectoration,
audio! in a very short: time the malady is vanquished,
the rottut throne that it occupied is renovated and niudo
in w, and the patient, in all the dignity of regained vig.-r,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that w as

GIVEN]

It

Belfast, .July 20, D71.

Steve in the lUrhl,

Wing

NT

•<

Terms.

1

in

SI PPLY

<

Manuiactory.
Single Teams or Double Teams, Top Buggies or
Open Buggies, &e., Sec.
Teams lor f’icnics, Pleasure Bides. Family Use,
.Journeys, Funerals, itc., furnished at short notice.
I shall keep good teams uml endeavor to furnish
them at reasonable prices, an l 1 ask tor a lair share
ot the public patronage.
Remember the place, rear of C'ouant it Moody’s
Store, 31.tin Street.
Jtv~ Good Boarding for Horses at Reasonable

Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid ot
intricate mechanism, make it easily operated; it.-freedom lrom liability to get out ol order, its complete arrangement for regulating and controlling the
consumption ol the fuel, in conjunction with its
admirable and unequalled performance of all the
services of a Cooking Steve, combine to pronounce
it the long sought desideratum of the age.

IS El I IM>."

is
IT
tin* boWeiS and in tiie^Ji.;The 1,v ,.r, like a 11--, k,
w.-.-nd up
torpid it >. Th. st--iua- tia< is respou-1
that he is gelling, at last
begin.-j t-, f.

s

>

-.

pared

(All llELIAULK.
SAFE
Can stand on your kitchen tabic and do all your
cooking at a cost ol one cent jut hour. All the
ordinary branches ol cooking—boiling, broiling,
and the heating ol smoothing-irons,
baking,
performed to perfection. The concentration of the
flume, and its direct application to the bottom of the
utensils overcome the nuisance ot radiation, which
in summer is both extravagance and a superfluity;
while the combined action of the water intensities
both the power and the directness ot the flame, thus
expediting its work, and consequently producing

all

cure

nal an* ejected.
aroii-es from its
id Hi-' patient
A

NO

sootmtiir and

-.

.,

Ha- just finished his new Stable on Main Street, in
the rear of (’onant it Moody’s Store, and in now ]>r.
KAS1S as can I" obtain
to furnish as GOOD
ed iii this city. His .slock i-. all new and ol the be-,
kind, the carriages being fro n the well known Union

COOKING STOVE!

■

.»•

oml.iitins?

salvf

i\

>

MORE MONOPOLY!
I'rcali Horses.
New Carriages ami Harnesses, ami !
an entire new til-out throughout.

THORP’S PATENT

in*

1 he Seavv i.d I'oiiie :ind Mandrake l'dls are the first two
i. assailed
weapons w illi w Inch the citad'-l of the iu.il ad
tw .--thirds of the cases ot' consumption originate in d
Willi this
j-e|,-i.i and a Mm -tioiiall.. disordered liver.
with the
condition Hie bronchial tubes
s\uipalhi/.e
stomach. They respond to the morhilic action ..f the
■
s
mlmiiiatin
Mere then --un
the
iv-ult. no.l l!
liver
... uiie: in,
w itb all its
-f
distressing .s\ nipt--ui

lih y..11 I,

>

NO

\ii \H. fiiMHIUH

adapted lor the above purpose—Can seat
romtortnldy -1*«> persons. Awnings tore aud alt.

a'ailed themselves of Ids wonderfully eflVarious
dicines, they would not have fallen.
Dr. Si-hem k’has in his own ease proven that where..
suiIn lent itaiity r.-mam-. that v itaiity, bv his nie.liruu > and his directions lor Heir use, is quicken.-d into
h> alt hud vigor.
In tlii-. statemenl
tie re is
nothin-: pr- sumptuous
I., ti..- i.ii11, oi tie- invalid hs made no n presi ntatiuii
1hat i- -ed
iliousaiid times substantiated t*> li\mv and
Tin- theorv of ll-** cure by Dr. S.-heii- IPs
visible works
as simjile a. it
is uiiludin
Its philo-. -phy
niedieiinv*
requires no argument, it is self assuring, seli-vu-

ni-

diti | iperti.
w n’t 1,,. danycruiia ini»re I
i« nt. A Vi• iii• d\
a: ! |
th, m.my pain.- and
aches, wounds and Dni es to which :h li is In ir.
Is inure easily appli. I than many tin
r< medics,
ne\,
producing a l.ad eh'., t. hut always lievliuj
•.
pain, however
it is prcpm d %. M
in 1" l' own extensive treatin'.-nt of the si.-L Dr
m al ly twenty
irs. with yi, at success.
The principal dise if
which this salve iniairfteude■•! are.
( Itilf.ltti n <.
Hhtlllinitioit. 1‘
S'1
Soft. Hhfnui. Spin hi H< ••,
.V,/
/ 7si/
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/'.
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U h,
I' !,. D ,7 7 //•'»./, 7D "...
t 7
7 /.,><. and
So./’>?■■■.
(
5, H, .•/
iVnc on ('A /7n m
Jt never tails t. cure Rheumatism if properly
.1
h the hand three times
applied. Knn it on
a day.
.1
it li. nir '.palsied limb*.
T
t•
lA.r 7VA •• it has h.-rti .li-. ,\.-ivd
lie a sure la in
he. u afllict. d Dr yearn
dy. Persons th .t l.a
haW In I'll li li'-V. I by a 1 W appli a'iollS. Fof F< y
tipi’I S' it Works v ••’.d- s, all i\ my the intlamm at i.m
For DAapjn.l JIunJ<
atid ijuietiutf the pati •.
produe. a elliv i.inim.il -t.-Iy la t tit sc with s
.ml app!> it fr<
and
HhiK.n obtain this P.iP.
It i- yo.,d in run
I
limy will find lT iuvaluald
>
S, rofnl.i an! 7'Do
have b -.-n :i!
with it. '1’h f•••st
it.- If'
•-* and
*>
7.V.
N-.
.\
/•’
-y ii .iuriotts. bnl
.s. /■, <r
H 7.
Kuh i!
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aV.
a j.'n
.-ft t
lif-shy putti ly'in tie-e .is
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a
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kn ova
For /'it..' •%* this a S' like u eft. 'll
I/.
and S..rhfi, tmplv the P d\
ti
nand it c
•>'
immediate fell t.
}•'
ap dv on.
(Ia\.
Foil 11 •»I-1
T.
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I
p..ii
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or t
ins
and bas c-h i- m,i
latch.has
horses. This P
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Dr d I.
s

hinViMi,CiiliFOii'i',v CuNVi

and

LFAVF

it.

found in no other Liniment. For Internal and external diseases, non*' ever equalled it. li at once
22 West Market Square, Bangor.
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to tinwhole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
WM. FLOWERS.
on the absorbents,
equalizes the circulation and
corrects any and all d. rangements of the nervo-vital
E istern Agent.
Hu ids.
I'ickets mav be had of JOHN S. CALDWELL, "r
The above medicine has been put to the severest
Beltast.
W.
J.
Master,
COLBURN,
Depot
tests ever met with, and has proved to !■«• more than
Bangor, July T,'d, J>71.
represented. It is recommended by ail who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. J Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be ad- j
4tf
dressed and will receive prompt attention.
I

SDIIM.F

fhe Mandrake pills are
-n- ,.f \
mposed
II.-blest tutLie Pedoplnlluiti I'- llat'ill. I'r.ev
tie- blo-Ml-s.-ar- hill--. alterative proper?u.» .-i « i„iu«-I.
unlike aloiiiel, they

Palate, Parlor ami Sleejiiiig Pars,

I im !v

Mati v a human being has passed away, for whoso death
in* other reason than the neglect of known
tii. -•
.out indisputably proved means pf cure. Those near and
deal to family’and friends are sleeping the dreamless
slumber into which, hail they calmly adopted
DR.

Ini-

Two through Express Trains leave Portland dally,
Sundays excepted, viz:
At 7.1" A. M., ,on arrival ot the night train leaving
Belfast at 7 o’clock P. M.,) arriviug at Montreal
at > P. M., same day.
At 1.1" P. M., connecting at Yarmouth and Danville
Junction with the train which leaves Bangor at
s.l
A. M., arriving in Montreal at O.Jo A. M.,
the following day.
These through Express Trains make certain connections at Montreal tor Toronto, Detroit, Chicago,
and all points West.
The (fraud Trunk is
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
now re-laid with steel rail, and is in excellent running condition, the speed ot running is greatly increased and connections are certain.
PULLMAN’S CARS, known, appreciated, and
sought tor everywhere,are run on all Express trains
on the Crand Trunk.
Excursion return tickets to all principal points on
the (fraud Trunk, and to Chicago. Also, through
tickets by the SARNIA LINE OE STEAMERS at
reduced rates, are now on sale.
The fares y this Road are always lower than by
Be sure you get your tickets by this
any other.
route.
I'O be had at all the principal ticket offices iu New
England, at the Company’s Office,

-—

German

IMJEVF.VTIVIS,

What are ealled
of the proper treatment..
cheeking medicines, are usually first resorted
to. The history and physiology of these diseases
show this to be a great mistake, and it often
proves to be a fatal one. The proper and safest
way is to make one of Wing’s Pills and Wing’s
Waxuinuton,
duly,
Catholicon in the following manner:
and th. two ai" the parents of twenty-nine
Sometimes one of the pills each evening for a
A very handsome train of ears, hpilt especially
Mr. dolui Porteous has appealed from
Sir:
'• Idiei —Hiii, n ho\- and fourteen
girls.
short time is often all that is necessary to cure.
for tie* Belfast branch, will be brought from the
your decision assessing duty at the rate of three
But
if the case is attended with much pain,
A
built a factory at Cumly's
-ui| my ha\
manufactory at Watcrville next week, and com- dollars per hand on certain salmon, at the immediatelv take two or three of the pills, then
m
Ii I' i'AVe!!. for the putting up of dried
rate of thirty j er centum ad valorem on cermence running.
to allay all pain, take one tea-spoonful of Wing’s
I In company itain pressed salmon, and at the rate of half a
doing an extensive
Catholicon in three great spoonsful of water.
'!• "SM tin- a!’i
I.- at the pre-ont time.
(•••lit per pound on certain codfish, imported
Sometimes it i-, diili- ult to get along the sideAfter the Alimentary Canal has been duly
by him Into your port from Halifax, Canada, cleansed, take the same dose of Catholicon often
»
/. Hall I-.- ;., who v. as recently enwalks in the evening, in consequence of the
lish
are entitled to free
that,
such
claims
aiid
o d
in iumhi
sav from three to
operation- at F. Sullivan, halanguishing girls and fellows who lock arms entry as the products of the fisheries of the Do- enough to subdue all pain, hours,
also one pill
er mil.
d
live times for twenty-four
ipiarrv near S nue-ville. Ml.
and sweep single pedestrians into the street. minion of Canada under the provisions of the
i-.a
KII:-wnrtli Am.
each night, and a cure will quickly be effected,
between the United States uitd (treat
Treaty
future
for
good
that would lav the foundation
The night blooming cereus, of which we
Coueester. Ma-*.. e/'u .(•- to become ineorBritain, concluded at Washington Mays, 1X71, health.
2uff»2.
.1
and since ratified by the two countries. Upon
jiol'aled
eily, the voter- of the aiieieilt spoke last week, blossomed again on Saturday
town giving 107 votes against the measure and
Ska Moss Karine from pure Irish Moss for
evening, in the presence of a large and appre- an examination of the said Treaty it, appears
that the provisions thereof. Article X XI which Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac,
ml' ‘/Is in favor of it.
ciating audience.
allow the importation into the United States,
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deliWei.d. ll Phillip admit- that the democrats
Several parties from Bangor and vicinity are free of duty, of fish oil and fish of all kinds, ex- cious food in the world.
i' elect their .’mdidat. s in 1s‘72.
Phillips dwelling in tents aL t lie Methodist
lish of the inland lakes and of the rivers
despairing
Camp Ground, cept
a I wavs in advance of his pai y.
Corns. Imagine for a moment what agony
falling into them, and except lish preserved in
a good time and fraternizing with picis endured trom Corns, Bunions, ingrowing
having
the produce of the fisheries of the
oil,
l»cing
L.
ii- c!
who wa- committed upon
A
Blistered
Sore
Callosities
Heels,
Sails,
Insteps,
nickers from this city.
Dominion of Camilla or of Prince Edwards Istheehaigi of'-etting lire to his-ton in Bangor,
Then you will
on the soles of the feet, Ac.
land—do not by the tenor of article XXXIII
has procured slo.OOO hail.
The Bangor Whig announces that the steam- thereof take effect,
until the laws required to understand why there is a rush for Dr. .1.
and
Bunion
Remedies.
Sold by
Corn
1 in* j.o-t oilice at AValdohoro. lias been made
er Alliance has gone oil*the Bangor and Boston
Briggs’
carry them into operation have been duly entf
nioiiev order oilice. and will commence husacted by the Congress of the United States. Druggists.
route.
iii.—- Monday. July .‘list.
Such laws have not yet been enacted and the
Headache! Brigg’s Allevan tor is composed
Seven car loads of cattle and sheep were
of
the
referred
treafv
to
are
conseprovisions
of Ammonia, Chloroform. Spirits of Camphor,
The Leeds A Farmington railroad are to requently not in force. Your decision, therefore, Tincture of Lupulinc, Oil of Juniper and Alshipped from Unity to Brighton, on Monday.
civ e. under their lease s/.s.ooo yearly; from the
in assessing duties on the said fish is hereby
cohol. This compound in unequalled iu| the
Maine < Vntral It. It. ('o.
The chief end of man hereabout at this time,
affirmed.
annals of medicine for the cure of Nervous or
I am very respectfully,
is to go a lislmig.
The Akron, Ohio. Beacon speaks of “Mr
Sick Headache, Neuralgia, Trembling or
DIED.
GKO.
S.
BOUT
WELL,
name
i
unknown/
(Signed.)
Secretary.
Battin, whose Christian
Twitching of the Nerves, and all Nervous
Philo ( base, Esq., of New York, has been in Hon.
I. Washburn, dr., Collector of Customs,
< an it lie ( otton ?
tf
Diseases.
our city for ten days past.
Me.
Portland,
| fibiluart/ notice*, beyond Ike date, name, and aye
Drought and grasshoppers have irreparably
It is no more strange than true that
Piles.
must be paid for. ]
Shout Cakis. We are in the big as to what
injured th crops in maiiv parts of Franklii
one half of the adult population suffer with inIn Medford, Mass., July P, Charles W. Young, o
county.
A f irmer of our acquaintance having noticed ternal, external, bleeding, or itching Piles.
It
report to make on the weather. The old AlBelfast, Me., aged ;t;s years.
a decrease in the number of bis liens, had a
In Knox, June 11, B. C. Bryant, aged about 2!
is admitted by eminent medical men that a reThe D moerat reports a light hay crop, poor
manacs say its all owing to the moon.
We
to ascertain the cause. One night reliable remedy must and will have an extensive years.
teed and myriads of
grasshoppers in Oxford don't know that the moon has any effect on the curiosity
II is funeral was conducted by Unity Lodge, F. am
cently ho was roused from sleep hy hearing sale. This has been demonstrated by the
county.
M., of which deceased was an active and respect
weather, hut we are sure the weather has n strange noises in the barn adjoining the house, wonderful increasing sale of Dr. Brigg’s Pile A.
A Deor .'ia
with the loud cackling of hens. Remedies. The progress of this disease, in its ed member. lie leaves a wife and two small child
railway train ran into a funera decided effect outlie moon.Now is a
accompanied
besides a large circle of relatives and friends t<
ren,
"',l " '*ntly, and
good
a
l
and
loaded
seizing upon
dispersed the mourn
Lighting a lantern
various forms, is arrested, and some of the most mourn his
early decease. From the time'of his be
t*rs.
time to pick your currants, if you wish tc
gun which stood near, he rushed into the barn surprising cures have been effected by its use. coming connected with the Lodge, until within
monster
crawl- Sold by Richard S. Moody, S. A. Ilowes & Co., few months ol his
A highly sii. ees.vful gang of
and saw by the dim light a black
evade
the
and
brew
a
little
wim
death, he took a prominent par
law,
ac
liquor
pick-pockets
one of the rafters near the ridgepole,
ing
Belfast, L. Curtis Jr., Searsport, Roberts A in all business of the Lodge,and tilled different posi
company Barnum's circus.
yourself..Because business is a little dull ii whileupon the floor lay the result of his slaughter Hick
born, Stockton, Mudgett & Sibly Prospect, tions with credit. Always kind and pleasant, h
is no sign that our streets should he made a
in the mangled bodies of several hens. With- J. W.Seavy Frankfort, and Druggists generally.
cheerfully performed all duties devolving upon him
Loving Masonry for its beauties, he tried to live u
out knowing exactly what the creature was
tf
pasture for horses—they are very annpying tc
J he I'tiea Herald gives an account of :
to its tenets. Let us hope he has received the “crowi
raccoon
came
a
our friend fired, and down
big
ol
timid
ladies
and
dreadful
on
bushes
life, promised to the faithful unto death.”
wearing
A want lias been felt and expressed by Phyabout the size of an ordinary dog. This is the
singular balloon chase which occurred ii
that grow near the street fences. Some one
first raccoon that has been seen in the vicinity sicians, for a safe and reliable purgative; such
the •Howls over l’oiighkeepsie. A Mr
several years. As they are vegetable eaters a want is now supplied in “Parsons’ Purgative
SI I TI> NEWS.
Square and a Miss Thurston the latte will want to go to ride some day and find hi; for
it is something unusual to see such an exhibi- Pills.”
said to he a well educated young lady c 1 nag in pound.Mr, Nickerson who is preachtion of their love for poultry. [Kennebec Jour.
K. Bond, of Jefferson, Maine, was
Ilensy
in
at
hut
the Unitarian church gave his hearers a
ing
POUT OF BELFAST.
nineteen started together,
separat
cured of spitting of blood, soreness and weakiKii n n
[uctLy guuu stury, uui im-uuwimost excellent discourse last Sunday evening
ARRIVED.
balloons. Square ascended nearly to th
ness of the .stomach, by the use of “Johnson’s
mistaken
if
it
the
nal
is
that
means
to
Liniment.”
Thurstoi
Miss
.*
57.
Sells llattie. Smith, New York; Lizzie
bo clerk of the weather has made a
clouds, hut seeiner that
say
Anodyne
July
good
Eva May. McFarland, Fishing.
Poor,
Dickey,
«lo;
was
deis
not following him very last,
raccoon
many enemies the past week by spoiling a
Parks House, Boston. This house offers
exclusively a vegetable eater.
23. Sell J. L\ Merriam, Clark, Boston.
scended to give her instructions, lie fore number of excursions—he will
Aug. 1. Sell Orion, Osborn, Boston; Brig R. S.
It belongs to the bear family, and like all many advantages to the travelling public. Its
have all the
to
he reached the
the
of
amusement,
she
Hassell,
Hassell, Now York.
places
leading
proximity
young lady, however,
religions societies, the masons and the public its relatives is oraniverous. The raccoon its
SAILED.
neat, airy and comfortable rooms, and very
threw out the. contents oi two sand bags
generally down on him, unless he serves up
render
it
a
desirable
moderate
prices,
stoppingeats vegetables, but it also climbs trees to
July 23. Sell Hattie, Smith, Lubeo.
and shot up like a rocket into the clouds.
tin European Plan. Single rooms can
something soon.Our street crossings arc a
place.
Aug. 2. Schs Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; Mazurka,
Sijiiiri* allowed his balloon to drift under
devour eggs and young birds. It eats full be had at 75 cents and $1 a day.
Kimball, do; Banner,Curtis, Rockland; Jack Downto our beautiful streets. It is almost
the clouds and in sight ot the earth until disgrace
ing, Patterson, do.
when
it
can catch them, as
Syrup
birds,
to
cross
“Fellows’
them
Extracts.
Compound
while
grown
impossible
riding without
over Hyde Park, when ho threw out balrank foremost amongst
ones horse to a walk—one in front of
well as oysters, frogs, &c. There’s many of Hypopiiosphites
Portland, Mr., Aug. t. Sell. Sarah. Capt.
last and went, up through the clouds into bringing
the remedies used in Incipient Phthisis, Chronic
owned by A. G. Bird ot Rockland, from
in
church
the
Unitarian
particular needs atten- a survivor ol the campaign of 18+0 who Bronchitis, and other affections of the Chest Moultou,
He says he must have asWaldoboro’ (tor Boston with lU'.k) bushels of corn,
the sunlight.
ran
on
street
no
hesitation
in
our
I
have
it.
commissioners
and
stating,
look after don’t want to see the coon
Tiundy’s reel, off Cape Elizabeth, in a thick
cended nearly half a milo above the tion. Will
misrepresented.
fog, is going to pieces and|will be a total wreck.
S. Z. EARLE, M. I>.
clouds before lie, caught sight of Miss these matters a little?.We saw in Uol. S.
The
crew
was brought up by steamer New Bruns“St. John, N. B.”
Thurston’s balloon, which was then at M. Fuller’s store a young mink which was
“I strongly recommend the use of Fellows’ wick.
Richmond, Yu., boasts a woman who was
Aug. 1. Sell. George W. Baldwin.
Rockland,
least four miles above the earth, and caught in a rat trap at his house. If he was several years a circus athlete and gymnast, five (’ompound Syrup of Hypopiiosphites to
Capt. Thayer, (ol South Thomaston) from Rockland
looked to him no bigger than a man’s not a littie out of season his skin would pay years a shoemaker, two years a blacksmith, a all who suffer in any way from disease or weak- lor Danvers with a cargo of lime, grounded at the
having whipped her man, and fin- ness of the'Lungs, Bronchial Tubes, or General mouth of the Meskeag river, this morning, sprang a
prizefighter,
hat.
In due time both the a?rial voyag- I for the trouble of catching him.The Masons
leak and tilled. The cargo will be a total loss, but
“J. H. W. SCOTT. M. D.
ally a jailbreaker, inebriate, and fighting char- Debility.
ers made a safe descent.
the vessel can probably be raised.
will attempt their excursion again Friday, if 1 acter generally. Fanny Taylor is her name.
“Gagetown, N. B.”
•'

G-rand Trunk Railway. MISS SAWYER’S SALVE.

By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.
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1

HALL,

Corrected

Rrook," on Main-st. in this city, the carriage
factory of Win. Adams, Jones’ Lumber Ollier,
and Thompson's Fish Market, which were being raised to the new grade of the street, fell at
11 o'clock to-day, a distance of s or 10 feet and
are a complete wreck.
A number of men w« re
at work under the buildings at the time of the
accident, all blit one of whom escaped without
serious injury. One workman named Reel,
wlio was under the middle o( the huikliiu:*
in
3.1 to
no to0.00 l nwas'd
Cooking, do.
when they fill, is missing and supposed lobe 'Butter,
on
45 to
33 to 35 Pulled
<i
buried under the. wreck.
01*2 to
It is thought lie
15 to 17 Hides,
Cheese,
Oil
is to 20 Calf Skins, 1G 2-3 to
must have been killed by the fall. A large
Eggs,
00
to
1.5
to
l.Ou
Skins
$2
Lard,
Sheep
gang of men are at work clearing the debris, in
sto lo Wood,hard,$5.50 to G.oo
search for the missing man.
The loss of Beet,
Ap'ls, Baldwin, O.ooto0.00 Wood, suit, $l,0o to on
property will be several thousand dollars.
5
5
to
1 to
Veal,
Dry Pollock,
sto 10 Straw,
SECOND DISPATCH.
$s to lu
Dry Cod,
At two o'clock this afternoon the large force
cursion party with the Ste amer New Bruns- at
work upon the ruins of the buildings which
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
wick will touch here.Our Band boys are fell this forenoon, discovered the hotly of the
ib- was
missing workman, Robert Reed,
practicing to accompany the Masons on their found
fFor the week ending Wednesday, duly 20.]
doubled
and
fallen
crushed
under
the
up
excursion—*tis a pity they would not reorganAt market tortile current week—Cattle 2701; Sheep
timbers and must have been instantly killed
ize for good.Wednesday was a pleasant
while attempting to escape. Reed was about •'* and Lambs 1 ins Swine 50o0; veals 22. Last, week:
Cattle
2705: S^eep and Lambs 0312; Swine 4500: veals
day: we lent a man a dollar -o we could re- years of age and leaves a wife and one child
21G.
From Maine 500 cattle, 02s sheep.
Prices ot Bed Cattle, per loo lbs, the total weight
member it.
of
tallow and dressed Beet- Extra quality
The now war vessel Devastation, ol t he $7a7hides,
25 ; lirst quality G 50aG 75; second quality $GaG25 ;
An excursion of the Bnivcrsalist church and
5 27>a5 75; poorest grade ol Cows, oxen,
third
is
the
most
described
as
quality
English
navy,
society of Bittsiield and vicinity, numbering
&c., $1 5oa5.
remarkable, the strongest and the ugli- Bulls,
Hides and fallow—Brighton II ides 7 3-4asc; Brighlive or -iv hundred, arrived in this city in a
est vessel alloat.
This huge limiting bat- ton fallow a• 1 :c Country Hides 7a7 1-2; Country
I rain of eight cars on Wednesday forenoon.
1 .'c ; < alt Skins KVa 18c; Sheep Skins, $1.
tery, with her low hull and gun-towers fallow 5a.• Oxen
Extra, $2ooa25o, ordinary, $ 140a
Hay ford Hall and the Universalist church were
Working
possesses no masts, but only two poles 175, poor » Even troni $50 to 12o per pair.
placed at their disposal, in the former of which lor
lore and all.
.Milch
Cows E.xtra $ii.5:i0n; ordinary, $35a60
Her strength
signalling,
they took lunch. In the afternoon, an excur- lies in three chief points her massive per head. Store < ’ows, $ j5a55. Most ot the cows
into market for sale are of a common grade.
sion was made in the steamer Argo, and the armor, her offensive armament, and her brought,
Store Cattle— \ cartings, $0.i20; 2 year olds, $ 15a20,
$27al5. Most ol the steers that are in a
year
party returned home late in the evening.
olds,
tor
and
great capacity
carrying coal
lair condition arc sold for beeves.
steaming. She can carry no less than
Sheep and Lambs- Extra and selected lots, $t ooa
i sinUons of coal, which wiil feed two
pairs 5 00; Ordinary, $2 00a3 oo; or from 4 ! -2a7c per lb.
The New York Riot.
of engines, driving twin serews,independ- Lambs $3 oouc oo per head, or lrom tt to 11c per lb.
Swine—Store pigs, wholesale, 7cts; retail, 8a 10c
(I rad u ally the light of truth is breaking ent ol each othej’; and, with fail boiler
per pound. Fat lings 5a5 1 2C.
the
force
of
this
machinimmense
Poultry—Extra, lGc; medium, U3-4al5; poor, 14c
power,
in upon the late terrible slaughter at the
per lb.
be set at btiOO horses,
li is «-.ilDroves lrom Maine— W (J Norcro.ss. 39 sheep: A
It ery may
Oran genian’s parade in New York.
eulated that the Devastation could out- K Bumps, 122 sheep; C (.Hidden, cattle; S Canon,
seems that eHurts were made by the less
sail the Warrior and Monarch—two of 10G cattle; W W llall. 22 cattle; S C Hick, 18 cattle
J If Weymouth, 21 cattle, L L Lucas, G8 cattle and
the Navy’s heaviest monitors—by at least 71
fanatical ot the Orangemen themselves to
sheep; W 11 Snell, 152 cattle: A II Fletcher, la
seventeen days, such is the difference in cattle; Walker & Viles, 23 cattle; E Southard, 14
it
was well unwhich
the
parade,
A.
forego
the rapacity of the vessels. The deck is cattle; Wells it Richardson, 42 cattle; Dollotl" 1.".
Whittier, 0 cattle; O P Estes, 18 cattle; J Cray,
Mr.
derstood would result in blood.
•ovored in with three inches of rolled iron cattle; Morton it Wetherbee, l'.» cattle.
Bond, who holds a high position in the
uni thick teak planking; but upon that
order, endeavored with all earnestness to platform rises a sort of iron fortress conBOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
tin' two turrets, the funnel, steerprevent the procession, which he felt per- taining and all the
Monday, .July 31, 1871.
the
to
ing-box.
large openings
BUTTER—We quote line New York and Vermont
suaded would lead to disorder.
How
interior, This forlress will contain four jutter at2?a28c peril'*, with selection1 at 2'.*a.‘!0e; good
2oa21c; line Western at l'.U2le; c *mmon and instrongly lie felt, and the extent to which Jo-ton guns, which it has been demon- loerlor
do at 1 la 17o ; inferior and bakers' butter sells
he went with the city authorities, may bo si rated can send a shell through fifteen
tt 12al3c.
( IIEESE —Wo quote line factory at lo.il2c per lb,
inches of iron, with a foot of teak behind
the
following letter—
judged from
dairy at Lull 1-2c; common to good at Guide;
it.
Finally, great attention has been ine
nferior laic.
Four Hamilton, X. V., July 10, lsTl.
to stability, and no apprehensions
EtiliS— The market is firm, with Files of Eastern
paid
J;mic- J. Kelso, Ksq., .Superintendent, &c.:
it 22c, and Northern at 2uc per doz.
of a fate Lke the Captain’s are felt for the
BEANS—We quote the best quality ot medium
My IM'aii Sir: Seeing the dreadful state of
Devastation.
giant
ind pea beans at $3 37a3 bO per bush for choice Weshave
arisen
out
of
which
the
affairs
contemplattern pea beans; $2 7bu3 for common do, and $2 37a
ed parade of th<* Orangemen, I have considered
bo lor choice mediums; $2a2 12 lor common do; $3
Two young gentlemen of Washington,
it my duty to advise them to forego the parade
*er bush lor yellow eyes.
tired of boarding-house fare, resolved to
oil the 12th inst.
MAY -We quote prime Eastern and Northern hay
1 am sorry to say they have not taken my adlive better or suller in the attempt. They it $30a.‘>3 per ton; New York do $2sa:n>; common
vice in the matter, being confident of the safety hired a house,
my .f 2ua2:: per ton,
five
with
rooms,
containing
I have
of their lives in your good protection.
accompaniment, on Capitol hill,
pointed out to them the great majority of their garden
for
a
month.
A limited supply of
$lo
of
the
utter
and
SPECIAL NOTICES.
impossibility
your
opponents,
other housekeeping arpower in protecting them after the parade mas furniture, and
the
1
am
afraid
dismissed [italic by
ticles was purchased, and a cook duly inwriter],
the Orangemen cannot muster ten thousand
stalled over the whole, in April last.
Till CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID.
men from all rcsourms [italic by the writer.]
This summer they have raised vegetables
1 am very ,positi\e that their own body will
BUSHED as a warning and for t he benefit of
not number mmv than live hundred men, for enough to supply the table; have enteryoun</ men and others, who sutler from Nervous
tained a score or more of friends in handthe majority will not attend so dangerous an
Debility, &c., supplying the means of self-ci re.
undertaking.
some style; lived well themselves all the
Written by one who cured him-clf, and sent free
1 write you therefore in great eonlidence that
>n receiving :i post-paid directed envelope.
time, and at a less cost than if they had
you will endeavor to persuade our men not to
Address, Nathaniel Mayfair, Brooklyn, N. Y,
in
lived
the
usual
way.
Gin 15sp
appear at all on the 12th, thereby avoiding tno
There is no
least possible chance of a riot.
The < ’ornollsville ilnd.) Times tells of an
need on shedding any men's l>h>od f italic by
Dr. E. It. Clarke's Yi.i.e iwrli. Sherry Wine
old rail-splitter in that county who put a
the writer.]
'Jitters arc a certain cure lor female sickness, by
I know there will bo bad work on both sides.
quietus upon a young man who had dialed uking a wine-glass half full before getting out of bed
him about his bald head in these words:
u
the morning.
Delicate Ladies will lind it of
I think ft you could send tor-, No.-;
Mr.-of No.-, and-. whom Mr.- “Young man when my heat! gets as soft as
jivat service by using it three or lour times a day.
Sold by all dealers in medicines.
will find, and openly inform these men of the yours, l can raise hair to sell.”
great danger of a riot (perhaps unsurpassable),

onimunication to the Prog. Age, in behalf wanted no
'*t Elder Garland, excused the charge made in
I But. once before in over forty years, says
He warrant, as having ‘*no foundation further
"lien, m <* : on d oiint
A v eii"! a;.,.
the K\press, has there been a parade of
"ighty- i ih.hi restlessness
during sleep one night.”
v\ ,i ked foi twenty-live
wo
veai'- old. w !io
Orangemen, and then il resulted in blood1 :> :nd -a\ei hei money, ha- ju-t giv- i Ti a'."- a iu-w name for it.
o'her wnge> I'm four
luiudred d<
shed.
I lc Honnii-r drought was broken hv a series
m
toward building a t uiversalist eluin h.
"I showers "ii Sunday night and Monday, by
: u- i.a-e work ot the new
1 le conlraet i"
Portland, Me., July 51, 1*71.
which a plentiful amount of water was let
(•
Department bi'iiding ha-been awarded
Me-sr-. liodw' ll 0, Co., of Maine, and the down upon the just and unjust. The crops and
The following decision of Secretary Bonifor tic
cilia, t lor grand'
ipersfru- lure to fall feed will l>e greatly henelitted.
well, relative to duties on salmon and
of \ irginin.
M
»>d way A <
codfish under the recent treaty, will he
W e are in daily expectation of a first class
!
!,'
Ml Uphi- ha- developed tin*
\ |
of special interest. Mr. Porteous is the
local item from the killing of some of the boys
‘el iLeil (la! in. who wa*. hanged lor murder
Irieglit agent, here oi the Grand Trunk
who arc in the habit of jumping on and oil* the
f.. •,
two \n- ago. w :i innocent of the crime
Railroad, and general receiving and
L liea! hale,
a- hounded to dt :ith
cars while they are being shifted on the tracks
shipping agent tor Provincial goods by
it the depot.
a
A oi l, 1; d im
We do not
1 ii
-a>
vessels ami steamers in connection with
remit ..I the 11.-vt prc>i"i.
in
'i.- lieMr. Mildo, son of Col. Wildes, who was
the Grand Trunk.
•i i,lid contest."
Ii will liavc less de-in* to
division
in
the
construction of the
engineer
hml. of it, when ih* n suit i- known.
DECISION.
Belfast road, occupies a similar position on the
markalilc lamilv lives in 1 > dla- county.
Treasury Department,
(
Knox and Lincoln railroad.
t he tathei i- 1<>- veal's old, tile mother
I). (’.,
1871. S
A

Fatal

anc

good time is looked for.The chap that
left that horse hitched to the door of one of our
livery stables all night in the rain, because the
stable was locked when be came in, should
have stood and held the'animal, and then “you
would know how it i> yourself—don't it".
There has not been a runaway horse or a dog
light on our streets for two weeks.It the
drought is not broken, it must be considerably
bent by this time.Vt the circus at Wafer\illo, a gentleman from the interior who was
sitting under the lint canvas, while the perspiration was pouring olf from him, was heard
to utter this lament: “oh thunder! 1 do wish
1 knew where 1 could tied my Nancy Jane’’
.We see by tin- Boston Journal thaL an exa

News of the County and City.

i;s..u: people from Rochester.
loun* went to Porth,i
1111 ''in. ■l.ii*
II
.... |
i \. in I’rli'lirate tin* opening of tin*
\xere iverixcl a1 tin- < 'itx Hall
I
i. ,\. 1
Max "i lx n.:-l>in x
lion, lolm Lx hHi, and \\ s. 1 >ana. pn -i-

\

pleasant. They intend going in

Items, Ac.

p>
cr

cT
ip: 11 .1.1, Hock Uo--.
Composed of Hod. K".
Wintcrgivi n, 1 find !*■ t. Wn'.i L rry. Thorough
ir
1
wort, Prickly Asli
Hark, Uhubarb, etc
I
Wen lilies*, I.oss of \|>|><fi(r, .In mi'

lice. Ilemluelie, Sou.- Stomitcb, Piles
1
/'A
n'hn >t
l;. standing, Humors,

♦

..

a.

HIfi.r wl.r !. valuable hoot* m
He
s. and tile knowledge of their great service to
thankful
Ml!!
mg humanity, man cannot feel
t, LI m wli
wisely provided us with all things.
ini

I

...

TO ALL

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
If a TiOlig I.ife .1 Health md III* pplufss
is desired, let these Bitters he taken, particular!v

in the Snrinrj amt Hur/e S. unnun of the year, at- I
especially hv the following classes of people:
The MITrtA VIC. wlm, from his constant u
door labors, not having suflicient access to the
bracing and refreshing ..ir -tit of doors, become*
weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale and sickle,
his food not relishing nor properly digesting, lie
should take these Hitters, and freely too, in older to get his system up. light and strong, and in
prime condition t go through the warm wcathci
in good shape, with his constant, daily labors. Tin*
exhilarating and cleansing power of the I), ,-k
Hoot, I land, lion, I*.-p!ar, and I’riekly Ash Hark,
is what will bring 1 an up, and make him, phy*.
Thrailv speaking, once more n man!
'111.1. OPlvKATlVl’. will lind this Medicine
the very thing to clean m the blood and strengthen
the system, and tv rtf .uifrf inn/ nfiiimnt tn
The PALK A V l> OXt E ItUAI TII I I.
LAliV 1 as but t'i take tliis compound freely, ami
she will he speedily restored to licultli. beauty
ami buoyancy. The llOAF.ST I AiniKIt.
the (LI'.KliYMAX and
LAWYlvK, awd
tli.
MFA OF SEDKXTAUY H ABITS
is your Medicine! After once using it, you will
It will improve you twentynever he without it.
live per cent. The lIAKIA’Ivll will lind it tint
best medicine in the world lor his use; it makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, an 1 capable
of jrreat endurance and exposure; and when on
chore, it renovates his blood, and restores and ve
pairs bis system.
The Largest noun*, tin- liowesi mif,
anil III*' most 1-iflYct uni ltcinody
in 111** World.
^
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
>
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ROBBINS,
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ROCKLAND, ME.
{’ole Proprietor of III*, lb It. Clark**** V**p'«*table Sherry Wine Killers.
Knrineily
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.
owing to the great
CAITTIOiV EXTRA,
popularity and sale of the.-e Bittern, worthless imitations may eoine up in the market, hut is you
value your life and health, In* sure and g« t the gen
nine Sherry Wine Bitt* r- See that the Portrait of
signatures are upon
Dt. Clarke and iny./</'
the label of eai h buttle. No other is genuine.
SOLD BY DEALERS IN

MEDICINES.
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The

mg fot one of his mother’s chicken
so I’m going to make one for him.”

Singer.
IUTTIEK.

pies, i

A Good Dog

Story.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Mr. Beecher in his Christian Union,
vouches for the truth of this story.
A narrow log lay as a bridge over a
ravine. From the opposite ends of the
log, at tiie same moment, there started to
cross it a big Newfoundland and a little
Italian greyhound. Of course they met
in the middle; of course there was not
room for them to
pass; neither could they
at the pie.
A gray old larm-hou.se in the We-l.
“Oh, Mr. Prentice, 1 never can have go back. The height was a dangerous
Timid and young, the elder had
such a looking pie go on my table,” said one for the greyhound, and to the water
T.\eu lin n a smile too sweetly sad;
:it the bottom lie was
the model housekeeper.
extremely averse.
Tin* crown of pain that all must wear
The Newfoundland could have taken a
Ton early pressed her midnight hair.
Oh, yes, mother, it might look a good
deal worse; but 1 will step down early to leap in safety, hut evidently did not want
’l et ere the summer eve grew long,
the market, and have some nice tilings to. There was a lix! The little dog set
iter mode-t lips were sweet with song;
down on his haunches, stuck his nose
A memorv haunted all her words
sent home, which you will make all right,
of do\ er-lielils and singing birds.
let
Kate
all
straight up m the air and howled. The
musn’t
know.
Wc
spoil
you
Newfoundland stood intent, his face solHer dark, dilating eyes expressed
her chances by a poor dinner.”
emn with inward
The bread horizons of the West :
workings. Presently he
The next day came, and with it Charley
H
spnvli dropped prairie flowers; the gold
gave a nudge with hisno.se to the howling
dinner
was one of Mrs.
and
the
Adams,
of harvest wheat about her rolled.
if to say, “Be still, youngPrentice’s best, so that Charley was in greyhound—as
Fore-doomed to song she seemed to me
humor when he reached the pie. ster, and listen.*' Then there was silence
capital
I queried not vv ith destiny:
and declared it was years since ho had and seeming eonlalmlaliou for a second or
1 knew th<i- trial and the need.
lie might, two. Immediately the big dog spread bis
eaten such a chicken pie.
Yet. all the more. 1 -aid. Hod speed!
with equal truth, have said he had never legs wide apart like a Colossus, bestridWhat could l other than I did?
i eaten such chicken pie, for the crust was ing the log on its extreme outer edges,
ould 1 a singing bird forbid?
and balancing himself carefully. The littough as well as burned, and Kate had
Petty the wind-stirred leaf? Kebulie
like
; been in a reverie while
The music of the forest brook?
making as well as tle dug sprang through the opening
opposite
baking, so she had forgotten the salt, and a Hash. When they reached the
•he went w ith morning from my door.
it was indeed a very poor pie.
Hut what shore the greyhound broke into frantic
Hut lett me richer than before
I henceforth 1 knew her voice of cheer,
is it that Virgil says—“Hove seasons a 11 gambols oi delight ; and the Newfoundt he welcome of lu r partial ear.
land alter the more sedate fashion ex| things !”—even chicken pie.
So Charley ate it just as if it was his press great complacency in his achieveYt ars pa--eiI: through all the land her name
A plea-ant hou-ehold word became;
mother’s best, and Kate was radiant with ment as In' surely bad a ight to do I
All felt behind the singer stood
j
happiness.
A sweet ami gracious womanhood.
| After dinner. Mr. Prentice said slyly to
A young bride was observed to lie in
:
tier life wa- earnest work, not play
I his wife, “It’s all right.
A man must, be
relleelion on her wedding day.
Her tiled feet «• imbed a weary way ;
I
in love with a woman to eat deep
thoroughly
While sealed reading a ten-eent novel,
And even through her lightest strain
| such pit* as that with so good a grace.”
\Y< beard an undertone of pain.
one of her bride-maids asked her the subAnd it was all right. Out under the
I was thinking,”
ject. of her meditation.
I 11-1 eii of her In r fair lame grew.
'tars that night Katie's reverie came true
she replied, “which of my old beaux I
The good -he did -be rarely knew,
—and Charley told her once more that he
t ngues-ed ot her in life the love
should marry, if 1 should become a widloved chicken pie, and her a great deal
That rained it- tears her grave above.
ow.”
belter, and that she only must make it for
\\ l.en la-t 1 -aw her. full ol peace,
him all his life, and they decided about
lie waited for her great release:
! the cottage, and Kate's dreams that night
And that old friend so sage and bland,
1
»ui
der Franklin, held lu r hand.
were a medley of cottages
md bridal
dresses, and chicken pie.
For ill that patriot bosoms -tit's
bid moved that woman’s heart of hers.
II.
.JOHN

i;\

\\

With a thousand injunctions about the
v\, think there will be no impropriety in crust and gravy, and the fire and the oven,
-lilting that th- Singer referred to in the follow* and with many misgivings, Mrs. Prentice
,!..
|.in i- Alice Cary, with whom Mr. Whil- withdrew, and Kate, her
daughter, reignw
i- ..n terms of very cordial intimacy for
ed in her stead.
m.iiiy years.J
Mr. Prentice returned at evening with
it
since (but names to me before),
\
his wife, and was told by her of the events
l u. -isters -ought at eve mv door:
of the day. They went together to look
l'v. o -mg-bird- w andering from their nest.

INSIDE LINE TO

AriU;Oapt.

CLIAS. DEEKING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, every
and
Tuesday
Friday Evenings, tit 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Boston, (commencing
10th inst.,) for Rockland, Castinc, Deer fsle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Mlllbridgc,
Jonesport and Macliiasport.
Returning will leave Macliiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) each trip lrom June 30th to September 15th
in addition to her usual lauding at So. West Harbor.
For lurthcr particulars inquire of ROSS & STl'DIY'ANT, 179 Commercial Street, Or CYRUS STUDIVANT, General Agent.
*
t!34
Portland, May, 1871.

uir et>n\ iT-e. from her sntiering bed
l i» healthful theme- of life she led;
Idle oiit-dnor world of hud and bloom
\ud light and sweetness tilled her room.

<

\.

t

v

rmore an

underthought

m lo-s to conic within u- wrought.
Mid all the while vve fell the -tram
«q tin strong will that conquered pain.

tied jivelli qtli elite-- at la-t !
I
e..itini<ot vv ay that all have passed
-!11 went, v ith mortal yearnings fond,
I
fuller Site and loVC beYOlid.
.1

Fold the rapt si.ul in your embrace,
VI
dial'one-! (. iv e the -illger place
I'o von. to her.-—1 know not where,—
I lift the silence of a prayer.
Foi only tint- our own we find :
! be gone before, the left behind.
All mortal voice- die between :
1 lie unheard reaches the unseen.
A .Min the blackbird- -ina: the -t vain*
Wdike, laughing, trout their winter dream-.
And tr< mb| in tin* April showers
I II.- tu-'id- of the maple flowers.
Hut not for her ha- spring renewed
d in- sweet surprise- of the wood :
And bird and flower are lost to her
\\ ho wa- tlu-ir best interpreter!
\\dial to -but eyes lia- l.od iv\ ealeiF.
\\ I,at !n ar the ear- that death has sealed:
What undreamed b. aiitv passing show
lb quite- the loss of all we know?

silent land, to vv lticli we litovc,
I .tiougli it there alone be- love :
»

<

And mortal need can ne’er outgrow
What it is waiting to h- stovv !
liit. soul! from that far-oiV shore
Floats -Mine sweet -otig the water- o’er,
Mir faith eontinn, our fears di-pel.
With the old v nice we loved so well!

<

>

vv

Another
I hi* “liisi

Southern

tIk* late southern

t*ijn:iI
Timrod. whom Tennyson
most

I

|

dewy ili on hillside brown.
In shadowed grove and sunny glade.
Flour all sweet wealth of Flora down
Where'er our dead are laid :
For till, within each loyal breast.
'fie ir memories have deathless lilt
< mr
happy dead, low-. oiu hed at rest,
l»e\ olid the sounds of strife.

—

we bear,
All worthy of the h»\
W. find our uttered wold- loo weak'
To voi. I* the thoughts we fain would share.
And would, but cannot speak;
.•

<

glowing words to tell the world
I'heir deeds upon the lifted field—
For. though their glorious tlags are furled.
Though dropped each Useful shield,
>f

Tin- great heart of the World has beat
With ipiiekest pukes o’er I'm ir page,
The di el \\ ho lie beneath our feet.
The Itayards of tin age !

For haply here may rest the forms
< if those who ho re with lioheft Lee
The brunt ot loin M ars'bloody storms,
>r, haply. here may he

e

We are not—when nor where they fought;
We know their hearts were brave and leal.
And ihat, where'er their task was wrought,
t hey loved their Country’’ weal.
\\, loved it well; -o well, that death
I'ln-y seolf.-.l at. and the fearful cost
< »t blood, and yielded up their breath
i\ <• honor lost!
And all,
i• «*;t,•,• b.* theirs, where'er they sleep.
Throughout our wide and fair domain,
And may o grateful people keep
I'lcir memories from stain.

bid'-

•tamp down the lie that

names

their

death

I li
:d et on a traitor’s doom!
IF- give them love, with fearless breathciv. tliou.n Earth, thy bloom!
••

Three Chicken
r.v MAiiY

INSIDE

LINE.

3
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Pies.

fiiFFonn.

Kate Prentice, with her vigorous mind,
her strong will, and her independent
habits of thought, was her father’s special
pet, and be educated her after his own
heart.
The best schools had done what:
1 h«*v could for Kate, and she had amply
repaid her fond father's effort and satisfied his ambition. The school days had
been over about three months, and Kate
bad been passing a gay season at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice had felt that she
should have a little time to herself before
she entered tly* harder school of besy life
that was before her as a teacher, but those
three months between school going and
school teaching had done lor Kate what I
they had done lor many another girl in
the same idle time, and there she stood in
the doorway, with all her years of book
knowledge and the kitchen ignorance behind her, announcing her intention of
making that mysterious compound, that
chef d’o-uvre of
accomplished housekeepers, chicken pie.
Airs. Prentice turned pale; she thought
Kate a little crazy.
Air. Prentice smiled.
'There was a
twinkle in his eye.
“Let her try, mother; let her try,” and
with a very quick step and a
merry heart,
h<* was gone. 1 Jilt lie talked aloud as lie
went down the street.
“I wonder who it can be. I am sure I
don’t know, but it must be
somebody, for
when a girl that never could endure the
sight of a kitchen begins to want to learn
how to cook, it’s as sure there’s somebody
else in the question, as it is when you see
one little brO\vn bird building a nest in
spring, that there’s a brighter, gayer bird
not far oh*, that is equally interested in
that sample of housebuilding.
Air. Prentice was right.
“But Kate,” said her mother, “you
surely don’t mean to do it alone; you’ll
spoil it as sure as the world ; you never
made eyen a common pie. and it takes a
real knack to make a chicken
pie.”
“I surely do,” said Kate, “and if I
spoil
it 1 spoil it. And what’s more, I must do
it myself, and you have got to go
entirely
<>ut of the kitchen—yes, out of the house.
You may go over to Aunt Martha’s and
spend the day, so that the people that eat
tin* pie may be sure that i did it all myself*. The fact is” (and here comes the
fact about which Mr. Prentice was so
curious) “Charley Adams is coming here
to dinner to morrow. He’s always wish

TRIPS

STEAMliOAT ANI)

1871.

SUMMER

PER

WEEK.

1871.

CHEAP FARMS, FREE TRAVEL!

evening.
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on the
arrival oi Steamboat Express Train from Boston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about 10

interest

Chicago, Rook Island, and Pacific Railroad

Company.

<; (>(>.()<*(>

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.

Ac vos

tm

IOWA LANDS.

CHOICE

This Companv is now oilcring for sale about six
hundred thousand acres 01 the lineal agricultural
Hie Company sells only to
lands in tlu- West.
;;iM ual settlers,and t lie prices are exceedingly reasonper acre the average
able, ranging from $.'• to
being about £■«.. The greater part ot these lands ;
its railroad between
arc situated along the line ot
the cities ol Pcs Moines and Council lilutls, and
are in the most accessible aiul fertile region in the
State.
Sales made tor cash or on credit long enough to
enable any industrious man to pay lor the land out
i ot its crops.
These lauds are held under a title direct from the
Ci iieral Ie
eminent, and are not mortgaged or encumbered in any wav. Full warranty deeds given to

ta. w. Men

the

ROSS & STUD1VANT,
Street, Portland.
June 1,1*71.

who has conducted the store
Will

ibis

map', pamphlets, or any other information
expecting t In in, address K15KNK/1.R COUK, Land
Commi- ion. r. Davenport, Iowa.
lCIvFTS are sold at the ComI \ I’l.DKl N(i
pany's ticket oilic'e at Chicago, and all other principal
stations on its line, and it the purchaser buys land
the amount paid tor the ticket is applied on tin- pur-

patrons

resume

farewell.

Agents,

her
at 2

WINCHESTER'S

paired throughout.

KOSS G.

:w

GREETING:

r.oston

LEWIS, Agent.

EASTERN
Line !

Steamboat

THE STEAMER

Having

assumed the

HYP OPHO SPRITE S

responsi-

brosia if she made it, “Fll try a chicken
bilities as in
of
pie. Mother herself says 1 can make that
OF LIME AND SODA,
to
her.”
equal
i:vr.i:Y cask, ok
T
this firm in
Xo sooner said than done, and when it
came out of the oven, a
of
art,
can
triumph
i
take this
Kate laughed herself as she contrasted it
J"
■ ■» » » a.a im
I w-< H V.I n «•••’« »
wi:h that other one, and rcllected
“Poor
>1 Kemedy an immetliate
celebrate
no! lail to give thP
in behalf of the late
fellow, how could he eat that unsalled, I trial. Von will ! charmed and surprised at its
i i.r<.111j I and t-melifial eilVcts. Price One Dollar per
burned up thing.”
Sold by all druggi.-is.
Sin* gathered a few flowers to adorn bottle.
firm to record my
her table, and even put on her French
print to look a little rosier herself, and
for the
then when all was ready, tried to look as
if nothing was the matter-—as if nothing
united
had happened but what happened even
to
tried
her
foolish
heart
from
keep
day;
ronage rebeating so fast as she sat and waited for
his coming, and thought how he would
ceived
praise her. Wasted trouble! lie earn1
iu hurriedly, did chance to notice the
in Waldo and
from the
bright new dress, but did not think to say
fondly. “This Ibr my Kike dear?” but
counties.
We
only said, “(lot company?”
And then, as he threw himself into hb
start under a new name,
dining chair
j lias been successtnl beyond all parallel, lienee the
•Oh. chicken pie, hey?” and then ah I physicians of the tropics give it their emphatic saneother
to
it
in
every
preference
tion,
prescribing
j
on in silence.
but the same resolution
aperient in use. Tin- patients, ol course, gladly acKate tried to be cheerful, though tin
quiesce, lor this preparation is oue ot the most deas
mild
and
as
well
cathartics,
cooling
tears were well nigh bursting from In
lightful,
of
Saks and
chemistry has yet devised, and possesses every medidrooping lids.
cinal virtue ot the lar-lamed (ierman Seltzer Spa. It
He said not a single word about the i- a powder that only requires the addition of water Small
will
dinner till he moved back from the table, tii produce in an instant a delicious, eftervc-scent
beverage, a- well as an invaluable medicine.
and then he said
4»h for a ml arnqtt non«*l»nt I In* genuine
continue to be
“It’s no use talking.
I tell you what il
SOLD 1JV ALL DIMJtitilSTS.
is, Kate, nobody can make chicken pii
the Motto of
but my mother !” and this was his parting
<11 % IVU I 4 *< liol«*ra By rii|» v UIT»R
word.
Iivsenterv, 1 »iarrlm*a ami Summer <.‘omplaints
Price :.o cts. CKO. MOORK, PropT,
j of Children.
the N e w
III.
j (iivat I .ills, N. II, Sold by all druggists.
Kate
was
alone
she
did
not
When
cry.
She walked the lloor witii clenched fists,
(U)L BY’S
and vowed “if she ever married again it
P1LT3 HEMEDY.
tor.
should he a man that never had a mother!” 1- warranted t<i cure the worst cases of Piles. Price
And she felt so weary of the struggle, and $1 per buttle. Sent free on receipt ol juice. JOHN
This stock has been
she cursed the whole race ol men, and | M COl.P.Y,State Street, Boston.
stamped her pretty loot, and hit her lips, Tn in** Ol’CE 11114I > on «»ill A 1«,11II
and said, “they were thankless wretches!”
New Invoices of Goods
And she almost wished she had taught
school all her days, and never had any- Warranted the he-1 Tonic and Restorative in the
and a
assortment
world. Sold by all Druggists. Wholesale Agents,
thing to do with any of them. Then at CKO.
(iOOOWJN
CO., Bo-ton, Mass.
last tears came, and after that of course
will
be found.
she felt better, and began to find excuses
DATLU *fO solicited buying strong and valid
for him, and said, after all. she knew he I A I •»* p8 o claims. DJI/icult cases a sjiecialty.
:nr> Main street, Hartford, Ct.
It is our determidid not mean it. And then she tried to W. K. SIMONDS,
think what she could do next, and then
IlHiineMi for all.
she struck a bright idea, and she began
'J Best. Industrial s-jiage N»*wsj»:iper. f.o cts. per
nation to sell
to smile—and long before Charley came year. .Send stamp for copy, /'.I77..Y7' S'/'AJ!,
Boston, Mass,
home she was gay as a lark. At tea slm
Goods at
*
said:
how
before
can
“Charley,
long
you
a
smaller
have a little resting spell ?”
\\rE AVI EE l*AI ALE\TN A BAEA It A or $:*<»
II EEH anil
n
“Well, that’s queer, Kate,” said he. “1
Expi* ■■*<*«, or allow a large commission to sell our
told them at the store
that 1 was new ami wonderful inventions. Address M. WAOtired, and was going to take a week out. NKR &. CO., Marshall, Mich.
I think we’ll run lip in the country and
of Profit than
as
*or Young and Middle-Aged Men
TU£ Otlftf/ to
give mother a surprise visit."
I lit- DuUf\
readjust now, is The Ncivnce
Kate’s heart was in her mouth. This 4»f 1.Hi*, or N«*lf-l*r4*worvatioii. The author the old
of
Dr. A. II. Haves, has returned from Kurope in exwas just what she had
planned, but was cellent health,
uml is again the Chief Consulting
so fearful she couldn’t
bring it about.
Physician ot the Peabody Medical Institute,
our
Goods for two
Charley’s mother was as rare a woman No. t Huliiuch St., Boston, Mass.
n i—i—b— wrn————m———a
as a cook, so to her Kate dared to tell all
stores has been
her troubles.
EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT.
“Now, mother dear,” said she, “1 know
upon,
that 1 make good things, but you know
DR. GIJILMETTE S
we
them
nothing tastes to grown up folks as il
does to children, and then no matter how Extract of
in
good anything is, Charley flunks it can’t As a delicious tonic healthful, and curative for all er
be as good as his mother’s, and it makes diseases of the
Kidneys and Bladder, Loss of Appeme so unhappy, and you must help me to tite, Dyspepsia, Nervous Debility, &c., it is unrivalquanled. To Females it is especially recommended for
cure him.”
all irregularities of the menses, and disorders peculThey planned together how it should be iar to their system, as it can he used with perfect
tities.
done, and the next day for dinner they gafety. In malarious districts it is a great preventive of Fever and Ague.
had chicken pie. Charley threw up his
Ciias. S. Faulkneu, Wholesale Agent.,
and Summer
Our
hat as he came in and beheld it.
10 Barclay-st., New York.
A. 1IOWKS & CO., Belfast, Me.
Sold
S.
by
said
“Now,”
he, “you will eat chicken
Jin lit
Goods have been marked
pie as is chicken pie 1”
said
he
as
he
“Come, Kate,”
■(IIAIIIIBOW’B
helped
down and we call
himself again and again, “eat, eat, don’t
1
you know that I always told you that no- Irish
Cambric
Linen
Damasks.
Handkerchiefs,
Linens,
lic attention to an
body but my mother could make chicken
&C., &C.
pie ?”
When he had iinished his dinner, he
We leol ourselves called on again to CAUTION
examination of our
CONSUMERS against the indiscriminate use of
said :
Irish fabrics made up to imitate our goods in fold,
“Now, mother, why can’t you teach trade mark, and general appearance, and to warn
Stock and Prices
Kate to make as good chicken 1pie as Jyou them,that their only safeguard is to see that the
authentic seal of our firm,
do?”
J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS & OWDliN,
before pur“I think instead 1 must take lessons of
is stamped on each article.
her,” said his mother; “I think she
goes
to coniine ourselves, as heretofore, to
Determined
a little ahead ol me,
my son, since this the use of yarns spun from the choicest and strongpie you praise so much is her making not est, Flax, by the best machinery obtainable; uniform 1I
in weightand elasticity—manufactured and bleached
mine!”
under our own superintendence: -theconsumer will
ELSEWHERE.
Though she said not a word of reproach, be
(iUARANTKKD BY OUK SEAL
the look she gave him was better than a
volume of sermons, and in a moment the same durability and satisfaction in the wear,
“there fell from his eyes as if it had been which the genuine goods have always afforded.
scales.”
J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS & OWDEN.
Since that day all Kate’s girlish dreams
Jm50*
Belfast, Ireland, 5 Mo. 15,1871.
of “love in a coltage” have been more
than realized, and when Charley Adams
e m e nr v j
speaks of cooks, ho says :
lir» IBI»I«, Fr4»Nli {.round Hydraulic
“I don’t know of but one woman that
«’«i»i4»nt, just received, and for sale low, by
can beat my
BELFAST.
t«7
mother; that’s my wile.”
WILLIAM B. SWAN & CO.

Oonsmu|)tion

Commercial

Ciipt. T. K. MIUTE,
regular trips, leaving

WILL COMMENCE KUNNINU FROM

Belfast,

ELLSWORTH TO BELFAST,
On Monday, June 26, 1871,

opportunity

Ellsworth at ti o'clock A. M.,011 Mondays,
Wednesdays, ami Fridays, touching at Mt.Deseri.
Brookline, Meugwick, Deer island and Castine, arriving in Belfast in season to connect with Sanfords'

Leaving
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to m> et a great, need ol the present age, the au'lno
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FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
uki on receipt
cloth. Price $l.oo, or si n
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who know but little of flu nature and character of
$"• tor the other two books, postagi paid.
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mendations of their medicines by tin dead, who
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of the
belief
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; Chronicb*, I*''armn.gioi
and sutler tor mon;hs or years, until rcliev.d or j how and when to .to it."
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j Maine, Sept : sent
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mail on receipt of price.
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BUT ALL QIJA( KS AltK NOT IGNORANT.
| N. P. The author ol the above named medical
Notwithstanding* Ire foregoing lads are known to ! works ;s tlie chief Consulting Physician id the
some quack doctors and no.-trnm makers, yet. re- '■ Peabody M- dical Institute, and is so constantly cmgardless ot the life and health ot others there are jj ployed in consult a' i. oi with inviluls from all parts
■I the country, that lie has no time t<> attend to
those among them who even perjure them lv.
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, wi- more business details. 1 licn tor. .11 letters should
1 to the I’KAi’.'im .MI DP \l. INS I I
thal it is emit arm d in their nostrums, so that tin S head.lreusual lee" may lx* obtained for prop ssediy curing, I I l TK. or Dr. W. 11. PAIilv Klb the M< dica! V
A •/'•id w In-,
ist.-mt ot the iilitbor and hi- P.u in.
tract ion of it," may be obtainor
the dollar,” or
as well as the author him el!'
ed tor the nostrum. It is thus that many are demay I- consult. d ot.
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ceived, also, and spend large amounts tor exjx-ri
merits w ith quackery.
lit
Ins i.o wCkyutin Pki ii
DR. DIX'S
l.yrl?

rival of Steamers Cambridge and Katahdiu, touching at the above named landings.

Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, by Sanfords’ Line, $4.00. From Ellsworth to Belfast, $2.25.
ntHltaiT 1 Ah KM AT FAIR RATES.
*#*The Steamer AIICmO, is a good, 'substantial,
side-wheel Boat of 230 tons burthen, with good accommodations for passengers, and in iir>t-rate order.
W. <». M» DONALD, Agent at Ellsworth,
01
CKO. (i. WELLS. Agent at Belfast.
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Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house,
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness ami health. Prices $0 to $35. Send lor
Circulars to
to

IYMI'UmiOT.
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Geo. W. Burkett,
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HAYFORD BLOCK,

And all l iml ot

R. R.

ARRAMCEMRUN,

1**1.

On and after JUNE 5lli, next, passenger twins
will leave Belfast lor Boston and Portland, at H.30
A. M.— at 7 F. M,, connecting at Burnham with
Car
night Express with Pulliaun
attached, for Portland and Boston.
f reight Train leaves at «i A. M„ connecting at
Burnham at 8.30 A, M., with mixed train lor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express trom Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At 0.45 F. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
5 F. M.
Through Tickets will bo sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
L. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t,
1871,
tt47
27,
May

A. Gfrea/t Discovery.
rilOJf AS would

notice to the

give
public generally that he has returned to the city of
DR.
Belfast, where he will continue to manufacture and
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA

SYRUP.

Take notice all orders for Medicine, address DR.
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.

per Bottle.
for $4.00.

Six Bottles

All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Belfast; S. A. Howes 8c Co., Belfast; Crosby 8c Co.,
Depot,) Belfast: Levi M. Robbins, Rock(Opposite
land; Geo. J. Robinson, l'homaston.; W. L. Alden,
and 15. T. Bradbury, Bangor; Geo. Farcher,and S. G.
3m47
Wiggins Ellsworth.

pEFER 6c STEPHEN THACHER,
Counsellors & Attorney at Law.
14 PEMBERTON
2ml
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E. EARBIER & CO.,
Office at B. F. WELLS’S Fancy Good Store. No.
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Main Street, Belfast.
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Manhood: How Lost, How Restored.

stamps.
Also, DR. CULVERWKLL’S “Marriage Guide,

1

Tmt4> IT

Tllb COMPOUND

per

travagance.
*9-1 'rice, in a scaled envelope, only <» cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates irom a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ol sell
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application ol the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means ot which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
4SrThis Lecture should be in the hands ol every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or t wo post
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Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores.
F. II. ill ESK JOLL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, as Han
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Erysipelas, Scald Head, Ringworms, Fleers Burns,
Salt Rheum, Chillblains, Scald.-, Pimples, Blotche.-,
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Fri.ii'N Fki:i:v, NFW YOUII.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodeled and furnished m-w and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation tor tmr hundred
guests.
The location is more accessible to all parts ol N< w
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the
every
city. The Broadway stages pass the 11. >t
three minutes besides various lines ol .-uvit earone of which intersects every other route in JS'i w
York.
It being blit two block (nun 1 niton I i-rry, m do
it convenient for tho-e wishing to n i-it the “City ol
Churches,''as Irom this Kerry diverge .ill the prin
cipal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn.
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where may be found a \cry lari/e and well scheted
»v
stock of the above articles, embracing about
variety aad style in tlo Market. IL-invites hi* old
customers anti all ot In r--in want ol anything in tin
Slf(>E line to give him a call before pun-ha ing.
A good stock of
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Boston, July 25,1871.
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—oI>R. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.? Endicott street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases
incident to the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of tin* Womb, Finer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on
new pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under if, anil the aillicted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure of diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845,having confu ed his whole at
tentiou to an office practice for the jure ol Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Dilico hours from 8 A. M. ton P. M
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THU LADIES.-The celebrated DR. I.. I > I X
net d a Medto
or
at
Booms,-.-l
Surgical
Endicott St., Boston, Ma-s.. which tln-v will tind
arranged for their special accommodation.
I)R. DIX having devoted over twenty ycar< to
this particnlar branch ol the treatment of all di
eases peculiar to temales, is now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe, that he « xeel
all other known praetieioners in tin* safe, speedv
an<l eifectua! treatment ot all female complaint*.
IIis medicines are prepared with the c\prc«.- purpose ot removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement ot
the womb, also discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now luliy
prepared ti treat in his peculiar styU both medically and surgically, all diseases >»t th female -ex,
and they ar.: respectfully inv11• d to call at
mu

V »f

Poor Hum. WhinLci.
1 .'hi
Rid ii*.
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all Ladies who
TO particularly invites
adviser
bis
ical
call

!¥«». *21 Eu«li«‘Ott
All letters requiring n• 1 v .*
lar to insui•• an an*wer.
Boston, dan. 1 v1 1 yr.
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the strictest seen cy ami coutideiici-, wliatever may
be the disease, -i-ndition or situation ol anyone,
married or singl v
Medicines sent by Mail and Uxpre-s to all part- ol
the United States.
must contain one dolAll letters requ.ring ad\ i.
lar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Di\, No. : Jin Lott stre*!, R.>-ton. Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1,1*71 -1 yr.
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To Females in Delicate Health.
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WILSON’S PERUVIAN BITTERS.
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Independent Line for Boston; also connecting with
the Maine Central Railroad for Burnhaui, Kendall's
Mills, Waterville, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
Returning -Will leave Belfast tor Kllsworth on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings on ar-

gratitude

! Hf V

|
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Capt. 0. V. IilSSAN,

days past

lie (anvil.
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jImiiI y.
Flat11 red by he receptii.n oi. and great demand
lor, tie above valuable and timely treatise, and ui-n<

charges are very moderate, t oinmunieations s,.
credly contidentiu1, ami all may rely ou him with

Killeen year's successful experience proves beyond
the possibility ol a doubt, that by the prompt and
use ol

iru

and BANGOK.
Returning Will leave Bangor Monday at S o’clock
A. M., touching as above.
lhe ALLIANCE is in line sea-going order, having
new Boiler, Shalt, ike., and being thoroughly re-

money.

timely

European

o’clock, 1*. M., tor TENANT'S
Thursday
HAItBOK, LINCOLN VI .UK, BELFAST, eonuectMoosohead Lake Kail road,
with
the
Belfast
and
ing
SANDY POINT, BUCKSPOKT, W1NTKKPOKT.

every

leave to bid

city, beg

their
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again.
Finally, said Kate, thinking sadly of
the old days, when everything was am-
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Belfast to Portland $J.oo. To Boston
By Steamer from Portland,
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o'clock next morning.
Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
doing East, sure connections can bo made at. Belfast with the Belfast Sc Moosehead it. R., and European & North American Railway at Bangor.

to

Hundreds

»

Hume

Having relinquished their

VINEGAR BITi

j

Oai,t, DON NISON,
Leaves Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and
o’clock, touching at nil the
Friday mornings at
usual landings on the river and bay, arriving at Portland in season to connect with the 0 o’clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at 10 o’clock,
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s..me hero who with .Jackson knelt,
ttu some hktorie tie d. in prayer.
And with his matehle-s leader felt
< bid's preseii.
iii t In- air:
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Belfast, April

*»L)r. WALKER

Han.

for Ih

Hindi
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he not robbed ami add to your sufferings In being
deceived by the lying boasts, mi-represental ions,
lalse promises, and pretentious of

Fares and Freight Reduced

pat-

t, noblf in their lives, in death
More noble still, tin y do not need
>r song, or panegyric wreath,
lie. .1
<>r any

praisefui
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Hats, Caps, Holts, Shirts, Had1 Y I B 1 B Y ges, Trumpets, &c., lor Service
B-* I r\ F
and I'arade. At the old ManuJL | 1 1 Vl factory, 1 i:t (Irand Si root, N. V.,
Send for Circulars,
t'Aiii.Ns & lb;".

teach you to make this. She used to
make it so it would melt in your mouth.
This is no more like it than it it hadn't
the same name.”
Kate would bear up under these contrasts, which he, man that he was. never
dreamed she minded, till he was safely
out of tin* house, then up to her little
room to
“cry it out," and gel heart to try

n

*1

limn

cians -matry oi whom consult him in critieal i.i-. s,
because of his acknowledged
Uil. and n-putui i-m
attained through so long experiei.e. pm. tand
observation.

Will leave Belfast lor Boston, every MONDAY
WEDNESDAY' and FRIDAY, at 2 o’clock, i\ M.
K ETLI RNIN O- W il11. ave Boston every MON DA Y,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY', at r» o’clock, l*. M.

for
ami

Young
widely
known lor great hc.autv oi hcition and superiority
1H:\
V. Sl’KAU, Principal.
oi instruction.
INSTITUTE
MAPLEWOOD
1 i/uiius. 1’ill-tlold, Mass., long

to

onee pronounced the
iruest po. t ot America. Hi" name is Snyder;
i,i 1 he wrote the following ode on the oeeas on
.of the decoration of the soldiers’ graves in
(ieorgia, s me weeks since:—
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proudly refers to Professors uni respectable Physi
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I in
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No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston.
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engaged in treatment of Special Disea-es. a fact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprli lor-*, 8ce. that he i- maeh recommended, and particularly ;<>

THE STEAMER

“Kate, I do wish you would get mother

papers al-

o Earth, thy fairest blooms.
That votivi wrealhs our hands may twine,
For we would deck our heroes' lombs
With all lair gifts of thine:
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bard, Ilenry

liring forth,

/ or Asthma, /.'
(■„/lUuj l\ n r. rtf.
u.-rc-stiilT. MI iru.r.
‘‘Nothing m>
Jirw/'iist, Host mi. lleronmiontled by Dr.O.W
Ib.iinr*. It always /dims. JOS. BURNETT £ CO.,
SiM L*y all druggist*.
I‘i >ston. Mu---*
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boldly asserts, (and it cannot he contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themschea, to impose upon patient- that

SltAMtK

NEW

1 > I A N O

OFFICE,
E||«lirott Street, Boston, Tias*.
is so arranged that patients never see <>r hear each
ather. Recollect, the on/// entrance to his ollice is
mo. 21, having no connection with his iv-i.l. n. -e,
lonsequently no family interruption, so tint "ii no
account can any person hesitate applying at
his

he

■

.r

li
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On and after
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Constitutional and other Weaknesses in

dr. is. »r\
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PRIVATE MEDICAL
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Farm for Sale,

Couth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
HOT 11 .SEXES, SINGL E.011.M A liKIKD.

Line!

Independent
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has another poet, who is

<

been married a year, and the
had shone as steadily as if it

had been lengthened by dispensation.
Hut it waned at last, as it always does,
and the conflict of life begun.
Kate’s great grief was that Charley had
a
mother. Not but that in the course of
1
nature In* would have been expected to
have, but his mother was a great cook,
ami Charley had become wholly possessed with the idea that no one could cook
like his mother.
Now Kate had made a
long visit to the mother soon after her
marriage, and with herteacliing and love's
assistance rendering her the aptcsl of
pupils. Kate had really become quite a
I cook herself. To this mother, who was
j in truth a rare cook, Kate told the story
j of that first chicken pie. And she took
lessons now most humbly, not scorning
advice as sin* had her own mother's in tin*
So all unknown to Charley she
old days.
made the pies till the kind mother said :
“I shall be quite jealous, Kate.
1 think
you c\ on out-do me."
So then the housekeeping began.
< >h,
! how brave the little woman was. How
she worked ami worked in the kitchen
! day after day to make the dainties to
please Charley, and Charley would come
! home and
pay no heed to the flushed and
weary face, and eat the goodies in silence,
taking all as a matter of course. His
mother had been such a cook it was nothing new to him ; he didn't stop to think
that what was easy for mother was hard
enough tor little Kale. Hut worse still,half

Poet.

pronounced l.y enthusiastic (ieorgia
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Nervous Diseases,

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
he Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, 'Throat and Body;
L’imples on the Face; Swelling ot the .Joints; Ner-
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Found her their meet companion.
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Scientific and Popular Medical Wc-'-e
ON
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SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY IIABITS,

Mt. Desert & Machias.
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WILL fBE FORFEITED BY DR. L,
JVJVJ DIa. if lulling to euro in less time an
ny otltcr physician, more effectually ami perxposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-
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CARD.

THANK YOU C1TIZKNS OK P. 101 I-AS I.
and those who have favored me with their pat
onago, for the past twenty-one years I lu\e been
vith you, and bid you good by.
DU. <i. P. LOMDAUD, who has been assoel.ded
is partner in the practice id Dentistry with me lor
he past year, will occupy the same office.
I cheerfully recommend the Doctor to your fullest
lontidence as a mail who is thorough in his jtrolesCALVIN MOO UK.
iion.
Dr. Lombard has the County right for t o I «<»■■• «
l*U4-king ltOI-e iintl MiraiKlit’i l'le\i|il«>
E«li’4*—improvement a for Artificial Plates, 2imVj
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A penny saved is a penny earned.”
I'd’OSITS m ule on or In (ore t fi♦ 1st ot nn\
montli, mil he placed upon mt i' -l e\er\
month, (except May and November md interest
computed upon the flame in dun and in eemher.
1‘epo.sitfl received dailv it the It inkmi' Km.in,
tot I’. M .sulnrda) s from
from to I A M., and
to 12
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